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INTRODUCTION1 
 
Meaning construction is one of the basic activities of human life, 
like eating and sleeping, something we have to do everyday, from 
dawn to dusk, every time we interact with the world around us. 
Oddly enough, until recently basic books on academic psychology 
have not discussed this fundamental aspect of human behaviour 
(Baumeister, 1991). It is however possible to learn the 
implications of meaning construction as a psychological process 
from the expressions people use when they feel that something is 
meaningless. Obviously, the feeling that something is meaningful 
is the outcome of the successful performance of two basic tasks, 
orientation and evaluation. Every situation evokes two kinds of 
questions: on the one hand 'What is it?', 'Can I understand and 
explain it?', and on the other hand 'Does it matter to me or not?', 
'Do I want to do anything about it or not?', 'Will I be able to cope 
with it?'. As long as such primary problems of meaning 
construction are easily solved, we can commit ourselves to a 
situation or to a relationship or to life. In such circumstances life 
will have a meaning for us and will give us a feeling of well-
being. But when we are unable to explain things that happen to us 
or cannot cope with a situation, the process of meaning 
construction stagnates and the feeling of psychological well-being 
decreases. 
 
                                                 
1  Some parts of this chapter have previously been published in Van der 
Lans, J.M. & Jab!o"ski, P.T.: (1994). Religious Language Interpretation. 
A Social Psychological Approach. Archive fuer Religionspsychologie, 21, 
208-219. The work as published has been adapted to suit its place in the 
present publication. 
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In everyday life, meaning construction progresses imperceptibly. 
Generally, culture and the cognitive and normative frameworks 
that determine our perceptions and evaluations, provide an 
adequate source of meaning. Sometimes however we encounter 
extraordinary problems of meaning, confronting us with the 
boundaries of human existence. The question 'Why me?' that 
people ask when affected by a serious accident or after an 
unfavourable medical diagnosis, expresses a problem of 
existential meaning. 
 
One of the functions of the system of religious symbols has 
always been to provide answers when people are confronted with 
problems of existential meaning. Religion enables people to form 
an idea of the absolute and to cope with life's contingencies. Here 
mythology and ritual are two effective sources of meaning. The 
accessibility of these sources is no longer self-evident. One of the 
reasons why people are drifting away from religious meaning 
systems and religious practice as a coping strategy is the gap they 
experience between a religious belief system and the world view 
of modern culture. It also seems that they are no longer able to 
construct the meaning of religious texts when they look to them 
for meaning in meaningless situations. 
 
Against this general background of meaning construction and 
coping with stressful life events on the one hand and applying 
religious language as a tool in the search for the meaning of life 
on the other, it became our interest to gain insight into and 
investigate the way in which people interpret religious narratives 
and what factors are involved in their interpretation of religious 
stories. Investigation into the factors that determine a person's 
ability to achieve an adequate understanding of religious language 
may enable the psychology of religion to provide insights into 
applied disciplines like pastoral theology, religious education and 
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psychotherapy and so help to improve the healing function of 
religion. 
 
What follows was written as a result of the author's interest in this 
subject. Its writing would have been impossible without a grant 
provided by the Dutch Organisation for Scientific Research and 
the highly stimulating scientific environment that the author 
experienced during five years of work at the former Department 
for the Cultural Psychology and the Psychology of Religion at the 
Catholic University of Nijmegen, in the Netherlands. Its purpose 
is to present questions that have been underexposed and 
overlooked by mainstream psychology of religion and to deal with 
meaning construction of biblical narratives. The work is divided 
into five chapters. The first and second chapters present a 
theoretical rationale and relevant considerations. The third and the 
fourth chapters attempt an empirical exploration of research 
questions posed in the preceding chapters. The last chapter 
summarises and links the main results from the previous sections. 
 
Chapter 1 outlines past and present research into meaning 
construction of religious narratives and gives a detailed 
description of the nature of religious language. The chapter starts 
with the observation that studies of the understanding of religious 
language have attracted the interest of psychologists almost since 
the beginning of psychology. In the early days however, scholars 
generally assumed that the only factor that influenced the 
understanding of biblical narratives was the level and 
development of cognitive ability. Franklin (1928) and Beiswanger 
(1930), for example, showed that young children have difficulty 
in understanding religious concepts and stories. They 
demonstrated that the understanding of religious narratives was a 
function of certain internal or native abilities that develop over 
time. Later consideration of Piaget's work enabled psychologists 
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to identify and chart these abilities in a more detailed way. 
Working within a Piagetian framework, Goldman (1964, 1965) 
and Elkind (1961, 1962, 1963) found that the understanding of 
religious concepts and narratives advanced in parallel with stages 
of development in mental age. Since similar stages and patterns of 
reasoning were found in different groups of respondents, the final 
conclusion was that mental age was the major factor affecting 
understanding. Since religious ideas develop at a slower rate than 
any other field in a child's experience, it has been argued that 
biblical narratives should not be used in pastoral work with young 
children. 
 Many scholars reproduced Goldman and Elkind's research 
and corroborated their results, documenting children's difficulties 
in understanding and describing various stages of understanding. 
They also completed a body of knowledge about other cognition-
related factors essential to understanding: intelligence, abstract or 
figurative thinking and linguistic or verbal skills such as the 
ability to talk about stories, measured by the length of responses 
to questions (for a recent review see Hyde, 1990). 
 
Despite the fact that the results of Goldman's research are very 
plausible and continue to have a substantial impact on 
psychological and pedagogical thinking about religious education, 
his research has been and continues to be subject to a good deal of 
criticism. Scholars have argued that the Piagetian framework was 
applied without any prior consideration of its suitability to the 
subject area. They have objected to the way that earlier research 
concentrated on the developmental and cognitive aspects of the 
understanding of religious stories at the expense of any 
investigation of other factors affecting understanding, such as 
affective experience, feelings and social context. Scholars have 
also objected to the operationalisation of cognitive skills 
exclusively in terms of mental age and the introduction of 
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intelligence, abstract or figurative thinking and indicators of 
verbal ability without any explicit foundation. To rectify these 
omissions, scholars have suggested that research into the 
understanding of religious language must be preceded by a 
detailed consideration of the nature of religious language 
(McGrady, 1983; Slee, 1986, 1987). Only after we know what 
religious language is about can we carry out justified and soundly 
based psychological research into its understanding. 
 
Chapter 1 therefore ends with a section on the analysis of the 
nature of religious language. The analysis makes use of the claim 
by theologians and philosophers that religious language is not 
descriptive but metaphorical (Tillich, 1964; McFague, 1983, 
1987; Meyer, 1990). Frye's contribution (1981; 1985), stating that 
religious mythology is not a datum of human existence but a 
factum, is particularly useful here. Religious narratives do not 
refer to any kind of tangible reality, they have nothing to say 
about people's knowledge, nor are they a primitive form of 
science. They are metaphors, expressing human creativity and 
reflecting what a particular community found most essential. They 
say something about the feelings and experiences shared by 
people who are involved with one another and concerned with 
supernatural reality. 
 This metaphorical character gives religious language a 
very special position. On the one hand its nature enables almost 
any attitude whatsoever to be adopted towards its content. It 
permits and accepts any kind of interpretation, possible or 
impossible. In other words, the metaphorical character of religious 
narratives implies a theoretically infinite number of possible 
interpretations. Interpretations are individualised, tied to 
psychological conditions and determinants. 
On the other hand, all language is the product of the totality of 
relationships between people. Language is always social and used 
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in a community and as such condemned to become a sign of a 
stable interpretation characteristic of a particular group. Continued 
use leads religious metaphors to become standardised, limited and 
clichéd. The tension that characterises metaphorical language and 
makes one think, slips away. Since religious language belongs to a 
particular group, it is also a form of culturally agreed and 
negotiated social discourse. The meaning and understanding of 
religious language are, therefore, limited and culturally 
determined. 
 
Chapter 2 continues along the course set by the preceding 
sections and focuses on major metaphor theories and their 
suitability for psychological research into meaning construction of 
religious narratives. The reason for exploring metaphor theories is 
the belief that since the main conclusion of the first chapter is that 
research into the understanding of religious language needs to 
take into account the metaphorical nature of religious discourse, 
theories about the way metaphors are understood can be expected 
to provide useful criteria for the assessment of religious language 
understanding. 
 
Chapter 2 opens with a review of three traditional groups of 
metaphor theories, rhetorical, emotive and semantic, that have 
been prevalent in the history of thought. Taken together, they 
encompass a wide range of views on the understanding of 
metaphors (Van der Merwe, 1991). Historically the rhetorical 
theory describes a metaphor as a peculiar way of naming in order 
to surprise or amuse the reader by the unexpected nature of the 
comparison (Steen, 1994). However, more recent approaches 
emphasise that for a metaphor to be understood it has to be 
recognised as a special kind of 'social talk' used within a particular 
group (Horowitz, 1994). 
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 The emotive theory focuses on the affective experience 
evoked by a metaphor. A metaphor serves to intimate similarities 
between different things, to introduce novelty and surprise and to 
induce unfamiliar insights. A metaphor is understood when a link 
is established between its 'emotive meaning', affective experience 
and whatever emotionally-coloured 'personal ties' it allows 
(Davidson, 1978). 
 According to the semantic theory, metaphor is a heuristic 
device to help people to comprehend the world. Metaphor consists 
of a tenor (the object of the metaphor) and a vehicle (which 
explains the tenor by referring to other domains). Understanding a 
metaphor involves a reorganisation by the vehicle of the way the 
tenor is perceived, not a comparison of the tenor and the vehicle 
or the discovery of a similarity between them. The combination of 
tenor and vehicle generates a unique new meaning (Black, 1963). 
The practical implication of these insights on research is that it is 
necessary to study the process by which the meaning of the tenor 
is changed and reorganised and the influence of cultural 
knowledge upon this process. Typically, an individual is unable to 
understand the link between the domains represented by the 
vehicle and the tenor unless he is familiar with the cultural setting 
in which the metaphor originated (Lakoff & Johnson, 1980). 
 
These three groups of metaphor theories provide a wide range of 
proposals on how to conceptualise 'the understanding of 
metaphor'. To avoid too narrow a focus and the pitfalls 
encountered in previous research, the present work avoids 
choosing a single model of understanding and conducting its 
research within the theoretical framework provided by that model 
alone. Instead, given the complex character of religious discourse, 
it was decided to use a more eclectic model of the understanding 
of metaphor. Taking the previous criticism into account, the ideal 
model for the understanding of metaphor should involve more 
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than, for instance, assessing cognitive attempts at interpreting 
religious metaphors as the only explanatory factor. As stated in 
chapter 1, detailed research may require an eclectic approach, 
encompassing the study of cognition, emotion, familiarity with the 
relevant religious setting and so on. 
 
Mac Cormac's (1985) theory of metaphor understanding provides 
such an approach. He argues that understanding can be seen as a 
process of 'inputs' and 'outputs'. 'Inputs' refer to individual cultural 
competence (emphasised by the semantic theory) and 
psychological processes such as recognition and appreciation 
(assumed by the rhetorical and emotive theories), conscious 
reflection and examination of reflection on possible meanings, the 
choice of a meaning that fits the communicational context 
(interpretation) and comprehension, i.e. the analysis of linguistic 
information on the basis of knowledge of the real world (assumed 
by the semantic theory to be an important factor in 
understanding). For 'outputs', the model goes back to the semantic 
theory, so that the 'output' of metaphor understanding is the 
reorganisation of the relationship between the metaphor's tenor 
and its vehicle. A metaphor is capable of suggesting new insights, 
providing knowledge about the world and evoking a new affective 
structure for its tenor. 
 
The aim of the two following chapters is to explore the 
importance of a number of factors that may contribute to one's 
understanding of metaphor. Chapter 3 examines the influence of 
cultural competence on the understanding of religious discourse. 
Chapter 4 explores the role played by emotion in understanding. 
 
Chapter 3 examines the role of cultural competence, which the 
semantic and rhetorical metaphor theories believe to be crucially 
important to the construction of meaning. 
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 The importance of cultural competence to religious 
behaviour was appreciated as far back as the early days of 
psychology by Wundt (1906) and Pratt (1926). Yet, due to 
historical developments, 'culture' has been somehow ignored and 
has not appeared neither in the psychological theory not in the 
research practice. It is quite recent that it has entered psychology 
again. In the last ten years a growing interest in culture has led to 
new theoretical approaches focusing on culture as an integral part 
of the way in which human beings function. The best known 
scholar in this approach is Vygotsky. 
 The element in Vygotsky's body of work most important 
to the present research is his vision on mental functioning. 
Vygotsky distinguished between elementary mental functions that 
are directly determined by stimulation from the environment and 
proceed along the biological line of development, and higher 
mental functions that develop along the cultural line and originate 
in social activities, performed to and with other people (Wertsch, 
1991b). Here 'higher mental functions' should be read to include 
understanding and meaning construction. Vygotsky's position 
implies that the understanding of religious language derives from 
social interaction and that individual involvement in the 
communication network of a religious community is a necessary 
condition for such understanding. Interaction familiarises an 
individual with the way religious language is used and with the 
accepted meanings attached to religious expressions. 
 Except for the social nature of higher mental functions, the 
most fundamental building block in Vygotsky's approach was that 
higher mental functions are not the outcome of individual abilities 
but are formed and organised by psychological tools known as 
mediators. Scholars commenting on Vygotsky's writings agree 
that almost all mediators are linguistic, and that symbols and 
myths are themselves mediators (Zinchenko, 1985). An important 
aspect of mediators is that they are culturally, historically and 
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institutionally situated. This implies that language as a mediating 
tool is not only a mediating tool but also mediated, a negotiated 
device, the outcome of a collective and historical process of 
meaning construction which has taken place in a community 
(Gergen, 1992, 1994). The practical implication for research is 
that each community varies in the language genre and styles of 
communication it uses (its 'voice'). The differences in the 
language genre used to communicate (the mediating tool) will 
lead to different ways of understanding religious statements. A 
further implication is that, e.g., a 'literal' understanding of 
religious narratives will be prevalent in communities where 
'literal' language is used in communication. Similarly, when 
figurative language is used to convey religious meanings, it is 
unlikely that religious expressions will be taken literally. 
 Another core theme in Vygotsky's writings is the 'Zone of 
Proximal Development' (ZPD), conceived as the imaginable spot 
where culture and cognition create one another and where those 
who know more share their knowledge with those who know less, 
so that the non-knower becomes a knower, and newcomers are 
enabled to participate in activities of which they were not 
formerly capable. The significance of the introduction of the ZPD 
for research into the understanding of religious language runs 
counter to Goldman's conclusion (1964, 1965), namely that a 
child should not be introduced to religious narratives below the 
mental age of 12. According to the ZPD approach, religious 
stories and expressions can be introduced to a child at any time, 
depending on the child's readiness for a certain type of social 
interaction rather than his mental age. 
 
As argued above, the sociocultural approach has a number of 
consequences for research practice. Two exploratory studies will 
consider the value of certain contributions derived from the 
Vygotskian approach. 
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 The goal of the first study was to show that understanding 
of religious discourse requires involvement in situations in which 
religious language is used. To measure understanding of biblical 
narrative subjects were asked to explain a bible story. Their 
answers were reviewed by independent raters and divided into 
three categories, those that displayed no understanding, those that 
gave an explanation but only by reference to story elements and 
those that gave a figurative explanation. The degree of the 
subjects' involvement in situations in which religious language is 
used was measured by asking questions about their participation 
in different religious activities. Variance analysis confirmed that 
understanding of religious language varies between respondents 
with different levels of involvement in activities in which 
religious language is used. The difficulty in explaining the 
meaning experienced by respondents who only occasionally came 
into contact with religious language was not shared by 
respondents familiar with this kind of language. 
 The aim of the second study was to show that the religious 
language used by respondents reflects the voice of a particular 
religious group. Cluster analysis was used to analyse the answers 
given by subjects from different religious groups. As expected, 
two very distinct patterns of answers emerged, one characteristic 
of Roman Catholic subjects and the other of Protestant subjects. 
In each case the language used corresponded closely with that 
used within the relevant religious community, suggesting that 
when someone is asked to explain the meaning of a religious 
narrative, the structure of thinking reflects the way in which 
religious language has been mediated and passed during religious 
socialisation. 
 
Chapter 4 explores a number of implications of the emotive 
theory of metaphor, in particular that the emotional appreciation 
of a metaphor is one of the 'inputs' that makes it possible to 
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understand metaphor. 
 As stated in Chapter 2, metaphor aims to evoke an 
affective experience by creating a link between the 'emotive 
meaning' of a metaphor, affective experience and the emotionally 
coloured 'personal ties' allowed by the metaphor. A metaphor 
'makes one think' (Ricoeur, 1978), creates tension and expresses 
or addresses affective experience. The purpose of metaphor is to 
suggest similarities between things that are different, to introduce 
novelty and surprise, and to encourage novel insights (Tillich, 
1964). 
 These characteristics of metaphor mean that religious 
narratives are similar to literary works (Frye, 1981). Given this 
resemblance, theories about the understanding of literary works 
might be expected to provide a helpful framework for research 
into the understanding of biblical narratives. The most suitable 
such theory seems to be the neoformalist approach (Miall, 1989). 
Unlike other theories of text understanding, this approach focuses 
on the understanding of narratives that explicitly address emotive 
experience. It explains response to literary works by reference to 
three psychological processes: defamiliarisation, evocation of 
feelings and refamiliarisation. 
 Understanding begins with defamiliarisation, a process in 
which certain intrinsic features of the story (known as 
'foregrounding') disturb automatic perception and disrupt 
(defamiliarise) the usefulness of habitual interpretative 
understanding schemata. The most important effect of 
defamiliarisation is the need experienced by the subject to seek 
alternative resources to achieve understanding. Since usual 
schemata for understanding are defamiliarised, the search for 
meaning will be guided by feelings. Defamiliarisation therefore 
leads to the evocation of feelings that guide further understanding 
by activating different domains of experience and knowledge and 
by allowing the perception of relationships between them. 
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Refamiliarisation of the narrative is the last phase in 
understanding. Approving feelings and retrieved experiences lead 
to a productive response and refamiliarise what was previously 
defamiliarised. Since affects guide story understanding, an 
individual's understanding of a narrative will be coloured by 
feelings. Significant differences in understanding can therefore be 
expected and traced back to differences in the subject's affective 
response to the narrative. 
 
A number of neoformalist assumptions were subjected to 
empirical investigation. One particularly interesting question was 
whether defamiliarisation occurs during the process of 
comprehending a biblical narrative. Another question was whether 
certain feelings contribute to a better understanding of a narrative 
while others do not. Analysis of empirical data confirmed that 
defamiliarisation does indeed take place while an individual is 
listening to a religious narrative. It also confirmed that the 
feelings evoked in the course of listening are an important 
determinant of understanding. Negative feelings inhibit 
understanding by limiting the listener to superficial 
interpretations. Positive feelings encourage in-depth interpretation 
of the narrative. 
 
Finally, chapter 5 summarises and links the main results from the 
previous chapters. The data obtained from the two exploratory 
studies is discussed and considered in the light of the theoretical 
considerations that emerged in chapters 1 and 2. Theoretical and 
empirical research into the understanding of religious language 
leads to an awareness of its complexity. Establishing the meaning 
of a religious discourse appears not to be an individual endeavour 
achieved solely by the individual's cognitive skills. Meaning is 
established when an individual uses interaction with others to 
incorporate what has been heard into an existing culturally shaped 
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knowledge system. Meaning construction cannot be achieved 
without resolving the emotional tension provoked by religious 
language. The absurdity of a literal interpretation of a religious 
metaphor creates tension, and this tension makes the listener to 
think. Not accustomed to hearing words put together in this way, 
the reader stops and considers whether what he (or she) is reading 
is just rubbish, or actually conveys something plausible or 
possible, or even whether it is just an interesting way of looking at 
something. But religious metaphors not only arouse feelings by 
astonishing the reader: they also express feelings and emotions. 
Thus religious narratives are not 'just stories' but stories with a 
complex and multi-layered meaning structure. It follows that it is 
necessary to examine a wider range of determinants of meaning 
construction than merely the level of cognitive skill. 
 23 
CHAPTER 1 
UNDERSTANDING RELIGIOUS LANGUAGE: 
HISTORY, PROBLEMS, POSSIBLE 
APPROACHES
2
. 
 
 
Psychological research into the understanding of religious 
language has a long and reputable history going back to 
the beginning of psychology as a discipline. The best 
known research was carried out by Goldman in the 1960s. 
His investigations have however been subjected to much 
criticism. First, it has been argued that the use made by 
Goldman of the Piagetian theoretical framework was 
unsatisfactory. Second, scholars have reproached 
Goldman for neglecting cultural and social factors and the 
influence exerted by subjects' affective structures on the 
understanding of religious language. Despite this criticism 
there have been virtually no attempts to overcome past 
difficulties. This chapter proposes a research design to 
overcome the problems faced by previous attempts. 
                                                 
2  This chapter has previously been published in: Jab!o"ski, P.T., Van der 
Lans, J.M. & Hermans, C. (1997). Children's interpretation of biblical 
narratives: A proposal of a research design. In Archiv fuer 
Religionspsychologie, Vol. 22, pp. 28-47. The work as published has been 
adapted to suit its place in the present publication. 
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PREVIOUS RESEARCH INTO THE UNDERSTANDING OF 
RELIGIOUS DISCOURSE 
 
Since its very beginning, psychology has been interested in 
religion and the way in which an individual copes with religious 
tradition. Studies of the understanding of religious narratives 
figured large in these interests. Hyde's book (Hyde, 1990) 
provides a detailed review of psychological investigations into 
children's understanding of religious narratives, starting with early 
research by Pratt (1920), Franklin (1928), Beiswanger (1930) and 
Nagle (1934). Rather than recapitulating this work, only some of 
the more significant and influential studies are mentioned here. 
The first major study of children's understanding of biblical 
narratives was undertaken by Elkind (1961, 1962, 1963). In his 
study Elkind investigated how religious parables and stories are 
understood in different religious traditions. But the most quoted 
study of children's religious thinking and understanding of 
religious narratives was carried out by Goldman (Goldman, 1964, 
1965). In his study Goldman adopted the Piagetian schema of 
three developmental levels of thinking (pre-operational, concrete 
operational, and formal operational) and his method of semi-
clinical interview. Working partly from earlier research into 
religious thinking, Goldman developed a structured interview that 
he used in his study of British children. Goldman discovered that 
religious thinking develops in a particular sequence and that there 
are great differences in level and type of religious thinking 
regardless of age. Goldman's main conclusion was that religious 
development takes place much more slowly than the development 
of any other field of a child's experience. He therefore argued that 
biblical narratives should not be used in pastoral work with 
children less than 12 years old. According to him, religious 
thinking cannot advance beyond overall cognitive capacity in 
making the transition from concrete to abstract operations. 
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 Another important study dealt with different kinds of 
understanding of religious language (Hunt, 1972). Hunt's LAM 
scales provided a method of evaluating three possible ways of 
interpreting religious utterances literal (L), anti-literal (A), and 
mythological (M). But Hunt's plea for renewed measurement of 
the interpretation of religious language met with little response. 
Only Poythress (1975) and Orlowski (1979) paid any attention to 
this issue. Hunt's ideas were further developed and elaborated by 
the research team led by J.M. van der Lans (1987, 1989, 1990, 
1991a, 1991b, 1992, Van der Lans, Den Draak & Van de 
Munckhof, 1989; Zondag, Derks, Janssen & Van der Lans, 1989). 
Improvement of the LAM scales was mainly limited to the content 
of the M scale. According to Van der Lans, Hunt's concept of the 
'mythological-symbolical interpretation of religious language' that 
underlies his mythological subscale, is ambiguous. The terms 
'mythological' and 'symbolical' are not identical: the first refers to 
the history of knowledge, while the second refers to the individual 
re-interpretation of biblical statements and the multi-
dimensionality of meaning. Although Hunt was quite explicit that 
his mythological interpretation of religious language was to be 
understood as a re-interpretation of religious statements 'in order 
to seek their deeper symbolic meanings which lie beyond the 
literal wording' (Hunt, 1972, p. 43), his formulations are nothing 
more than more sophisticated versions of literal statements and 
seem to be more rational than symbolical (Greeley, 1972). To 
avoid this difficulty, almost all the mythological items in the 
LAM scales were reformulated. Some literal items were removed 
and rewritten, as they referred more to the ethical dimension of 
religiousness than to biblical issues. The revised LAM scales were 
used in cross-cultural research conducted in Poland and in the 
Netherlands (Jab!o"ski, 1995; Jab!o"ski, Grzyma!a-Moszczy"ska 
& van der Lans, 1994). 
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CONTEMPORARY ISSUES RELEVANT TO CURRENT 
RESEARCH INTO THE UNDERSTANDING OF DISCOURSE 
AND METAPHOR 
 
Earlier investigations have been much criticised, with critics 
generally challenging the suitability of the theoretical framework 
and methodology used to empirical research into the 
understanding of religious language. The following points appear 
to be especially relevant: (1) the lack of any consideration of the 
nature of religious language, (2) the inadequacy of the Piagetian 
conceptual framework for empirical research into religious 
behaviour, (3) a too limited definition of 'text or discourse 
understanding' and (4) an underestimation of the role played by 
social context in the construction of meaning. 
 
(1) With regard to the first point the author supports the view that 
previous work gave no consideration to the nature of religious 
discourse, and never specified what the investigators understood 
by 'religious language', leaving the reader with the impression that 
the definition of religious discourse still fell within the framework 
of outdated, formal metaphor theories. According to these 
theories, biblical narratives contain all the elements necessary for 
their message to be understood, and its meaning can be discovered 
by a process of abstraction (Slee, 1983, 1986, 1987). This formal 
rhetorical approach has been replaced by more recent theories of 
metaphor. Mac Cormac (1985), Lakoff and Johnson (1980) and 
Soskice (1985) presented another point of view, in which 
metaphor is not merely a decorative way of saying something that 
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could also be said differently but has an important function in 
everyday human understanding3. 
 
(2) With regard to the second point, it is certainly appropriate to 
question the application of Piaget's framework to research into 
domains of mental functioning other than logical or mathematical 
thinking4. Piaget's theoretical model focuses on mental processes 
involving the physical domain. It seems problematic whether this 
model can be transferred to research into processes involving the 
religious domain. Piaget's work contains no evidence to support 
such a transfer (Hyde, 1990), and there seem to be at least two 
arguments against it. First, Piaget identified human mental 
                                                 
3 The scope of this publication does not permit a complete presentation of 
past and present metaphor theories. An extensive review of metaphor 
theories can be found in several recent articles (Soskice, 1985; Van der 
Merwe, 1991; Van Noppen, 1991). It is argued that there are two 
approaches to metaphor, rhetorical and semantic. The rhetorical approach 
is based on the assumption that the word is the basic semantic unit of 
language. Metaphor should therefore be explained in terms of something 
peculiar that happens to words. Metaphor was explained as a peculiar way 
of naming things to achieve a rhetorical purpose or a decorative effect. 
According to this theory 'metaphor is a decorative way of saying what 
could be said literally [...] it is replaceable at any time' (Soskice, 1985, p. 
24). The semantic approach claimed that the sentence is the basic 
semantic unit of language. Metaphor, therefore, was seen as something 
meaningful constructed in the actual use of language. The meaning of 
metaphor is always reconstructed by the interanimation of utterances in a 
specific context of language use. Metaphor has cognitive value and is an 
instrument of communication and interpretation of the world. 'Metaphor is 
a creative force of discourse through which previously unreflected 
dimensions of reality are disclosed within language, and whereby reality is 
described anew' (Van der Merwe, 1991, p. 1). Metaphor is thus not merely 
a figure of speech but an essential characteristic of human thinking as 
such (Mac Cormac, 1985). 
4 See for example: Bickhard, 1988; Bretherton, 1984; Dasen & Heron, 
1981; Inhelder, De Caprona & Cornu-Wells, 1987. 
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functioning with logical functioning. His theoretical framework 
left very little room for symbolic action. The role of symbols in 
life-span was restricted to the earliest stages of human 
development (Heimbrock, 1986a, 1986b). Maintaining the 
Piagetian position means giving no more than marginal status to 
the symbolic elements in religious narratives: symbols play no 
part in logical and objective thinking about reality and so do not 
represent fully developed mental operations (Heimbrock, 1986a). 
Earlier paragraphs on the nature of religious language suggest that 
this position is untenable. Second, the Piagetian model of mental 
functioning overlooks the impact of individual affective structure 
in the interpretation of religious narratives and the relevance of 
religious stories to the individual. The feelings, attitudes, and 
concepts of individual religious behaviour were therefore 
excluded from the research framework (Debot-Sevrin, 1967; 
Godin, 1985; Heimbrock, 1986a, 1986b, 1991). 
 
(3) With regard to the third point, it seems that for Goldman and 
his adherents the meaning of the word 'understanding' was 
restricted to the understanding of sentence surface structure, 
meaningful story recall or the mapping of a link between different 
domains of knowledge. Yet according to contemporary 
psycholinguists (Gibbs, 1994), there are several ways of 
operationalising 'understanding'. The first way is by using 
'traditional' indexes of understanding. According to these indexes 
text is comprehended when someone grasps the meaning of 
particular words and sentences. Understanding also implies 
distinguishing between central and marginal figures, facts and 
events. Another index is based on meaningful recall, paraphrase, 
and explanation. And there are yet other indexes. In contemporary 
psycholinguistic theory the word understanding is used when 
someone is aware of the purpose for which a text was written. 
'Understanding' also involves the realisation that it is possible to 
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interpret a text in various ways. Yet another index is based on the 
extent to which the text is seen as different from other texts that 
convey a similar message. Again, an individual's recognition of 
text value and identification with the persons and events referred 
to in the text is often used as an index of understanding. Finally, 
understanding may be indicated by the creation of a link with 
other texts and situations (d'Arcais & Jarvella, 1983; Garfield, 
1987; Hofmann, 1993; Horowitz & Samuels, 1987; Polkowska, 
1993; Renkema, 1993; Sanford & Garrod, 1981; Singer, 1990; 
Van Dijk & Kintsch, 1983). 
 
(4) With regard to the fourth point, reference should be made to 
the cultural approaches to mental functioning that have come to be 
important in psychology in recent years. It appears that theories of 
cultural learning and understanding which are consistent with 
current psycholinguistic evidence about text and discourse 
understanding are proving useful for current research (Holland & 
Quin, 1987; Lave, 1991; Resnik, 1991). Their key point is that 
understanding is an active process. Meaning is constructed by an 
individual incorporating what has been heard into an existing 
culturally formed knowledge system (Van Dijk & Kintsch, 1983; 
Kurcz, 1983, 1993). Psychological processes only mediate in the 
organisation of knowledge and the understanding of the world 
around us, and processes of understanding are concerned with 
'drawing out evaluative implications and with distilling a 
particular interpretation of a situation, rather than with 
constructing a mapping to link source domain with target domain' 
(White, 1987, p. 155). The same idea has been elaborated by 
cultural psychology5 and even earlier by the Russian historical 
and cultural school of Vygotsky and Bakhtin (Wertsch, 1985, 
                                                 
5 See for example: Gergen, 1990; Miller & Hoogstra, 1992; Shweder, 1990; 
Shweder & Sullivan, 1993. 
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1991a, 1991b, 1991c, 1991d; Wertsch, del Rio, Alvarez, 1995; 
Wertsch, Tulviste & Hagstrom, 1993). 
 These theories maintain that the world is a cultural 
construct and exists only by virtue of adherence to the rules that 
govern it. It follows that the way we understand the world is 
always culturally determined (Holland & Quin, 1987). But people 
do not follow existing schemata passively but constantly 
cooperate in creating fresh meanings for discourse. Negotiated 
meanings are simultaneously cultural or public (because of 
historically accumulated knowledge) and cognitive (because the 
cultural world has to be constructed) (Kessing, 1987). Cultural 
understanding emphasises that 'meaning' refers not only to an 
utterance or abstract meaning system but also to the social context 
in which the utterance occurs (Gergen, 1990). Discourse and its 
understanding are culturally organised, so that 'becoming a 
competent speaker or listener means becoming culturally 
competent [...] In order to be a competent member of a culture a 
person has to be able to talk like a member of this culture' (Miller 
& Hoogstra, 1992, p. 84). 
 
NEED FOR A NEW MODEL 
 
To rectify the omissions of previous studies it would seem 
necessary to follow the suggestion that any research into the 
understanding of religious language should be preceded by a 
thorough consideration of the nature of religious language 
(McGrady, 1983, 1987; Slee, 1986, 1987). In contemporary 
thinking about religious discourse, theologians and philosophers 
claim that religious language does not describe an objective 
reality but expresses a subjective experience of a supernatural 
reality and so has more in common with fiction and poetry than 
with the language of daily conversation (Tillich, 1964; Brown, 
1982; McFague, 1983; Frye, 1981; 1985; Meyer, 1990).These 
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writers argue that because of its expressive function religious 
language has a metaphorical character6 (Brown, 1982; Frye, 1981; 
McFague, 1983; Van Noppen, n.d., 1979a, 1979b, 1991). 
                                                 
6 Many other terms are used to describe the figurative character of religious 
language. Religious language is often described as a model for and of 
reality, as a set of symbols or as a metaphorical construction. In everyday 
practice, these three concepts are used interchangeably because of the 
similarities in their cognitive functioning. But there are differences that 
make these three terms very distinct. For example, there is a fundamental 
difference between the term 'model' and the terms used to characterise 
religious language. According to Soskice (1985) and Barbour (1974) the 
main difference between models, symbols, and metaphors is that models 
are not linguistic but only presented by means of words and special 
language and so act like metaphors. Seemingly there are also arguments 
for terming religious language metaphorical rather than symbolic 
(Barbour, 1974; Soskice, 1985). First of all, as Soskice (1985) states, 
metaphor basically refers to forms of human linguistic behaviour whereas 
symbols are mainly used in connection with physical objects. Similar 
remarks can be found in the works of anthropologists (Firth, 1973; Van 
Baal & Van Beek, 1985). According to Firth (1973), the main 
characteristic of symbols is their iconic character. They stand for 
something rather than expressing something. On the other hand it is 
known that metaphors have a 'this is that' structure. They are based on 
human experience and say what cannot be said in any other way. Other 
authors, like Barbour (1974), argue that metaphors are used "momentarily, 
in one context, for the sake of immediate impression or insight. Metaphors 
are drawn from personal agency. They influence attitudes and behaviour 
and alter ways of seeing the world. They serve as organising images that 
give emphasis, selectively restructuring and interpreting our perceptions" 
(Barbour, 1974, p. 16) whereas symbols are used in a 'limited range of 
contexts'. In his description of religious language, Barbour combines three 
elements of this problematic relationship: symbols, human experience and 
metaphor, stating that 'many religious symbols seem to be metaphor based 
on analogies within man's experience' (Barbour, 1974, p. 14). 
 The choice of the term 'metaphor' can also be justified by reference to the 
findings of philosophy, that terms like 'myth' and 'symbol' refer to the 
history of human knowledge rather than to expressions of human 
experience of encountering supernatural reality (Van der Lans, 1991). 
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A very substantial contribution to this debate has been made by 
Northrop Frye (1981, 1985). In his book "The Great Code. The 
Bible and Literature", Frye (1981) maintains that when analysing 
biblical narratives it is necessary to keep in mind three periods in 
language development7: the period of the gods (the mythological 
period), the aristocracy (the heroic period), and the folk. Each 
period used a specific langage and specific ways of writing and 
thinking. It is therefore necessary to distinguish three kinds of 
language (poetical or metaphorical, heroic and folk) and three 
modes of language usage (poetic, allegorical and descriptive). 
 From the perspective of the history of language, Frye 
argues that despite all later additions to the bible and all the errors 
made by its translators (who have weaken the original character of 
religious language) it can surely be stated that religious language 
originated in the first stage of language development. Religious 
narratives had their origin at a time when written language hardly 
existed, which surely intensified their metaphorical character (cf. 
Vygotsky, 1978, p. 98). Instead of referring to any form of 
parallel to tangible reality, the metaphors used in the bible were 
the only possible means of expressing human creativity, energy, 
emotions and power. 
 Frye (p. 63) states explicitly that biblical narratives are 
radical metaphors passed on by means of a myth. The importance 
of religious stories to those who told or heard them has never lain 
in what they say about people's knowledge. Although they 
undoubtedly contained some elements of primitive science, their 
importance lay in the fact that their structure - rather than their 
                                                 
7  By "language development" Frye does not mean the historical 
development of a particular language, such as English, French or German. 
He argues that besides these particular languages (langues in French), 
there is a common language, a linguistic power that makes it possible to 
express the same things across all languages. Frye uses the French word 
langage to refer to this kind of language. 
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content - reflected what was most essential to a particular 
community. That is why Frye (1981, p. 79) said that religious 
mythology is not a datum of human existence but a factum. It says 
something about the common feelings and experiences of people 
involved with each other and concerned with (supernatural) 
reality, whatever outward appearance it may take (Shotter, 1991; 
Frye, 1981). A myth does not serve to describe a specific 
situation. It structures a sequence of events so that their meaning 
is not limited to them but can be generalised to cover future 
events. Thus a myth or religious story is a means to convey sense 
and meaning. The purpose of such stories is to bring together two 
realms of reality, reality as it is and reality as it should be (Geertz, 
1973). It is quite obvious that such stories cannot be a direct 
reaction to stimuli found in the human environment but rather 
belong to a separate realm, the realm of human imagination and 
fantasy, which distinguishes humankind from its environment 
rather than making it part of it. 
 
The metaphorical character of religious language is perhaps its 
best first-aid survival tool. After many years of 'God is dead' 
theology a rapidly growing interest in religion can be observed. 
Frye argues that this is probably due to a shift in people's attitude 
towards religious language. It may be that people are beginning to 
find a different question more fashionable. Instead of asking and 
deliberating about 'God is dead' theology it is better to examine 
the use of the kind of religious language that has made God dead. 
Frye (1981, p. 55) summarises this in a fine sentence: 'God is not 
dead any more […] He is buried in a dead language'. A great 
opportunity to revive religious language is provided by its 
metaphorical character and use. Stable and conventional 
utterances that often fail to cover the religious experience of 
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modern man8, can be reinterpreted within a new metaphorical 
framework, e.g. with the aid of expressions like 'it is' and 'it is not' 
(McFague, 1983, p. 12). 
 The metaphorical character of religious language gives it a 
very special position. Because of its metaphorical character it 
constantly resembles - or is even identical with - the language of 
poetry. This keeps alive the use of metaphor and a metaphorical 
way of thinking (the use of the 'this is that' structure instead of the 
metonymical 'this stands for that'). The metaphorical character of 
religious language allows its user to take any possible attitude 
towards its content. It allows and accepts any possible or even 
impossible form of interpretation of what has been said. The 
metaphorical character of religious narrative means that the 
interpretation of religious texts can become individualised, tied to 
individual psychological conditions and determinants. Such 
language inspires different individuals to interpret biblical stories 
in different ways. Theoretically the number of possible meanings 
is infinite. 
 Since religious language emerges 'not out of a 
heterogeneous amalgam of events, but within a developed and 
developing totality of relations between people' (Shotter, 1991, p. 
9) it can become analogical, referring to or standing for something 
else. If this happens religious language is condemned to be seen as 
a stable interpretation characteristic of one particular group or 
religious teacher. It is true that explicit metaphors occur in the 
Bible and often provide the dominant themes, as in expressions 
like 'God is love' or 'I am the way, the truth and the light'. These 
metaphors suggest hypothetical meanings for terms such as 'God' 
                                                 
 8 Religious language is not meaningful today. Language, which is not our 
language, models that have become idols and images that fall outside our 
experience are the three common failings of religious language, which are 
especially evident to groups of people who feel excluded by the classical 
tradition of religious faith (McFague, 1983, p. 10). 
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or 'Jesus'. But repeated use has made them shop-worn and trite. 
They no longer suggest the mysterious nature of God or shock the 
reader. Nor does modern man bring to these metaphors the same 
assumptions about the nature of the world as ancient man, to 
whom such expressions were vibrant and meaningful 
(Mac Cormac, 1981). Possible meanings of religious discourse 
become standardised and limited because language is always used 
within a particular community of interest (Soskice, 1985). A 
religious community reduces the vagueness and ambiguity of 
possible interpretations to make religious language a means of 
communication (cf. Van Baal & Van Beek, 1985, p. 160). Within 
a group, religious expressions are primarily used in ritualised 
activities such as common prayers, rituals or preachments. In such 
situations religious expressions and narratives are repeated over 
and over again, so that participants become familiar with them. 
Thus in a religious setting religious language is used and 
comprehended ritually and conventionally. It may even be 
unnecessary for the content of religious statements to be 
understood, since such statements are repeated thoughtlessly and 
unreflectively. When religious language becomes ritualised, it can 
become clichéd. The tension characteristic of metaphorical 
language, the special character that donne à penser (makes one 
think), decreases. Thus instead of expressing idiosyncratic 
religious experiences, religious statements express and confirm an 
individual's membership of a religious group (Van der Lans & 
Jab!o"ski, 1994). Since a religious tradition belongs to the 
particular group, which determines the way religious expressions 
are used and understood, it can be assumed that religious language 
is social discourse, culturally agreed and negotiated. The meaning 
and understanding of religious language is therefore culturally 
determined. 
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
 
The aim of this chapter was to provide a global overview of past 
and present studies of the understanding of religious language. 
Much attention has been paid to the work of Elkind and Goldman, 
the first major studies in this area. Both scholars adopted the 
developmental approach and methodology introduced to 
psychology by Piaget and discovered a developmental sequence in 
religious thinking. Since they observed that religious development 
takes place at a slower rate than the development of other fields of 
a child's experience, they argued that children should not be 
confronted with biblical narratives until they are capable of a 
certain level of reasoning. Although Goldman's and Elkind's 
research has had great influence on religious education and 
psychological research into religiousness in children, their 
investigations have been frequently criticised on the grounds that 
that neither theoretical nor empirical investigation into the subject 
was preceded by a proper consideration of the nature of religious 
language. This objection has however never led to a different 
approach to the subject. 
 To make good this omission, the present research starts 
with an in-depth analysis of the nature of religious language. The 
claim made by theologians and philosophers that religious 
discourse has a metaphorical character has been found especially 
useful, because it gives such language a special position. On the 
one hand, there is no limit to the possible interpretations of the 
content of metaphorical language. Interpretations become 
individualised, tied to individual psychological conditions and 
determinants. But on the other hand, metaphor, as a linguistic 
element, is also used by a particular community. As such it easily 
becomes a sign of a stable interpretation characteristic of a 
particular group, because continued use results in religious 
metaphors becoming standardised, limited and clichéd. Thus the 
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understanding of religious language is limited and subject to 
cultural conventions. 
 Awareness of the duality implicit in the metaphorical 
character of religious narratives has led to the consideration of a 
methodological proposal advanced by Vico, that any investigation 
of a doctrine should begin at the point in history at which that 
doctrine was first developed (Shotter, 1991). In other words, 
studies of the understanding of religious narratives should start 
with the time at which those narratives began to be produced and 
– for a better understanding – should consider such crucial 
concepts as 'metaphor' and 'metaphor understanding'. A review of 
various approaches to metaphor should make it possible to devise 
a comprehensive and coherent metaphor theory, focusing on the 
cognitive, emotive and cultural aspects of understanding, to serve 
as a springboard to a successful study of the understanding of 
religious language. This issue is considered in greater detail in the 
next chapter. 
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CHAPTER 2 
A CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK FOR AN 
EMPIRICAL INVESTIGATION INTO THE 
UNDERSTANDING OF RELIGIOUS LANGUAGE 
THE CONTRIBUTION MADE BY METAPHOR 
THEORIES9. 
 
Existing studies of the understanding of religious language 
lack an explicit theoretical framework describing the nature 
of religious discourse and the processes involved in its 
understanding. To rectify this omission, the present chapter 
starts from the main conclusion found in earlier theological 
and philosophical literature, that religious discourse is 
metaphorical in character. This metaphorical character 
implies that discussions about the understanding of 
religious language must make reference to metaphor 
theories, i.e. theories about how metaphors are understood. 
The main metaphor theories are reviewed to see what 
contribution they can make to psychological research and a 
multi-dimensional framework is proposed suited to an 
empirical operationalisation of the understanding of 
religious language. 
                                                 
9  This chapter has previously been published in an abbreviated form in 
Jab!o"ski, P.T., van der Lans, J.M. & Hermans, C. (1998). Metaphor 
theories and Religious Language Understanding, in: Metaphor and 
Symbol, 13(4), 288-290. The work as published has been adapted to suit 
its place in the present publication. 
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Previous investigations into the understanding of religious 
language lacked an explicit, well thought-out theoretical 
foundation and clear-cut guidelines for defining research issues, 
forming hypotheses and carrying out empirical research. In 
particular they lacked any examination of the nature of religious 
discourse. Curiously, neither Goldman nor his critics ever 
provided a clear description of religious language and its 
understanding. In particular, none of them examined the 
metaphorical character of religious discourse. Goldman's studies 
go no further than defining religious thinking as thinking 'about 
the nature of God, his relationships with men in history, his 
dealings with men today, his revelation of himself through the 
inspired literature of the Bible and through the person of Jesus 
Christ' (Goldman, 1964, p. 4). The only difference between 
religious and non-religious thought is that the subject matter is 
different. The definition of religious language probably would not 
differ in function from the definition of religious thinking. The 
only difference between religious and non-religious language 
would be that the two languages deal with different phenomena. 
Thus the way children attribute meaning to religious narratives 
and stories would be no different from the way children deal with 
mathematics, history, geography or English10. It can therefore be 
said that in talking about 'non-literal elements' in religious 
discourse Goldman adhered to a framework which viewed 
metaphor as no more than a stylistic figure of speech containing 
all the elements needed to enable its message to be understood by 
a simple process of abstraction (cf. Van der Merwe, 1991). 
Goldman imposed these characteristics of metaphor on religious 
                                                 
10 Goldman did not deny the limited nature of the parallel between religious 
and non-religious narratives. Unlike the 'stories' of mathematics, history, 
and so on, religious narratives are not purely intellectual but contain 
emotive and non-literal elements. Goldman never explicitly clarified what 
he understood by such 'emotive and non-literal elements'. 
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discourse, with the result that he overlooked the influence of 
cultural context and group-language use on an individual's 
understanding of biblical narratives. He made no reference to 
familiarity with religious discourse nor to affective involvement in 
religious groups, which, according to Brümmer (1989) and Godin 
(1955), are the most important conditions for the understanding of 
religious narratives. 
 
The deficiencies described above make one wonder whether any 
existing theoretical framework allows an adequate and sufficient 
operationalisation of the understanding of religious language. 
Given that religious language is metaphorical, metaphor theories 
might be expected to provide the best springboard to choose 
criteria for the assessment of the understanding of religious 
language. The following paragraphs discuss a number of 
metaphor theories in an attempt to determine whether they can be 
useful for psychological research into the understanding of 
religious language. 
 
METAPHOR THEORIES AND THEIR RELEVANCE TO 
PSYCHOLOGICAL RESEARCH INTO THE UNDERSTANDING 
OF RELIGIOUS NARRATIVES 
 
It is usual to classify metaphor theories into three categories: 
rhetorical, emotive and semantic. These three groups encompass a 
wide range of views on how metaphor is understood (Soskice, 
1985; Van der Merwe, 1991). The present chapter will adopt this 
classification, introducing each theory and then discussing its 
implications for psychological research into the understanding of 
religious language. 
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Rhetorical approach to metaphor. 
 
The rhetorical approach is based on the assumption that the word 
is the basic semantic unit of language. In rhetoric, metaphor is 
often explained in terms of something that happens to individual 
words in otherwise literal sentences. One view holds metaphor to 
be 'a decorative way of saying what could be said literally' 
(Soskice, 1985, p. 24). Metaphor is sometimes described as 
naming something in a peculiar way in order to surprise the reader 
with an unexpected comparison (Steen, 1994). 
 Today this 'core' assumption has only historic value (see 
also Horowitz, 1987, 1994; Horowitz & Samuels, 1987), but the 
claim that studies of rhetoric are useful in the assessment of 
metaphor understanding remains valid. The first contribution is 
that to understand a metaphor an individual needs to recognise it 
as a special kind of 'social talk' used within a particular group. 
This implies that an individual has to recognise the language of 
biblical narratives as religious and belonging to a religious group. 
The second contribution is that 'understanding' means 
acknowledging the different stylistic rules intrinsic to religious 
language. An individual has to be aware that those rules cannot be 
applied outside a religious context. 
 If this view of metaphor is applied to research into the 
understanding of religious language, the key point to emphasize is 
surely this: an individual needs to recognise the language of 
religious narratives (e.g. bible stories) as religious rather than 
secular and as belonging to a particular religious group. To avoid 
circularity, this claim can be unpacked as follows: the reader must 
be aware that religious language uses certain 'styles', 
acknowledging rules intrinsic to religious language. The essential 
implication here is that generally speaking an individual needs to 
be aware that those stylistic rules cannot be applied outside a 
religious context. 
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 These points have implications for psychological research. 
Are religious and non-religious discourses distinguished and 
labelled as belonging to different social groups or situations? Is 
there an awareness that narratives from a particular holy book are 
not 'just tales' but come from a particular source, in this case the 
bible? Is it noticed that the words (or sentences) have a distinctive 
style order? A sophisticated subject could be asked explicitly 
whether religious discourse has a special 'story grammar'. Thus 
the following questions could be asked: 'Can you tell me the story 
you have heard?', 'Can you tell me what the story is about and 
what happens in it?', 'Can you summarise this story in a few 
words?' and 'What are the most important words (events, persons 
or moments) in this story?'. 
 
Emotive approach to metaphor. 
 
The emotive approach to metaphor stresses the metaphor's 
emotional significance, noting for example that a particular 
metaphor evokes affective experience from the reader's past life 
and involvement in social contexts or from his hopes or fears. A 
metaphor serves to intimate similarities, introduce novelty and 
surprise, similarities about things previously unnoticed and induce 
unfamiliar insights. Thus a metaphor can be said to be understood 
when an individual is able to establish a link between its 'emotive 
meaning', his own affective experience and the emotionally 
coloured 'personal ties' it allows (Davidson, 1978). 
 A study of the 'emotive aptness of metaphor' (Tourangeau 
& Sternberg 1982) is the first contribution of this approach to 
psychological research into religious language. The second 
contribution has to do with the way that the emotional aspect of 
metaphor supports group involvement and an individual's 
identification with particular persons and events. Final 
contribution is that unusual language use and word combinations 
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can affect attention and arousal and an individual's affective 
structure. 
 Research practice can operationalise these contributions in 
various ways. The first thing that needs to be looked at it is 
whether a religious text is attention-getting, involving, enriching, 
valuable, important and relevant to the listener. To determine the 
degree of identification, the researcher can ask how involved has 
the listener become and with what components of the narrative. 
To determine the influence exerted by the use of metaphorical 
language on the listener's affective structure, the researcher can 
ask: 'What did you feel when you were listening to this story?' or 
'Do you like stories like this?'. Here Osgood's semantic 
differential (Osgood et al., 1957) could prove useful, since it 
measures affect and the apparent power of a term's referents. 
Herman's (1981) affect matrix could also be used here to 
distinguish between a variety of different affects11. 
 
Semantic approach to metaphor. 
 
When a metaphor is understood its vehicle becomes a template 
that re-organises the listener's view of the tenor. Understanding a 
metaphor does not imply comparing tenor and vehicle and 
discovering some similarity between them. 'Similarity' in a 
metaphor is created rather than discovered. Metaphor is used as a 
heuristic device to help people to understand more about the 
world around them. Thus what a metaphor says cannot be 
expressed in any other way. The particular combination of 
components constituting the metaphor produces a meaning that is 
new and unique (Black, 1963). 
                                                 
11 A considerable number of authors (e.g. Gerritsen, 1984; Piotrowski, 1983) 
argue that both methods are suitable for measuring the affective meaning 
of words, sentences and stories. 
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 The semantic approach has made a twofold contribution to 
research into the understanding of religious language. The first 
contribution was a study of the process of comparing a religious 
topic with a novel vehicle (Liu, 1997), i.e. the way that meaning 
changes and the tenor is reorganised during the understanding 
process. The second contribution was a study of the influence of 
cultural knowledge. Typically an individual will not understand 
the link between the domains represented by vehicle and tenor 
unless he is familiar with the cultural setting from which the 
metaphor derives (Lakoff & Johnson, 1980). 
 Research will need to establish whether any changes or 
reorganisations of the tenor have actually taken place. This can be 
done by comparing two sets of answers. The first set consists of 
answers to questions about concepts emerging from a biblical 
narrative. The second set consists of answers to the same 
questions as before but posed after the subject has been told a 
bible story and become familiar with its extended context. The 
researcher should ask about various religious practices to see 
whether the subject is familiar with religious language and should 
also ask whether the subject notices any resemblance between the 
story and other bible stories heard in the past. 
 
A MULTIDIMENSIONAL FRAMEWORK FOR 
PSYCHOLOGICAL RESEARCH 
 
As argued above, previous research had no explicit theoretical 
framework to rely on as a basis for research practice. In particular 
it failed to consider the nature of religious discourse. This led our 
search for a suitable theoretical framework to discussion of the 
metaphorical nature of religious language, and then to theories 
about the key feature of metaphor understanding. In the light of 
the contributions made by each metaphor theory, as presented 
above, the basic question is when can it properly be said that the 
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meaning of a religious expression has been understood? Is it 
proper to say that the meaning of a religious expression has been 
understood if only the semantics of the metaphor have been 
analysed, ignoring its attention-getting character and emotional 
significance? Is religious discourse understood partly by 
recognizing it as belonging to the domain of religion, and partly 
by interpreting it as a claim to be evaluated within that domain? 
To what extent should we consider it as being understood when it 
actually moves an individual? What is the relationship between 
being moved in an apt, specific, age-appropriate manner and the 
development of an opinion or occasions when new knowledge 
emerges about claims and contrary views about the religious 
subjects at issue? In other words: How to deal with metaphor 
theories and their proposition? Would it be best to choose one 
theory and carry out research within the theoretical framework it 
provides? Or would it be better to work more eclectically? 
 The present work favours the second option. Though 
single-aspect theories of meaning may be more coherent, they 
focus on different 'parts' of metaphor understanding and fail 
because they ignore too much that is important (cf. Indurkhya, 
1987, 1992). It was this that made the focus of previous studies 
rather too narrow. Psychological research has tended to treat 
cognition (cognitive development and cognitive style), social 
learning and involvement as the only factors important to the 
understanding of religious language. The understanding of 
religious language has been approached as if it were the effect 
solely of cognitive development, cognitive style, social learning or 
emotional involvement (cf. respectively: Goldman, 1964; Van der 
Lans, 1991a, 1991b, 1992; Debot-Sevrin, 1967; Van Bunnen, 
1965). 
 
Because the understanding of religious discourse is more 
complex, the study of that understanding should involve more 
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than just assessing listeners' cognitive attempts to interpret 
religious metaphors (Lawson & McCauley, 1990). Understanding 
can entail more than an ability to produce a simple paraphrase. It 
can also involve more than being aware that some special groups 
use the narrative in question. The awareness that religious 
discourse has emotional significance has interesting implications. 
As with the appreciation of music and the arts in general, 
understanding of religious language may be a matter of being 
moved appropriately i.e. be more than just identifying notes, 
melodies and genres. One possible implication that needs to be 
emphasised is that surely, just as music listening can become 
more sophisticated while still retaining and retain emotional 
response, so too can understanding of religious language. It is 
suggested that research needs to be able to discern cognition, 
affect, sophisticated versions of both, and sophisticated versions 
of their interaction. Today this may necessitate an eclectic 
approach, since so far the study of emotion and aesthetic and 
religious expression has been neither well developed nor coherent. 
It is suggested that understanding religious language also depends 
on becoming familiar with the network of relationships between 
different religious expressions, and with the implications of these 
expressions for emotional reactions to life's major landmarks and 
experiences. Familiarity with a religious context may encourage 
individuals to look for different meanings in religious statements 
and narratives because they are aware that these expressions refer 
to other values and emotions. But caution may be needed here, 
since too strong an involvement in a religious tradition may lead 
to over-familiarity with certain religious narratives, dulled 
reactions to what may have become clichéd, and even a somewhat 
blinkered inability to decipher different ways of expressing 
religious matters, coupled with an adherence to only those 
representations of religious concepts which are held in the 
subject's own religious group. Certainly increasing familiarity will 
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generally result in the meaning of a particular well-rehearsed 
metaphor ceasing to appear a novel insight, because its 
implications will have come to appear obvious and well 
established (Van der Lans & Jab!o"ski, 1994). One benefit should 
be noted however. Increasing familiarity may generate comfort, 
even if no fresh insight. Even when it becomes clichéd, language, 
like familiar traditional music, can become reassuringly well-
loved. 
 
Mac Cormac (1985) and Gibbs' (1994) metaphor theories provide 
this kind of eclectic approach to metaphor understanding. In their 
view, a metaphor is understood when different processes meet and 
influence one another. Understanding can be described as a 
process with 'inputs' and 'outputs'. The theoretical framework of 
the semantic approach is well-suited to the discussion of 'effects'. 
A metaphor reorganises the relationship between tenor and 
vehicle by its ability to suggest new insights and knowledge about 
the world and the way it creates a new affective structure for its 
tenor (cf. Mac Cormac, 1985, p. 200). 
 The 'inputs' consist of two different conditions affecting 
understanding: the culture in which the individual lives and 
psychological processes (Mac Cormac, 1985, p. 149). This 
reference to 'culture' recalls the second contribution made by the 
semantic approach. Culture is crucial to understanding in at least 
two ways. First, culture provides a larger communicative context 
within which the meaning is 'understood and considered as a 
speech act, together with its illocutionary and perlocutionary 
forces' (Mac Cormac, 1985, p. 203). Second, understanding of a 
religious expression is achieved when an individual is familiar 
with the network of relationships that such expressions have with 
one another. An individual's familiarity with a religious setting 
may encourage him to look for different meanings in religious 
statements and to rediscover the meaning of a religious narrative. 
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On the other hand, too strong an involvement may lead to over-
familiarity with religious narratives and an adherence to only 
those representations of religious concepts which are held by the 
individual's own religious group. In this case the cognitive 
meaning of a metaphor will not emerge, since all its 
representations are already established and known (Van der Lans 
& Jab!o"ski, 1994). 
 The expression 'psychological processes' refers to four 
different concepts. Recognition and appreciation were mentioned 
above, during the discussion of the rhetorical and emotive 
approaches. Recognition of metaphor means that the expression is 
identified as a specific figure of speech with its own stylistic rules. 
Appreciation involves the aesthetic judgement of a religious 
utterance, emotional involvement and the affective structure 
evoked by the metaphor. Two other concepts (interpretation and 
comprehension) relate to the individual's knowledge of the 
religious domain and can be derived from the second contribution 
made by the semantic approach. Interpretation implies conscious 
reflection on the possible meanings of an utterance and the 
selection of the meaning that fits the communicational context. 
Comprehension involves the analysis of linguistic information and 
the application of real-world knowledge to enable the listener to 
work out what an utterance might mean and the message that the 
speaker intended to convey (Gibbs, 1994, pp. 116-117)12. 
 
The figure below illustrates the possible relationships between the 
different 'parts' of metaphor mentioned above. 
                                                 
12 The reader may get the impression that use of the terms 'conditions' and 
'effects' implies that understanding occurs in stages or phases. But none of 
these elements emerge separately nor are they stages or isolated processes. 
Rather they appear together in the course of metaphor understanding 
(Gibbs, 1994; Steen, 1994). 
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FIGURE 2.1. Proposed model of the comprehension of the metaphorical 
meaning of religious language 
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 
 
In his flagship book Scienza Nuova, the 17th-century Italian 
philosopher Giambattista Vico argued that any research should 
begin at the roots of its object and should be preceded by a deeper 
reflection on the nature of the object to be studied. His argument 
urged us to reflect on the nature of religious discourse and 
consequently brought us closer to claims made by philosophers 
and theologians about the metaphorical character of religious 
expressions. Obviously, this approach makes terms like 'metaphor' 
and 'metaphor understanding' more central to the present research. 
After all, the assumption about the metaphorical nature of 
religious discourse means that theories of metaphor understanding 
could serve as a good springboard to the discovery of criteria for 
assessing the understanding of religious language. 
 
Three groups of metaphor theories, rhetorical, emotive and 
semantic, have always been regarded in the literature as the most 
important. Together they encompass a wide range of views on 
metaphor understanding. Historically, the rhetorical theory has 
viewed metaphor as a peculiar way of naming, in order to surprise 
or to provide amusement. More recently scholars have argued that 
metaphor understanding also means recognising a metaphor as a 
special kind of 'social talk' used within a particular group. The 
emotive theory holds that a metaphor is understood when the 
listener establishes a link between the emotive meaning of the 
metaphor, individual's affective experience and the emotionally 
coloured personal ties allowed by the metaphor. In other words, a 
metaphor has evocative power: it intimates similarities between 
different things and introduces novelty. It also evokes feelings and 
surprise. According to the semantic theory, metaphor is a heuristic 
device helping people to comprehend the world. A metaphor is 
understood when the vehicle reorganises the way the individual 
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perceives the tenor. This creation of a new and a unique meaning 
is impossible without cultural knowledge on the part of the 
listener. After all, the listener cannot understand the link between 
the domains represented by the vehicle and the tenor unless he is 
familiar with the cultural setting from which the metaphor derives. 
 
Consideration of these three groups of metaphor theories makes 
clear that a single theory could not be sufficient to encompass 
both the 'individual' and the 'collective' aspects of religious 
language referred to in the previous chapter. Again, choosing a 
single metaphor theory might give any research too narrow a 
focus. Given the comprehensive character of religious discourse, 
the choice made here is for a more eclectic model of metaphor 
understanding, as provided by Mac Cormac's cognitive theory of 
metaphor, that metaphor comprehension involves 'inputs' and 
'outputs'. The 'inputs' are individual cultural competence and 
various psychological processes such as recognition and affective 
appreciation, conscious reflection, interpretation and 
comprehension. The 'output' of metaphor comprehension is the 
reorganisation of the relationship between tenor and vehicle. 
Metaphor can suggest new insights and knowledge about the 
world and evoke a new affective structure for the metaphor's 
tenor. 
 
A scheme based on the work of Mac Cormac and Gibbs could be 
expected to provide a useful eclectic theoretical framework for 
empirical investigation, touching as it does on affect, cognition 
and the listener's involvement in a religious setting. At the same 
time it must be realised that such a scheme may appear 
incomplete or half-baked. Yet, despite all possible inaccuracies 
and complications, a multi-dimensional approach to the 
understanding of religious discourse is strongly to be 
recommended. Any single-aspect theory covers only a small part 
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of the whole process and, consequently, can only be of limited use 
to an empirical study. Taken together, however, these theories 
provide a more complete picture of what it means to comprehend 
(metaphorical) religious language. There is nothing odd in a 
multi-dimensional approach to the understanding of religious 
metaphors. After all, all metaphors and metaphor theories are 
surely characterised by a certain multi-dimensionality, tension and 
open-endedness. 
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Chapter 3 
THE UNDERSTANDING OF RELIGIOUS 
LANGUAGE AS MEDIATED ACTION: 
VYGOTSKIAN PERSPECTIVE13 
 
Despite early debates, later textbooks on the 
psychology of religion have neglected the issue of 
culture and religious behaviour. To make good this 
omission, the present chapter aims to explore the 
possible contribution of the sociocultural approach 
when applied to psychological research into the 
understanding of religious language. Five core themes 
of the sociocultural approach seem to be relevant here: 
the development of higher mental functions in a social 
setting, the mediating character of language, 
interactions in the Zone of Proximal Development, the 
mediated character of language and the possibility of 
creating new meanings. Two of these themes are 
illustrated with the help of results derived from 
research into the understanding of religious language, 
conducted among Dutch Catholic and Protestant 
children. 
                                                 
13  This chapter has previously been published in: Jab!o"ski, P. T., Hermans, 
C. & van der Lans, J.M. (1998). Religious language understanding as 
mediated action. In: J. Ploeger & C. Sterkens (Eds.) Religious education 
in multicultural society: A search for meaning, (pp. 183-208). Kampen: 
Kok. The work as published has been adapted to suit its place in the 
present publication. 
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The question posed by Pratt (1926), 'Is religiosity an individual or 
social phenomenon?' was much discussed in the early decades of 
psychology, with two opposing parties, the 'individualists' and the 
'collectivists', arguing it out between them. It is known that 
Wilhelm Wundt (1906) raised methodological objections to 
William James' religious case-studies on the grounds that they 
ignored cultural context. According to Wundt, any approach to the 
study of religious behaviour must do justice to the role played by 
culture. Referring to Wundt, James Pratt in his The Religious 
Consciousness (1926) devoted an extensive chapter to the 
question of the relationship between social and individual sources 
of religiosity. 'The question is by no means simple', he observes, 
'since it is unquestionable that the content of religion is a social 
matter, a social product'. Pratt's proposed solution is to take a 
double perspective: 'The individual can fear but he must learn 
from society what to fear; he can love, but he must learn what to 
love; he can think, but he must learn what to think' (Pratt, 1926, 
pp. 74-75). Considering the enormous neglect of culture displayed 
by later textbooks on the psychology of religion (Van Belzen, 
1997), James Pratt should be praised for recognising the 
importance of social context to accounts of religious behaviour. 
 The same neglect is also found in investigations into 
religious thinking and understanding. Even though such research 
enjoys an exceptional tradition, almost as long as that of 
psychology itself, critics complain that studies, both classical and 
recent14, have mainly focused on logical reasoning skills (Hay, 
Nye & Murphy, 1996; Slee, 1986, 1987). In the view of these 
critics, the Piagetian model is still being recycled in the field of 
religious development. Religious language is investigated as if it 
were a language of science. 'Understanding' is conceived as 
                                                 
14 See for instance Beiswanger, 1930; Gesell & Ilg, 1946; Goldman, 1964, 
1965; Bücher, 1990, 1991; Hoge & Petrillo, 1978; Hyde, 1990; Peatling, 
1973, 1974; Peatling & Laabs, 1975; Tamminen, 1991. 
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something achieved solely by cognitive transformations. Other 
factors inhibiting or fostering understanding, e.g. culture, are 
ignored by the research design. This is not to say that researchers 
have denied or failed to mention the existence of culture. Indeed, 
many investigators have referred to it quite explicitly. But 
psychological studies typically approach culture as if it could 
somehow be attached as an appendix to an already existing 'basic' 
account of the way an individual acts (Wertsch, 1991c; Wertsch, 
Tulviste & Hagstrom, 1993). Culture's lack of 'operational 
concreteness' 'leads many psychological researchers simply to 
ignore it when designing their studies [...], to treat it as something 
that has no direct bearing on the next and more intrinsically 
interesting task' (Serpell, 1993, p. 357), or to treat it as an 
independent variable that influences what was assumed to be 
individual functioning 'from outside' (Gauvain, 1995; Rogoff, 
Radziszewska & Masiello, 1995). 
 
In the last decade a growing awareness of the cultural blindness of 
the social sciences has led to new theoretical approaches focusing 
on culture as an integral constituent of human functioning. In this 
climate, renewed15 interest can be observed in the sociocultural 
approach founded by Vygotsky at the beginning of 20th century, 
and now followed by other scholars. Today this approach has 
been successfully applied to various areas of psychological and 
educational research, but seemingly not to the domain of the 
                                                 
15 The current reappearance of Vygotsky's ideas in the social sciences differs 
substantially from the results of earlier efforts to introduce his theories to 
the West. In the past Vygotsky was presented mainly as an educational 
psychologist and his work was used in the development of new teaching 
methods and school curricula (Van Parreren & Carpay, 1972). Nowadays, 
however, interest in Vygotsky is displayed in particular by social or 
cultural psychologists concerned with the cultural construction of 
meaning or the mental functioning of an individual in society. 
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psychology of religion16, except in a very few studies (Josephs & 
Wolgast, 1996). Since, as Gergen properly realises, the 
Vygotskian approach has 'enormous implications [...] for the 
psychology of religion' (Gergen, 1993, p. 232), an outline is given 
below of its contributions to this domain, with particular reference 
to its relevance to the study of the understanding of religious 
language. 
 
RELEVANT THEMES FROM THE SOCIOCULTURAL 
APPROACH 
 
(1) Vygotsky's view of mental functioning is probably the most 
important core motif that various scholars have distinguished in 
his work. In the collection of essays published under the title Mind 
in Society, Vygotsky (1978) wrote about two types of mental 
function and two corresponding lines of development. He 
distinguished between elementary mental functions directly 
determined by stimulation from the environment that get acquired 
along biological line of development, and higher mental functions 
that develop along the cultural line (Holland & Valsiner, 1988) 
and which include such phenomena as attention, memory, 
thinking, concept formation and, most important of all, 
understanding and meaning attribution (Fernyhough, 1996). 
 Vygotsky claimed that the higher mental functions 
originated in social activities performed with and to other people 
                                                 
16 The importance of Vygotsky's theory to the field of religious education 
has recently been mentioned by Ploeger (1993). 
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(Wertsch, 1991b)17. This idea is expressed in two passages, which 
are often quoted in the literature: 'Any function in the child's 
development appears twice, or on two planes. First, it appears on 
the social plane, and then on the psychological plane. First, it 
appears between people, as an interpsychological category, and 
then within the child, as an intrapsychological category' 
(Vygotsky, 1981, p. 163). The second quotation is similar: "The 
levels of generalisation in a child correspond strictly to the levels 
of development of social interaction. Any new level in the child's 
generalisation signifies a new level for the possibility for social 
interaction" (Vygotsky, 1956, p. 432). 
 
(2) The higher mental functions are neither the reactive by-
products of natural stimuli nor the outcome of a purely individual 
nature (Ratner, 1996). Rather, they are shaped, organised, guided 
and facilitated by psychological tools, called mediators, in just the 
same way that men use physical tools to organise and pursue their 
activities in the physical world (Hermans & Kempen, 1995; 
Holland & Valsiner, 1986; Wertsch & Rupert, 1993). This notion 
of mediation is perhaps the most fundamental building block in 
the sociocultural approach (Wertsch, 1991c). In Vygotsky's view 
'the following can serve as examples of psychological tools: 
language, various systems of counting, mnemonic techniques, 
algebraic symbol systems, works of art, writing, schemes, 
diagrams, maps, and mechanical drawings; all sorts of 
conventional signs; and so on' (Vygotsky, 1981, p. 137). 
                                                 
17 The idea of activity was in the air when Vygotsky was writing on human 
functioning in the 1920s. In 1922 Sergei Rubinstein transplanted the 
philosophical concept of 'activity' into the field of psychology. Vladimir 
Bekhterev tried to found a science of 'ergology', a science involved with 
carrying out complex studies of work processes. In the same vein, partly 
for political reasons, any psychologists and other scholars become 
interested in this issue, (Zinchenko, 1995). 
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Zinchenko (1985) added symbols and myths to the list. Many 
scholars who have commented on Vygotsky's writings agree that 
almost all mediators are connected with language, which is 
construed as a mediating device par excellence (Holland & 
Valsiner, 1986; Shotter, 1989; Wertsch, 1991a). Language is used 
to communicate, to gain knowledge and to position an individual 
in the world (Wertsch, 1991b). It mediates the acquisition of 
knowledge not only about the nature of things, but also about 
'what to do with them, how to be a speaker and listener of a 
particular kind [...] and how to be [...] intelligible and socially 
competent to the others around us [...] and to be accounted by 
others as such' (Shotter, 1989, p. 188). 
 It is important to emphasise Vygotsky's argument that the 
structure of higher mental processes is the same as the structure of 
their mediators. 'A psychological tool alters [...] the structure of 
mental functions. It does this by determining the structure of a 
new act just as a technical tool alters the process of a natural 
adaptation by determining the form of labour operations' 
(Vygotsky, 1981, p. 137). To illustrate this relationship, Wertsch 
(1991a) refers to a study of how psychological processes are 
shaped by the discourse in bureaucratic and institutional settings. 
 
(3) The Zone of Proximal Development, where, as Cole (1985) 
put it, 'culture and cognition create each other', is probably the 
best known continuing theme in Vygotsky's writings. In the ZPD, 
culture creates cognition by structuring the practices in which 
adults engage with children, so that the cognitive growth of the 
child is directed toward a set of goals specified by the culture and 
shared by the members of the cultural group. Cognition creates 
culture by structuring social interaction between adult and child, 
who together generate practices and ideas for inclusion in the 
cultural group's repertoire (Serpell, 1993, p. 358). 
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 In the ZPD those 'who know more, those who have higher 
consciousness share it with those who know less, who are less 
developed in consciousness and intellectual control'. Thanks to 
this interaction the non-knower becomes a knower, and 
newcomers are able to participate in activities of which they were 
not themselves capable (Bruner, 1984, p. 94). Interaction within 
the ZPD is best characterized by the Russian word '!"#$%&'%' 
(obuchenie), which translates into English as both learning and 
instruction. 
 Instruction involves an individual getting materials and 
symbolic tools in a vertical relationship (Gauvain, 1995; 
Fernyhough, 1996). In this context Carpay and Van Oers (1997), 
like Hermans and Kempen (1995), speak about power relations, 
asymmetry, and externally located authority. In other words, 
instruction has to do with the position occupied in a social 
configuration by an 'elder' (someone more experienced and 
knowledgeable), rather than with the content of his speech. The 
words used to instruct serve not only as tools for labelling things 
but also to specify the social status of people involved in 
instructing activities. Hence, a difference (i.e. an inequality of 
status) emerges between a teacher and a student (Carpay & Van 
Oers, 1997). 
 Learning on the other hand involves a horizontally 
structured, symmetrical and dialogical interaction between an 
elder and a newcomer of equal social status (Hermans & Kempen, 
1995). A child is stimulated by active participation in the 
sociocultural activities and practices of informal groups or 
institutions to work out and extend cultural tools and practices 
(Rogoff, Mistry, Göncü & Mosier, 1993). In learning, both parties 
are involved in the recreation of meaning for the cultural tools, 
practices and institutions in which they are involved (Rogoff, 
Radziszewska & Masiello, 1995). 
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 It is worth emphasising at this juncture that both 
instruction and learning have the same goal. Their purpose is to 
pass on a body of knowledge from an older generation to a 
generation of newcomers and to turn the newcomer into a 
competent participant in the culture. In this sense the process of 
obuchenie creates continuity across generations, perpetuating the 
practices of the elders. Newcomers and elders depend on each 
other: newcomers to learn and receive instruction, elders to 
perpetuate the group. At the same time, the success of both new 
and old group members depends on the eventual replacement of 
elders by newcomers-become-elders (Lave, 1991, p.74). 
 
(4) An important lesson to be learned from Vygotsky is that 
psychological tools do not appear out of the blue. An inherent 
property of mediating tools used to mediate higher mental 
processes is that 'they virtually never emerge for the first time on 
the basis of an individual's isolated action or reflection' (Wertsch 
& Rupert, 1993, p. 230) but are 'culturally, historically, and 
institutionally situated' as part of the collective meaning system 
and a product of history (Holland & Valsiner, 1988). Thus 
language as a mediating tool is not only a mediating but also a 
mediated or negotiated device, the outcome of a collective historic 
process of meaning construction within a community (Gergen, 
1992, 1994). Language, once established, is passed on to others 
and acquired by them. In this context, Gergen (1994) and Scribner 
(1977) say that each community varies according to the language 
genre it uses. Zwier (1997) too speaks of the diversity of styles of 
communication in different cultures. 
 
(5) The conclusion that, once negotiated, language and its 
meaning remain stable and fixed and cannot be renewed in the 
course of time, is certainly premature. On the contrary, 'creative 
activity is another central concept in Vygotsky's psychology' 
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(Shotter, 1989, p. 192). The creation of new meanings is made 
possible by interactions within if the ZPD and the multicultural 
character of contemporary society. 
 As to the first point, it has already been argued that 
learning requires a dialogical interaction with participants of the 
same equal social status (Hermans & Kempen, 1995) and active 
participation in sociocultural activities (Rogoff, Mistry, Göncü & 
Mosier, 1993). It might be said that 'learning' does not mean 
passively 'taking on'. Learning is an active process, in which the 
newcomer observes, absorbs, internalises, and transforms 
information provided by his elders (Josephs & Wolgast, 1996). 
According to the sociocultural approach, learning does not mean 
adding new elements to old, but rather integrating new elements 
with old to form a unique combination. 
 As for the multicultural character of contemporary society, 
it is necessary to keep in mind the notion of voice introduced by 
Bakhtin (1986). Here 'voice' is not just an auditory signal; it 
involves a person in relation to the social group in which the 
voice has its origin (Wertsch, 1991a). People are constantly 
interacting with one another, exchanging views, opinions and 
meanings. 'There is always "another", internal or external, real or 
imagined' with whom an individual 'is involved in a process of 
question and answer, or with whom he agrees or disagrees' 
(Hermans & Kempen, 1995, p. 106). At some stage in this process 
it invariably happens that one person's views come into conflict 
with those of others. When this kind of tension arises it will 
sometimes be necessary to accommodate different points of view 
and reconstruct mediating tools. Inevitably words will sometimes 
assume new meanings and their old meanings will disappear. 
Similarly, words will be 'borrowed' from other contexts to serve as 
metaphors for new ideas in a new setting of the negotiating group 
(Wertsch, 1991a). This process means that a single voice will 
become modified to contain voices that originated in other social 
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groups (here Bakhtin would use the term multi-voicedness and 
ventriloquation). In this way 'new symbols and word senses are 
created and may be incorporated into the stock of culture' 
(Kozulin, 1986, p. 269). 
 
IMPLICATIONS FOR THE PSYCHOLOGICAL STUDY OF 
RELIGIOUS LANGUAGE AND ITS UNDERSTANDING 
 
The sociocultural approach to research into the understanding of 
religious language has a number of implications which will be 
considered here in the same order as was used for the 
corresponding themes in Vygotsky's work. 
 
(1) Contrary to traditional research which assumed that an 
individual is capable of grasping the meaning of words and events 
by the use of abstraction, free of any social and cultural 
influences18, the sociocultural approach proposes that 
understanding religious language is not an individual endeavour 
based solely on the maturation of cognitive function and occurring 
in a social vacuum (Ratner, 1996; Wertsch, 1991c; Wertsch, 
Tulviste & Hagstrom, 1993). Understanding is a product of social 
interaction. Hence, the necessary condition for understanding 
consists of the individual's involvement in the communicational 
network of a religious community or at least in 'staying in touch' 
with people who are familiar with religious language and who can 
introduce it to a newcomer meaningfully. Such interaction will 
                                                 
18 Wertsch and Rupert (1993), for example, argue that psychology is 
characterised by a type of individualistic reductionism. Instead of starting 
from an analysis of social processes and seeking to determine how such 
processes might give rise to individual mental functioning' psychologists 
tended to treat mental processes as if they occurred in a single individual. 
For a more detailed critique of this approach see also Bruner (1985). 
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familiarise an individual with the commonly recognised ways of 
using religious language and with the accepted and prevalent 
meanings attributed to religious expressions. Once exposed to 
such interaction an individual will also have an opportunity to ask 
questions about religious expressions or stories and have these 
questions explained by carers or instructors. In other words, the 
understanding of religious language acquires its colour and 
flavour - down to the last detail - from social interaction. Hence, 
understanding is fundamentally dialogical in nature and requires 
the presence of peers, carers or parents who talk about - if not 
discuss - religious issues (cf. Fernyhough, 1996). An empirical 
investigation conducted recently by Josephs and Wolgast (1996) 
into the understanding of bible stories as achieved by interaction 
between a child and his parents, provides a good illustration of 
this point. 
 
(2) The second implication follows from the thesis that the 
structure of higher mental processes mirrors the structure of the 
psychological tools that mediate them. Hence, 'understanding' has 
the same structure as the language that mediates it. Consequently, 
differences in the language genre (mediating tool) used to 
communicate religious content will lead to different ways of 
understanding religious statements. This statement gives a 
different perspective to the long drawn-out discussion on 
metaphorical and literal understanding of religious language 
(Hunt, 1972a, 1972b; Van der Lans, 1991; Jab!o"ski, Grzyma!a-
Moszczy"ska & Van der Lans, 1994). In this debate, the 
difference between literal and metaphorical interpretation is seen 
as depending on the level of individual cognitive skills (e.g. 
abstract thinking or metaphor competence). However, looked at 
socioculturally, it would be preferable to say that 'literal' 
understanding emerges when 'literal' language is used in 
communication. If the metaphorical meaning of a religious 
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expression is not apparent in the interaction between an individual 
and his peers or carers, he will not get beyond a literal 
understanding. Similarly, when figurative language is used to 
exchange religious meaning it is unlikely that religious 
expressions will be taken literally. 
 
(3) The third implication is that comprehension of religious 
discourse develops through interactions that take place in the 
child's Zone of Proximal Development. Within this zone, 
interaction with more intellectually advanced and capable carers, 
teachers and peers instructs the child about the meanings of 
religious utterances and activities (Josephs & Wolgast, 1996). The 
task of carers and peers is twofold. To make religious instruction 
effective, they have to ally themselves with what the 'newcomer' 
can understand at a particular moment. On the one hand, they 
have to be alert and detect the stage at which a child's 
understanding of religious discourse may no longer be taken for 
granted. This is precisely the stage at which a new interpretation 
can be offered (cf. Lucarello, 1995; Wertsch & Sohmer, 1995). 
The point made here is very different from Goldman's (1964, 
1965) well-known argument that a teacher must not introduce 
children to religious narratives before the age of 12. Since the 
present author, unlike Goldman, does not link a child's 'readiness 
for religion' (to use Goldman's original formulation) with mental 
age, the position adopted, taking Vygotsky's law of cultural 
development as the general framework for theoretical and 
practical aims, is that religious stories and expressions can be 
introduced to a child at any time. However, the time at which this 
can be done depends more on the child's readiness for a certain 
type of social interaction than on his mental age. 
 
(4) Another point is that the language used to express the 
understanding of religious discourse is a tool, not an independent 
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entity. The fact that this medium of expression is a mediated and 
negotiated device is another point that has often been ignored. The 
way people speak about understanding of religious language is 
packed with meanings acquired through interaction with members 
of a religious community or with those who meaningfully 
introduced them into the religious domain. Consequently, there is 
no abstract, generic 'religious language' with an intrinsic meaning, 
which needs to be to be analysed. Religious language is always 
social language used in a specific setting. It makes no sense, 
therefore, to investigate the meaning of religious expressions an 
sich, without reference to the communicational network 'to which 
the speaker and listener belong' (Day, 1993, p. 216). Furthermore, 
the analysis of religious discourse requires at least that people are 
well versed in the language registers used in speaking about 
religious issues (Day, 1991, 1993, cf. Geertz, 1972). These 
statements, although they may at first glance appear rather 
obvious, have never been made that explicit in psychological 
studies of the understanding of religious language. 
 
(5) The last implication is that according to the sociocultural 
approach, the attribution of meaning to religious language is an 
on-going activity that never ends (cf. Ratner, 1996). The creation 
of a new meaning for religious discourse is possible because an 
individual's involvement in its understanding is an active process 
involving the integration of new and old elements to form a brand 
new combination. This integration, as argued above, is initiated by 
the conflict of views urging an individual to accommodate his 
own point of view and to reconstruct the meanings previously 
assigned to the religious expressions in question. 
 On the other hand, to be consistent with insights provided 
by sociologists (e.g. Bourdieu, 1977, 1984, 1992) and 
developmental psychologists (Fogel, 1993, Goodnow, 1990), it 
must be acknowledged that understanding religious language also 
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means dealing with those who use mediating tools and have a 
right of 'doing talking' (Bakhtin, 1981, p. 99). This brings us back 
to the notion of authority discussed by Wertsch and Rupert 
(1993), who argue that psychological tools are not created 
'primarily in the service of psychological considerations' but by 
'forces, such as historical precedent, bureaucratic decision-making 
process, and economic and production considerations [...] to 
facilitate or to reduce the efficiency of human psychological and 
motor processes' (Wertsch & Rupert, 1993, p. 231). If this 
argument is applied to religious language two things become 
plain. First, religious discourse, like all psychological tools, is 
created by forces, which belong to a particular religious 
institution. Second, religious language also expands and exercises 
the authority and power of a social institution and as such it also 
becomes authoritative (Geertz, 1966, 1973). 
 Wertsch (1991b) argues that since religious language is 
authoritative, its meaning can hardly be modified. His statement 
recalls Bakhtin's description of authoritative discourse: it 
'demands unconditional allegiance and it allows no play with its 
borders, no gradual and flexible transitions, no spontaneously 
creative stylising variants on it' (Bakhtin, 1981, p. 351). 
Admittedly, in many situations religious values and convictions 
come to us in the form of authoritative discourse (Geertz, 1966, 
1973) because such discourse is a source of revelation in the form 
of 'a deity or a prophet who speaks' (Bakhtin, 1981, p. 343, see 
also Geertz, 1973). But there is a second type of discourse, 
important for the ideological becoming of man, namely internally 
persuasive discourse. Religious language can come to us in a form 
that is internally persuasive rather than authoritative. Half of the 
religious language used in this type of discourse will be someone 
else's and half one's own. This dialogic character of religious 
language makes it possible for it to be 'interwoven with one's own 
world' (Bakhtin, 1981, p. 349). A dialogic interpretation of 
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ideological language will take account of both evaluation and 
response. The understanding of religious language requires that 
for someone listening to a religious discourse, 'what the speaker 
says does not mechanically generate an exclusive interpretation' 
(Wertsch, 1991b, p. 79). The dialogic nature of internally 
persuasive speech means that an individual's understanding of it 
can differ from the meaning intended by the speaker 'from subtle 
nuances [...] and emphasis to gross externalised distortion of the 
verbal composition' (Bakhtin, 1981, p. 352). 
 
EMPIRICAL ILLUSTRATION 
 
The sociocultural approach has a number of implications for both 
theory and research practice. Two explorative studies discussed 
below, show the value of two aspects of the sociocultural 
approach. In both studies empirical data, gathered in a project 
dealing with the way children construct the meaning of biblical 
narratives, will be used. 
 
In this project we obtained data19 from 261 pupils aged 10 and 11, 
attending grade 6 and 7. For various reasons we were not always 
able to complete the research procedure with all respondents. 
Therefore, the number of respondents in sub-studies mentioned in 
this and in the following chapters will be slightly different. In all 
cases, however, we used data coming from the same group of 
children attending Roman Catholic and in Protestant schools. To 
illustrate the value of the sociocultural approach, data from 220 
                                                 
19  Nboys=129, Ngirls=132; N10years=123, N11years=138; NCatholic=130; 
NProtestant=131. 
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respondents will be used here (N10 =101, N11 = 119; Nboys 
=105, Ngirls = 115; NCatholic =105; NProtestant =115) 20. 
Following the sociocultural approach, children were 
selected from schools with a religious affiliation, since the ability 
to attribute meaning to religious concepts requires a child to have 
a degree of familiarity with such concepts. Total unfamiliarity 
with a religious concepts and ideas could bias results towards a 
high rate of missing values and a low response rate to particular 
interview questions. 
 The first step was to distribute a written questionnaire to 
students. The questionnaire was designed to measure the degree of 
involvement in situations in which religious language is used (for 
specific questions, see section 1.1.2) as well as to establish 
respondent's church membership (see section 2.1.2). Next, each 
participant individually watched a video showing a teacher 
                                                 
20 By Protestant church we understand the Gereformeerde Kerken in 
Nederland ('vrijgemaakt') i.e. the Dutch Reformed Churches (liberated). 
The term 'reformed' refers to the Reformation in general and Calvin, one 
of its founders, in particular. The term 'liberated' refers to more recent 
history, i.e. to the secession (liberation) in the 1940s from some of the 
Dutch Reformed Church's creedal statements on the subject of baptism, 
the nature of the relationship between God and man, the church and its 
pluriformity, God's grace, the immortality and substantiality of the soul 
and the nature of the person of Christ. This secession was the result of a 
wider movement in the Dutch Reformed Church whose purpose was to 
initiate a deeper consideration of the teaching of the church and the life-
style. The outcome of this reflection was threefold: that an individual 
owes a great deal of respect to the bible as the only source of true 
knowledge, that one's thoughts, deeds and feelings must be constantly 
verified in the light of biblical teaching and that the bible should be 
accepted as an infallible guidebook to all of life's everyday activities. 
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reading the story of the baptism of Jesus (Mark 2, 7-12)21. A short 
individual interview followed immediately after the video was 
complete. First, to conduct sub-studies described in Chapter 4, we 
asked about feelings evoked by the narrative and about the 
student's global understanding of the narrative. Then we asked 
questions related to current substudies on understanding of 
particular words and phrases from the biblical narrative (for 
questions used during the interview, see section 1.1.1 and 2.1.1). 
The answers were recorded and later typed. 
 
The story about the baptism of Jesus was chosen for two main 
reasons. First, this story is less used in religious education at 
schools. Therefore, the majority of pupils will encounter this story 
for the first time and will not be too familiar with the narrative. 
Secondly, this story was chosen because of its relatively complex 
structure. The narrative contains concepts and expressions (such 
as God, the river of Jordan, the descent of the Spirit of God, being 
a child of God, God speaking to people) which require 
explanation before they can be understood (Van Iersel, 1986). 
 
STUDY 1 
The relationship between the understanding of religious 
language and involvement in religious communication 
 
The aim of this study was to find empirical evidence for the 
theory that in order to understand religious discourse an individual 
must have been involved in situations in which religious language 
is used. The following research question was formulated: 
                                                 
21  The researcher had produced the video himself, in a classroom equipped 
with a blackboard, a white background, a teacher's desk etc. No religious 
symbols were shown in the recording. A female student was asked to read 
out the text about the baptism of Jesus from the standard translation of the 
Bible used by both denominations for religious instruction. 
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Do children who are less involved in situations in which religious 
language is used differ in their understanding of religious 
language from children who are highly involved in such 
situations? 
 
1.1. Variables and their measurement 
 
1.1.1. Measurement of the understanding of religious language 
 
For the purpose of this study, the understanding of religious 
language was operationalised by asking respondents in a short 
interview to describe what came into their mind when they heard 
the sentence 'The Spirit of God descended upon Jesus "like a 
dove"'. When necessary, children were invited to clarify their 
answers22. 
 The children's answers were carefully read by three 
independent raters. A score of 0 was given if the child did not 
understand the question, if his answer was meaningless or if it did 
not belong to the religious domain (e.g. 'This is a bewitched slave' 
or 'I think about clouds' or 'I don't know'). A score of 1 was given 
for answers in which the Spirit of God was described by reference 
to God or Jesus ('He looks like God'), his deeds ('He guides and 
helps you'), biblical stories ('He came down at Pentecost') or if a 
figurative interpretation was given (e.g. 'He is like the mind or 
thought of God'). Great care was taken to ensure that this part of 
                                                 
22 Following the sociocultural approach, it was decided to preserve the 
spontaneous character of the answers. A standardised questionnaire was 
found too rigid for the purpose (cf. Shotter, 1986, p. 193). A deliberate 
decision was therefore made to use open-ended questions, so giving 
subjects the freedom to formulate their own ideas as inspired by elements 
of their own religious traditions (Hutsebaut & Verhoeven, 1995; Janssen, 
De Hart & Den Draak, 1990, De Hart, 1990, 1991). 
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the analysis was carried out carefully and rigorously. An interrater 
reliability coefficient (kappa) of 0.89 was obtained. 
 
1.1.2. Measurement of involvement in situations in which 
religious language is used 
 
Still following the sociocultural approach, the research focused on 
activities in which children become familiar with religious 
language as a mediating or mediated tool. For example, 
respondents may encounter religious discourse when they attend 
regular or special services for children. They may have become 
familiar with religious expressions because they perform a special 
function in the church (e.g. as a chorister or altar boy). They may 
become versed in religious language by reading the bible or other 
religious books or, finally, by listening to their parents or 
ministers reading such books aloud. Subjects were asked about 
their degree of involvement in these activities and their answers 
were scored. A score of 0 was given for 'never', 1 for 'sometimes' 
and 2 when the child said 'often'. The resulting scale had a 
reliability of 0.76, a mean of 6.34 and a standard deviation of 
3.22. The scale items are shown in table 3.1. 
 
Although all the children who participated in the investigation 
attended church services, grew up in religious families and went 
to denominational schools where much emphasis was put on 
religious education and bible reading, they were not all equally 
involved in activities in which religious language is used. 
Respondents were divided into 3 sub-groups. The 'low 
involvement' group included subjects who were only occasionally 
involved in religious communication, i.e. whose total score was 2 
or less (NA=14, 6.5 %). Expressed in terms of scale items, the'low 
involvement' group included respondents who scored 1 or less on 
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the two questions 'How often do you attend church services?' and 
'How often do you read the bible?'. 
The 'high involvement' group included respondents whose total 
score was 11 or higher (NB=12, 5.5 %). The remaining 
respondents (with scores between 2 and 10 - NC=194, 88 %) were 
excluded from further analysis. 
 
Table 3.1: Items on the religious involvement scale 
Item: Mean Std. 
dev. 
Item-scale 
correlation 
alpha if item 
deleted 
Church attendance 1.70 .52 .69 .62 
Participation in children's 
services  
.49 .79 .36 .66 
Function in the church .38 .79 .35 .69 
Reading of the bible .94 .76 .61 .64 
Reading of other religious 
books 
.95 .80 .78 .57 
Parents read the bible aloud 1.09 .93 .77 .57 
Parents read other religious 
books aloud 
.80 .86 .78 .57 
     
For the whole scale 6.34 3.22 - .76 
     
N.B.: The scale runs from 0 (no involvement) to 14 (maximum 
involvement). 
 
1.2 Data analysis 
 
An analysis of variance was used to determine whether 
respondents with different degrees of involvement in situations in 
which religious language is used also differed in their 
understanding of religious language. 
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Table 3.2: Means table for scores obtained for understanding the 
question about the Spirit of God. 
 Involvement in religious 
communication 
 
Grand 
 low high mean 
Mean scores for understanding 0.36 0.92 0.62 
N.B.: The scale runs from 0 (no understanding) to 1 
(understanding). 
 
Table 3.3: ANOVA table for means in groups of respondents with 
high and low involvement. 
Source of variation Sum of 
squares 
DF Mean 
square 
F Sig. of 
F 
Religious Involvement Scale 2.023 1 2.023 7.919 .010 
Residual 6.131 24 .255   
Total 8.154 25 .326   
 
Tables 3.2 and 3.3 show that the understanding of religious 
language does indeed vary between respondents with different 
levels of involvement in activities in which religious language is 
used. Respondents who are only occasionally brought into contact 
with religious language have difficulty in giving a meaningful 
answer to the question 'What comes into your mind when you 
hear that the Spirit of God descended from heaven upon Jesus 
"like a dove"'. Respondents who were very familiar with religious 
language were able to give a meaningful answer to this question23. 
                                                 
23 An analysis of variance carried out as part of a further analysis showed 
that there was no significant difference in level of intelligence between 
respondents with a high or low level of involvement in religious 
communication (as measured by Raven's Progressive Matrix Test, (Raven, 
1938)); RAVEN low involvement = 7.22, RAVEN high involvement = 
7.24, F sign. = 0.998. Given these results, differences between the two 
groups in the understanding of a stimulus religious sentence cannot be 
attributed to differences in logical reasoning ability. 
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STUDY 2 
Religious language is the language of a particular religious 
group 
 
The aim of this study was to find empirical evidence for the 
theory that religious language reflects the voice of a particular 
religious group. The following research question was formulated: 
 
Do children who belong to different Christian denominations 
differ in their understanding of the concept of the Spirit of God? 
 
2.1. Variables and their measurement: 
 
2.1.1. Understanding 'Spirit of God': 
In a short unstructured interview respondents were asked to 
describe what came into their mind when they heard the words 
'The Spirit of God'. To preserve a spontanous character of 
answers, only when necessary, children were invited to clarify 
their answers. 
An analysis was carried out as described in section 1.1.1, above. 
The answers were read carefully and then classified into 
categories. A HOMALS analysis24 of these categories led to the 
identification of 11 clusters which were labelled as follows: (1) 
symbol of God's power and peace, (2) present in the history of 
salvation, (3) guiding and forgiving, (4) empowering man, (5) 
living in your heart, (6) a special messenger from God, (7) a nice 
                                                 
24 HOMALS is an acronym for homogeneity analysis via alternating least 
squares, a multiple correspondence analysis used to explore and cluster 
nominal variables. Its purpose is to find qualifications for variables that 
are optimal in the sense that the categories are as distinct as possible from 
one other, while still plotting objects which fall in the same category close 
to one another (Nouris, 1990, p. B-49). 
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wise being who gives a feeling of safety, (8) God-related, (9) a 
good apparition, (10) a vague transcendent being, (11) something 
non-existent 25. These clusters are summarised in Table 3.4. 
 
2.1.2. Religious background of respondents: 
Earlier studies usually referred to cognitive development and 
mental age to account for differences in understanding of religious 
language. The sociocultural approach, however, suggests that 
differences in religious thinking have a social origin. The fact that 
the research population was composed of Roman Catholic and 
orthodox Protestant children made it possible to analyse whether 
differences in religious meaning structure were related to the 
respondents' religious background. While distributing the written 
questionnaire, designed to measure the degree of involvement in 
situations in which religious language is used (section 1.1.2), 
respondents were asked to which church denomination do they 
belong. 
                                                 
25 5 categories, which did not form clusters, are not reported here. 
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Table 3.4: Labels and clusters of categories: 
Label given to cluster Categories included in cluster (in order of 
frequency) 
1. Symbol of God's power 
and peace 
is among us after Ascension Day; like God's 
thought; symbol of the power of God; symbol of 
peace 
2. Present in the history of 
salvation 
Descended on Jesus during baptism; descended 
on disciples at Pentecost; has something to do 
with baptism; will be present on the day of Last 
Judgement; present at the time of creation 
3. Guiding and forgiving Guiding one's deeds & words; guiding one's 
moral behaviour; forgives one's sins; has to do 
with God's feelings for mankind 
4. Empowering man Helps and cares; helps in proclaiming and 
preaching about God; gives encouragement; 
gives power 
5. Living in your heart Lives in your heart; you should believe in him; 
gift from God 
6. A special messenger 
from God 
Special, angel; servant of God; I do not know, 
he can be anything 
7. A nice wise being who 
gives a feeling of safety  
Someone nice; someone wise; gives a feeling of 
safety; like my parents 
8. God-related Anthropomorphic picture of an old man; like 
God; like Jesus; like our soul; like the voice of 
God; like the Lamb of God; penetrates 
everything 
9. A good apparition He is good; appears sometimes 
10. A vague transcendent 
being 
Knows everything; transparent; in heaven; a 
kind of ghost; a dove 
11. Something non-existent Does not exist 
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FIGURE 3.1: Correspondence analysis of clusters (N=9) and 
denomination. 
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2.2 Data analysis (see Figure 3.1). 
 
To determine whether respondents who belonged to different 
religious denominations also differed in their understanding of 
'Spirit of God', the research followed two basic rules proposed for 
HOMALS analysis (Nouris, 1990, p. B-49). The first rule is that 
to analyse relationships between variables, it is important to look 
at the angle between two lines, one drawn from the origin of the 
scattergram to a grouping variable (in this case Roman Catholic or 
Protestant), the other from the origin to a particular variable (in 
this case a cluster of categories). The closer the angle between the 
lines is to 0°, the more closely the cluster in question is correlated 
with the grouping variable. This relation remains significant as 
long as the angle between the lines is less than 45° but becomes 
negligible if it is between 45° and 90°. If it is greater than 90°, the 
relationship is negative. The second rule of HOMALS analysis is 
that clusters close to the origin of a scattergram do not 
discriminate between respondents. Clusters close to the grouping 
variable are most characteristic for a particular group. Clusters 
furthest from the origin discriminate most strongly between the 
groups analysed. 
 Following these rules, two clusters (marked 6 and 10 in 
Table 3.4) were discarded as lying too close to the origin. Next an 
imaginary line was drawn through the grouping variable from the 
origin of the scattergram to its edge. Two further lines were 
drawn, one 45° to the left of the first line and the other 45° to the 
right, dividing the scattergram into two sectors. Since the rules of 
HOMALS analysis say that the relationship between two variables 
is significant when the angle between them is less than 45°, the 
five categories that fell outside these sectors were discarded. 
 At the end of this process the differences between different 
denominations were clearly visible. The distribution of the 
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clustered categories corresponded with the subject's 
denomination, Protestant (lower) or Roman-Catholic (upper). 
 
For Catholic respondents, the angle between the grouping variable 
and the clusters 'does not exist', 'good apparition' and 'God-related' 
approaches 0°. Hence, these clusters are highly correlated with the 
grouping variable. The angle between the grouping variable and 
the clusters 'symbol of God's power and peace' and 'a nice wise 
being giving a feeling of safety' is more than 0° but less than 45°, 
which means that although both clusters are related with the 
grouping variable (Roman-Catholic) the relationship is less 
strong. The cluster 'a nice wise being giving a feeling of safety' is 
furthest from the origin of the scattergram and therefore the most 
discriminating. The cluster 'God-related' is closest to the origin 
and so the least discriminating for the group. 
 For orthodox Protestant subjects the smallest angle was 
between the grouping variable and the three clusters 'guiding and 
forgiving', 'present in the history of salvation', and 'lives in your 
heart', which means that these clusters are strongly related to the 
grouping variable. The angle between the grouping variable and 
the cluster 'empowering man' is more than 0° but less than 45°, 
which means that the relationship between these variables is less 
strong. The two clusters 'empowering man' and 'lives in your 
heart' are furthest from the origin of the scattergram and so are the 
most discriminating. 
 
SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 
 
The main aim of this study was to explore the role of one of the 
'inputs' in metaphor understanding, explicitly advanced by the 
rhetorical and semantic theories of metaphor, by examining the 
influence of familiarity with the cultural setting from which the 
metaphor in question derives. In fact the idea of involving 'culture' 
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in research practice is not new to either psychology or the 
psychology of religion. Ever since the beginning of psychology, 
culture has been considered an important aspect of a 
psychologist's work, empirical and theoretical (Pratt, 1926; 
Wundt, 1906). But somehow historical developments within the 
humanities led culture to be ignored. Only recently culture 
reappeared as something relevant to psychology. However, the 
nature of its reappearance has limited it to acting as an external 
variable, influencing human behaviour from outside. Human 
behaviour, in turn, was conceived as actuated by (cognitive) 
mechanisms operating in a social and cultural vacuum. Only in 
the last decade, a growing interest in culture led to new theoretical 
approaches focusing on culture as an integral constituent of 
human functioning. In the psychology of religion it was Helmut 
Reich (1993) and Josephs and Wolgast (1996) who argued that 
studies conducted in the domain of religious behaviour require a 
approach different from the one that had previously been most 
usual, suggesting that studies of the understanding of religious 
stories or concepts (e.g. Elkind, 1971; Goldman, 1964) need to be 
supported by increased attention to the cultural and social 
environment. 
 
Vygotsky's writings are frequently quoted in this context. The 
central issue in Vygotsky's work was the distinction between 
elementary and higher mental functions. Whereas elementary 
mental functions are directly determined by stimulation from the 
environment, higher mental functions (e.g. understanding and 
meaning construction) originate in social activities and are 
performed in relation to and with other people, in the Zone of 
Proximal Development. The most fundamental quality of higher 
mental functions is that they are not the outcome of an individual 
nature but are shaped and organised by psychological tools or 
mediators, are culturally, historically and institutionally 
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determined and are the outcome of a collective and historical 
process of meaning construction within a particular community. 
 
The sociocultural approach has a number of different 
consequences for theory and research practice. The two 
explorative studies explored the value of contributions made by 
the Vygotskian approach. 
 The aim of the first study was to show that to understand 
religious discourse a person must be involved in situations in 
which religious language is used. The study provided evidence 
that the understanding of religious language does not take place in 
a social vacuum. Following Wertsch's argument that 
understanding must be examined in the context of an individual's 
communicational network (Wertsch, 1991b, p. 43), the extent to 
which an individual understands religious discourse depends on 
the level of personal participation in activities and situations in 
which religious language is used as a means of communication. 
The results show that children who are familiar with religious 
discourse understand the meaning of religious language better 
than those who are not. 
 The aim of the second study was to show that the religious 
language used by respondents reflected the voice of a particular 
religious group. The study examined whether there was a 
difference in the meaning structure of 'Spirit of God' between 
children belonging to different Christian denominations. The 
results showed large differences between Roman Catholic and 
orthodox Protestant children. The meanings most frequently 
attached by Roman Catholic respondents to 'Spirit of God' were 
'non-existent', 'a good apparition', 'a symbol of God's power and 
peace'. Also typical, though less central, were 'a nice wise being 
who makes me feel safe' and 'related to God and Jesus'. The 
greatest separation was found between the idea of the Spirit of 
God as 'comforting' and the grouping variable 'Protestant', which 
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means that the idea of a comforting God was completely 
unfamiliar to this group. 
 The most typical meaning attached to 'the Spirit of God' by 
orthodox Protestant children was related to 'guidance and 
forgiving'. Two other characteristic notions were that the Spirit of 
God is 'present in the history of Salvation' and that he is 'living in 
one's heart'. The cluster 'empowering man' was furthest from the 
grouping variable 'Catholic', which means that the idea of God 
empowering man was completely unfamiliar to this group. 
 
The question, however, is whether these differences in meaning 
structure reflect the different theologies of these two communities. 
Can the differences be explained by the content of the mediators 
used in religious education in Roman Catholic and orthodox 
Protestant communities in the Netherlands? Or, in other words, 
can the differences in meaning be explained by differences in the 
mediated contents of the religious language used in the two 
communities to mediate understanding? Do these theological 
idiosyncrasies shape the content of children's religious education? 
The second question is important because it is not enough to refer 
solely to theological differences. It is also necessary to know 
whether these theologies enter the religious education of children 
from a particular denominational group. 
 Consider first the meaning structure found amongst 
Roman Catholic children. In traditional Roman Catholic theology 
the activity of the Spirit of God is linked with the Church 
(Ratzinger, 1970; Kasper, 1974). The Spirit of God is given to the 
Church by Jesus, who works through the Church in the sacrament 
of baptism and the forgiveness of sins. As it has already been 
stressed, however, it is important to know whether this 
specifically Catholic theology is passed on to children in the 
course of their religious education. Empirical research into the 
religious education provided in Catholic schools shows that the 
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subject of the Church is almost completely absent (Visser, 1992). 
This agrees with the results of the research, which found no 
Church-related meanings attributed to 'the Spirit of God' in the 
meaning structures of the Roman Catholic children. What was 
found instead was a very common notion that the Spirit of God 
does not exist. It is known from other studies that since the early 
1970s the process of secularisation has made very rapid progress 
of the Roman Catholic community (Felling, Peters & Schreuder, 
1986). As all meanings are mediated, so is the voice of 
secularisation. This voice is expressed, for example, in the idea 
that the Spirit of God is 'related to God and Jesus'. The 
descriptions, which the children gave, were vague and undefined 
('the Spirit of God has something to do with God and Jesus'). 
There was no explication for relationship between God, Jesus and 
the Spirit of God of the kind found in the theological concept of 
the Trinity. This notion was therefore interpreted as expressing 
secularisation, rather than Catholic theology mediated to children. 
At first glance the suggestion that the Spirit of God is a 'symbol of 
God's power and peace' seems very strange. How can the Spirit of 
God be a symbol of God? No such notion is to be found in 
traditional Catholic theology. A plausible explanation can be 
found by looking at the way in which biblical expressions and 
stories are interpreted by teachers in Catholic primary schools. 
Research has shown that Catholic teachers often use the word 
'symbol' and use a symbolical interpretation, whereas teachers in 
Protestant schools prefer a literal reading of the bible (Zondag, 
1993). 
 Consider next the meaning structure of children in 
orthodox Protestant schools. A central issue for these children is 
that 'the Spirit of God' carries the meaning 'forgiving and guiding'. 
Orthodox Protestant theology emphasises the effect the Spirit of 
God has on one's personal life, as opposed to the Church-oriented 
activity of the Spirit in Roman Catholic theology (Berkhof, 1974, 
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1975). The effect the Spirit of God has on an individual is 
expressed theologically by two concepts, justification and 
sanctification (Berkhof, 1975). Justification refers to the 
forgiveness of sins, sanctification to the moral acts of someone 
who has been freed from sin. Good deeds are no credit to the 
'perfect' person, but are seen as having originated in the activity of 
the Spirit. The meaning structure of orthodox Protestant children 
reflects this specific theological tradition of their community. 
Even the combination of forgiveness of sins and moral behaviour 
and deeds is consistent with this tradition. The idea that the Spirit 
of God was present at the Creation, at the baptism of Jesus and at 
Pentecost, and will be present on Judgement Day (answers 
referring to the history of salvation), can be found in both 
orthodox Protestant and Roman Catholic theology and plays an 
important role in the religious education provided in orthodox 
Protestant schools but not in Catholic schools. Biblical education 
in orthodox Protestant schools is particularly concerned with the 
history of salvation (Messelink, 1994). The idea of the history of 
salvation is also relevant to the school curriculum generally and 
history and biology in particular. This explains why the idea is so 
central to the meaning structure of Protestant children. The same 
thing can be observed in respect to yet another meaning attributed 
to 'the Spirit of God', i.e. 'living in one's heart'. This idea is an 
expression of the personal relationship between God and the 
believer, and emphasises that faith results from the activity of the 
Spirit (Berkhof, 1975). These ideas can be found in the literature 
on religious education in orthodox Protestant schools (Messelink, 
1994). Finally, the meaning 'empowering man' refers to the 
helping activity of the Spirit. This meaning is connected to the 
idea of the Christian mission to preach the Gospel round the 
world. This idea, very much alive - if not very dominant - in 
orthodox Protestant theology, can be traced back to the meaning 
structure of children. 
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To summarise this chapter, it can be said that the sociocultural 
approach in psychology opens promising avenues for future 
research. Some of these possibilities are presented in chapter 5. 
The studies described give a very strong indication that the 
structure of children's religious thinking about the Spirit of God 
reflects the way in which religious language has been mediated 
and passed on to them during their religious socialisation. A 
sociocultural approach to the study of the understanding of 
religious language leads to an awareness that the researcher 
should not investigate the understanding of religious discourse as 
if there was 'one right way' to understand. The sociocultural 
approach makes clear that diversity in understanding reflects the 
different religious cultures present in different religious 
denominations. In particular, this variety mirrors the way religious 
language has been mediated within a religious community and the 
way it is used in that community as a mediating tool. The 
preference for a certain pattern of answers, for example the 
preference for metaphorical rather than literal interpretations, is 
nothing more than 'a narrow particularism of a modern linguistic 
ideology that privileges a particular view of language and 
language activity above other kinds' (Wertsch, 1991a, p. 85). 
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CHAPTER 4 
THE ROLE OF FEELINGS IN 
UNDERSTANDING RELIGIOUS NARRATIVES26 
 
Theologians say that religious discourse is metaphorical 
and resembles literary language. This has led to 
investigations into whether theories about the 
comprehension of literary works might prove fruitful in 
studies of the understanding of religious narratives. 
Neoformalist theory provides a framework for researching 
the comprehension of literary stories. The theory involves 
three psychological processes: defamiliarisation of 
interpretative schemata, evocation of feelings that guide 
comprehension and refamiliarisation of the narrative under 
the guidance of the feelings. In a study children were asked 
what they felt towards a bible story and to give its 
interpretation. The results of the study suggest that teachers 
who wish their pupils to achieve a deeper understanding of 
religious narratives should encourage them to develop 
ideas about what a narrative means through the surprising 
effects of defamiliarisation while at the same time providing 
them with material consistent with the teachings of their 
religious community. 
                                                 
26  This chapter has previously been published in Jab!o"ski, P.T. & van der 
Lans, J.M (2002). The Role of Feelings in Understanding Religious 
Narratives. Research in the Social Scientific Study of Religion, 12, 95-
116. The work as published has been adapted to suit its place in the 
present publication. 
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Two characteristics are typical of studies of the understanding of 
religious language, a Piagetian approach to gathering, interpreting 
and analysing data and a general neglect of any insights into 
religious language developed by related disciplines. It was 
Goldman (1964, 1965) and Elkind (1977) who, inspired by the 
emphasis put by psychology on cognitive development 
(Schweitzer, 1992), introduced the Piagetian framework to 
religious research. Various commentators (Hay, Nye & Murphy, 
1996; Godin, 1968; McGrady, 1983, 1987; Murphy, 1977a, 
1977b; Slee, 1986, 1987) have objected to the use of a Piagetian 
paradigm in religious research, arguing that i makes it impossible 
to investigate the role of non-cognitive factors in religious 
development. This argument is especially relevant to the 
understanding of religious language, since its psychodynamic 
symbolism draws on affects as a crucial factor facilitating or 
hindering comprehension (Godin, 1955, 1985). Despite this 
criticism the Piagetian paradigm is still used as the standard 
framework in psychological studies of religious behaviour (Reich, 
1993). 
 Insights into the nature of religious language include the 
argument advanced by literary scholars, theologians and 
philosophers that except for certain legal texts and chronicles, 
biblical narratives are metaphorical (Barbour, 1974; Frye, 1981, 
1985, 1990; Mac Cormac, 1976; McFague, 1983; Ricoeur, 1975, 
1978a, 1978b). This metaphorical character implies the existence 
of multiple layers of meaning and interpretations (McFague, 
1983); it also implies that religious narratives do not pretend to be 
realistic. Like koans in the Buddhist tradition, their purpose is to 
'illuminate and to bypass ordinary reason' (Wulff, 1997, p. 350), 
to 'make one think' (Ricoeur, 1978), to create tension, and to 
express or address affective experience (Tillich, 1964). 
 These features give religious narratives a certain similarity 
to literary works. Various studies by Frye (1981, 1985, 1990) and 
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Bukowski (1984) argue that the way poetical and narrative 
sections of the bible use images and metaphors to put into words 
the central experiences of human life, makes it Western 
civilisation's most important literary work. 
 
PSYCHOLOGICAL PROCESSES UNDERLYING 
THE COMPREHENSION OF LITERARY WORKS 
 
 Given the resemblance between literary and biblical 
narratives, theories about the comprehension of literary works 
would be expected to prove helpful in research into the 
understanding of biblical narratives. The most suitable theory for 
this purpose seems to be the neoformalist approach, which stems 
from theoretical work on Romantic literature done at the 
beginning of the 19th century and work done by the Russian 
formalists and the Prague linguistic circle in the first decades of 
the 20th century. Unlike theories of text comprehension which 
focus exclusively on information processing (for a recent review 
see Black & Seifert, (1985) and Kintsch (1998)), this approach 
focuses on the understanding of literary stories, i.e. narratives 
with a complex or multi-layered meaning structure. These 
narratives address emotive experience and raise questions about 
relationships between words by means of 'figurative, symbolic 
and other indirect references [...] scattered through the story' 
(Miall, 1989, p. 63). This approach explains response to literary 
works by reference to three psychological processes, (1) 
defamiliarisation of habitual interpretative schemata, (2) 
evocation of feelings and (3) refamiliarisation of the narrative 
under the guidance of feelings (Miall & Kuiken, 1994a, 1994b; 
Miall, 1995, 1997, 1998b). 
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Defamiliarisation 
 
Defamiliarisation occurs at the beginning of comprehension, as a 
reader or listener reads or listens to a text27. At first, standard 
interpretative schemata are applied. As the reading or listening 
progresses, various 'foregrounding' features are encountered. The 
term 'foregrounding' refers to a range of stylistic effects, whether 
at the level of phonetic (e.g. alliteration or rhyme), grammar (e.g. 
repeated phrase structure or ellipsis) or semantics (e.g. metaphor, 
opposition or irony). These features disrupt automatic perception 
and make unsuitable (defamiliarise) habitual comprehension 
schemata (Miall, 1989; Miall & Kuiken, 1994a, 1994b, 1998; 
Miall, 1998b). As a rule, defamiliarisation is characterised by the 
perception of a narrative as striking, interesting, surprising and 
worthy of attention. It also causes greater attention to be paid to 
textual features, a slowing down of the rate at which the text is 
absorbed, improved recollection of superficial elements and 
uncertainty about meaning. This response is universal, since 
foregrounding is an intrinsically literary device. It appears to 
emerge independently of social background, education, reading 
experience and training (Miall & Kuiken, 1994b, 1998; Miall, 
1995). 
 
Evocation of feelings: 
 
The most important effect of defamiliarisation is that it makes it 
necessary to look for alternative resources for comprehension. 
The neoformalist position is that when defamiliarisation disturbs 
the applicability of the schemata normally used to achieve 
                                                 
27  The neoformalist approach focuses on understanding of written texts. 
Scholars argue, however, that there is similarity and continuity between 
oral and written texts and that similar processes are involved in 
comprehension of both kinds of texts (Miall, 1998b). 
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understanding, the search for meaning is directed by feelings. 
Defamiliarisation results from an encounter with a local, specific 
linguistic effect in a literary work. Thus the feelings that arise out 
of defamiliarisation are specific to the texture of the language 
used in the narrative. These feelings can be classified into two 
groups: (a) disapproving feelings (which usually block 
comprehension and lead to superficial understanding) and (b) 
approving feelings, which facilitate comprehension and lead to 
productive understanding (Miall, 1986, 1997; Miall & Kuiken, 
1998; Özurek & Trabasso, 1997). Classification of feelings into 
disapproving and approving should not be confused with another 
classification of feelings into positive and negative. For example, 
we may find that reading a tragedy arouses negative feelings, yet 
at the same time find the experience in some respect productive, 
'enjoyable' and personally significant. The same thing may be said 
about the reading of biblical narratives such as the Book of Job, 
Christ's crucifixion etc. The point therefore is that approving 
feelings are 'productive', 'significant' or 'relevant' rather than 
'positive in content'. 
 The salient role played by feelings in guiding 
comprehension is their cross-domain function (Miall, 1989). 
Feelings activate various domains of experience and knowledge 
and allow relationships to be perceived between them (cf. Gibbs, 
1987, 1990, 1994; Malgady & Johnson, 1976, 1980a, 1980b; 
Tourangeau & Sternberg, 1981, 1982). This in turn makes it 
possible to access the whole range of meanings associated with 
the separate fragments which make up a narrative, to appreciate 
their strengths and weaknesses and finally to decide which 
meanings best fit the story as a whole (Miall, 1989, 1995). 
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Refamiliarisation 
 
Refamiliarisation of a narrative is the last stage of comprehension. 
Approving feelings and recalled experiences, memories or ideas 
will generate a productive response and refamiliarise what was 
previously defamiliarised (Miall & Kuiken, 1994b; 1998; Miall, 
1998a, 1998b). Since affects guide story comprehension, an 
individual's understanding of a narrative will be coloured by 
feelings. Thus from the outset differences in affective response to 
a narrative can be expected to produce significant differences in 
comprehension (Miall, 1989). 
 
EMPIRICAL RESEARCH 
 
A review of past studies (Hyde, 1961, 1990; Reich, 1993) makes 
clear that apart from McGrady's (1987) investigation, no empirical 
research has been carried out into the role of feelings in the 
comprehension of religious narratives, nor has the suggested 
resemblance between religious and literary works (e.g. Frye, 
1981) been submitted to empirical investigation. Finally, the 
neoformalist theoretical framework has never been applied 
outside the domain of classical literary works. This encouraged 
the setting up of an empirical study. The assumptions embodied in 
the neoformalist approach suggested the following questions to be 
answered by research: 
 
1. Is there any evidence for the occurrence of defamiliarisation 
during the process of comprehension of a biblical narrative 
that contains foregrounding elements? 
 
2. What is the role of feelings in the comprehension of a 
religious narrative? 
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a. Is there any evidence that negative feelings block 
comprehension or are related to superficial interpretation 
of a religious narrative? 
b. Is there any evidence that approving feelings facilitate the 
comprehension of a religious narrative? 
c. Is there any evidence that feelings play a creative role in 
the accomplishment of renewed interpretations of a 
religious narrative (i.e. interpretations which are 
significantly different or at least more elaborate)? 
d. What role does the cross-domain function of feelings play 
in the comprehension of a religious narrative? 
 
Previous research found that subjects' denominations or group 
membership led to differences not only in the way they interpreted 
religious narratives but also in their response to foregrounding 
features and the feelings that emerged (Jab!o"ski, Hermans & van 
der Lans, 1998a). This might be expected to be especially true of 
literary texts, because of their associations with the reader's 
cultural identity. This expectation led to the addition of a third 
research question: 
 
3. Is there any relationship between the degree to which an 
individual is involved in a particular religious culture and the 
way that individual: 
 
a. responds to the foregrounding features in a religious 
narrative? 
b. responds affectively to a religious narrative? 
c. attributes meaning to a religious narrative? 
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METHOD 
 
Participants 
 
Empirical data, gathered in a project dealing with the way 
children construct the meaning of biblical narratives (see chapter 
3), will be used to answer research questions. As mentioned 
before, in this project we obtained data from 261 pupils aged 10 
and 11, attending grade 6 and 7 in Roman Catholic and in 
Protestant28 schools29. Because we were not always able to 
complete the research procedure with all respondents,. for the 
purspose of this study, data from only 239 respondents will be 
used (Nboys=114, Ngirls=125; N10years=108, N11years=131; 
NRK=108; NProtestant=131). 
 
Measurement 
 
 Defamiliarisation (DF): For practical reasons, no 
measurement was made of the reduction in the rate at which text 
was absorbed. Instead, respondents were asked whether they 
found the narrative surprising, causing tension, unusual or 
striking, or arousing curiosity or interest. Answers were scored on 
a 5-point scale ranging from 'not applicable' (score 0) to 'highly 
applicable' (score 4). The scale reliability was 0.53, the mean 
7.60, the standard deviation 3.16, the minimum and maximum 
scores 0 and 16. 
 
                                                 
28  See footnote 20 on page 65 for more information with regard to this issue. 
29  See footnote 19 on page 65. 
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 Evoked feelings: Six word-pairs from the Affect Matrix 
(part of Hermans' (1981) Self Confrontation Method) were used to 
measure the feelings evoked by a religious narrative. The word-
pairs selected were: afraid/unafraid, tense/relaxed, safe/unsafe, 
assertive/reluctant, calm/cautious, confident/indifferent30. 
Participants were asked to choose words that described what they 
felt about the narrative and to rate them on a 5- point scale. 
 
 Cross-domain function of feelings (CDF): An individual is 
exposed to biblical narratives in various situations (e.g. school, 
church, family, informal or formal groups) involving different 
knowledge and experience. It is therefore plausible to speak of the 
cross-domain character of feelings when an individual establishes 
a link between a narrative and other biblical narratives connected 
with a different domain of knowledge or experience. The cross-
domain function was measured by asking participants two 
questions: whether the story was related in any way to any other 
of their experiences and whether it resembled any other narrative. 
Answers were scored on a 2-point scale. A score of 2 was given 
for an affirmative answer (N1 = 79, 33%). No response and don't 
knows were scored as 1 (N0 = 160, 67%). The scale reliability was 
0.41, the mean 1.23, the standard deviation 0.97. 
 
 Understanding: It was decided to use open-ended 
questions to measure understanding, leaving respondents free to 
formulate their own answers (Hutsebaut & Verhoeven, 1995; 
Janssen, De Hart & Den Draak, 1990). The following questions 
were asked: 'What is this story about?', 'Can you summarise it in 
one or two sentences?', 'What according to you is the message of 
this story?', 'Do you think that it might mean something else?' The 
                                                 
30  A similar method was used by Gerritsen (1984) in his study of religious 
development. 
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children's answers were recorded, typed and submitted to content 
analysis (see section 3.2). 
 
 Familiarity with religious discourse (FRD): Subjects were 
asked questions about the frequency of their participation in 
situations in which they come across religious discourse (to view 
original questions see: Chapter 3, table 3.1. in section 1.1.2). 
Answers were scored on a 3-point scale. A score of 0 was given 
for the answer 'never', a score of 1 for 'sometimes', and a score of 
2 for 'often'. Subjects were asked whether they read the bible (N0 
= 82, N1 = 97, N2 = 60) or other religious books (N0 = 88, N1 = 83, 
N2 = 68), and whether the bible (N0 = 98, N1 = 32, N2 = 109) or 
other religious books (N0 = 121, N1 = 53, N2 = 65) were read to 
them by their parents, teachers, priests or ministers. They were 
also asked whether they attended church services, as this is the 
most common situation in which children encounter religious 
language (N0 = 20, N1 = 84, N2 = 135). This scale has a reliability 
of 0.87, a mean of 5.17, a standard deviation of 3.27 and 
minimum and maximum scores of 0 and 10. 
 
PROCEDURE 
 
The first two steps of data collection procedure have been already 
described in Chapter 3. First, the participants were asked to fill in 
a questionnaire designed to measure their familiarity with 
religious discourse (used in Measurement of FRD above and in 
section 1.1.2., Chapter 3). Next, each participant individually 
watched a video showing a teacher reading the story of the 
baptism of Jesus (Mark 2, 7-12)31. The rationale for choosing this 
particular story is given in Chapter 3. Defamiliarisation and 
                                                 
31  See footnote 21 on page 71 for more information with regard to this issue. 
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feelings evoked by the narrative were measured immediately after 
the subject had seen the video. Interviewer worked with each 
participant individually to collect information about understanding 
and the cross-domain function. Questions about understanding 
particular words and phrases from the biblical narrative (used for 
the purpose of sub-studies as described in Chapter 3) were 
collected at the end of the interview. 
 
RESULTS 
 
Occurrence of defamiliarisation: The frequency distribution of 
the DF scale was close to normal (Kolmogorov-Smirnov 
Goodness-of-Fit test K-S Z = 1.15, p = 0.15; kurtosis = -0.123; 
skewness = -0.054). The score distribution made it possible to 
distinguish two groups of subjects: those who scored low on the 
DF scale (score 0-6, N = 57) and those who scored high (score 10-
16, N = 59). Because defamiliarisation is the central feature of the 
neoformalist approach, all subsequent analyses were limited to 
these two groups of respondents (cf. N = 166 in tables 4.2. and 
4.3). 
 
Role of feelings in comprehension: Patterns of evoked feelings 
were examined as a first step towards answering the question 
about the role of feelings in understanding. Ratings of words from 
the Affect Matrix were submitted to a Principal Components (PC) 
Analysis with varimax rotation. Two factors were obtained from 
the PC Analysis. The first factor grouped disapproving feelings: 
Fdisapproving (unsafe, afraid, tense, cautious, reluctant); the second 
approving feelings: Fapproving (safe, unafraid, assertive, calm, 
confident, relaxed). Factor scores were computed for both factors. 
 
Next, patterns of understanding were examined. Respondents' 
answers were read through carefully and then classified into 71 
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initial categories. To make the set more manageable, a matrix of 
tetrachoric correlations between categories was computed and 
used as input to a PC Analysis, resulting in the identification of 21 
clusters (see Table 4.1 further in this chapter). Following the 
neoformalist approach to the reception of literary works, three 
independent raters were asked to label the clusters as either 
superficial or productive. Superficial clusters included a simple 
re-telling of the narrative and shallow answers like 'this story is 
about God' 'about Jesus' or 'about the baptism of Jesus' 
(clusters 1 - 5 in Table 4.1). Productive clusters included all 
responses that presented a more extensive elaboration or re-
interpretation of the narrative, such as saying that it was about 'the 
Holy Spirit', 'becoming God's child', 'getting a task to fulfil or was 
a 'special way of speaking' (clusters 6 - 21 in Table 4.1). Interrater 
reliability coefficients were: rater1 vs. rater2 0.85; rater1 vs. rater3 
0.79; rater2 vs. rater3 0.81). 
 
The last point to be examined was whether disapproving feelings 
correlated with superficial interpretation and whether approving 
feelings and the cross-domain feature (CDF) correlated with 
productive interpretations. 
The results summarised in table 4.2 (further in this 
chapter) show that approving feelings correlated with productive 
clusters: 'the story talks about becoming God's child and receiving 
the Holy Spirit into one's heart' (7), 'proclaiming God's power' (8), 
'having Jesus as a good friend' (9), 'repenting to God' (10) and 'a 
special way of speaking' (14). Taken together, these clusters 
suggest an awareness of the special character of the language used 
in the narrative, indicating that the respondent interpreted the 
narrative as a story about a mission to bear witness to God and to 
establish a relationship with God. These clusters might be 
considered 'non-standardised' because a respondent who interprets 
a narrative about the baptism of Jesus as a story about a mission to 
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Table 4.1: Patterns of Interpretation of the Narrative about the Baptism of Jesus 
 
Initial categories Cluster labels  
1. Baptism of Jesus; about John the Baptist; 
really happened; voice of God; heaven 
breaks open; dove; Jesus is special; going to 
the desert; fasting; fighting against Satan 
Enumeration of events in 
the narrative 
2. God speaks with Jesus; Jesus sees the 
Trinity or the Spirit of God 
Enumeration of events 
relating to God's revelation 
3. Story about God; story about Jesus A story about God 
4. God loves Jesus A story about God's love 
for Jesus 
5. Nativity of Jesus A story about the nativity 
of Jesus 
6. God's support and assistance; God loves 
people; coming to God; God is with you 
A story about God's love 
for mankind 
7. Spirit of God comes into your heart; Jesus 
gets Spirit of God; about the Spirit of God; 
becoming God's son; getting a task after 
being baptised; Jesus/God helps and guides 
A story about the Holy 
Spirit, becoming God's 
child and being given a 
task to fulfil 
8. God performs miracles; God/Jesus heals; 
God is powerful; imperative to proclaim 
God's Kingdom; reference to the 
empowering of apostles at Pentecost; this 
story is evidence for God's existence 
A story about how God's 
power must be proclaimed 
9. Jesus redeems sins; Jesus wants to be in 
contact with man 
A story about Jesus as a 
friend and saviour 
10. Imperative to become baptised, to believe in 
God, to start a relationship with God; 
forgiveness of sins in the sacrament of 
baptism 
A story about repenting to 
God 
11. About ancient history; instructive; 
becoming a member of a church 
An instructive story about 
ancient history 
12. About being good; about how to be on good 
terms / friends with people; about love 
towards men; that you must do your best; 
that you must be like God; that you must 
never give up 
A story about personal and 
interpersonal ethical issues 
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13. Jesus is good; Jesus is without sin; Jesus is 
close to God 
A story about Jesus as good 
and His relationship with 
God 
14. Opening of the heavens - you only think 
that it happens; it is a special way of 
speaking 
This story is a special way 
of speaking 
15. Holy Spirit as a reflection of God's or men's 
feelings; as a power of imagination; no 
shape 
A story which is a 
reflection of feelings 
16. Holy Spirit as reflecting one's inner life; 
like thoughts of God; the way we think and 
our thoughts 
A story containing symbols 
referring to inner life 
17. Holy Spirit is a sign of love, friendship, 
peace, happiness 
A story about love 
18. Holy Spirit in the guise of something else A story about the Holy 
Spirit in the guise of 
something else 
19. It must be seen as a symbol for something 
else 
A story about God's words 
as figurative 
20. He does not speak face to face like a man 
but speaks through the bible, prayer, signs 
and events 
A story that shows that God 
speaks in a different way 
21. About a God-given inner voice which 
guides man 
A story about a God-given 
inner voice which guides 
man 
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proclaim God and to become God's child goes beyond the 
superficial meaning of the narrative. 
 
A significant correlation was found between disapproving feelings 
and re-telling the narrative (1, 2) or shallow interpretations such 
as 'this story is about God' (3), 'about the nativity of Jesus' (5). 
This evidence confirms the neoformalist assumption that negative 
feelings are related to superficial interpretations. 
 There was a remarkably strong positive correlation 
between the CDF scale and superficial clusters, suggesting that a 
strong perception of relationships across domains of experience or 
knowledge does not contribute to productive understanding but 
rather accompanies a preference for superficial interpretation. The 
significant correlation between the CDF scale with disapproving 
feelings (corrCDF-disaapr. = .22, p < 0.05) indicates a relationship 
between excessive access to the variety of meanings associated 
with the narrative (as measured by the CDF scale) and an 
disapproving affective response. 
 
Cultural background: The findings of an earlier research suggest 
that more attention should be paid to the participants' cultural 
background and involvement in a religious tradition (Jab!o"ski, 
Grzyma!a-Moszczy"ska & van der Lans, 1994; Jab!o"ski, 
Hermans & van der Lans, 1998a; Van der Lans & Jab!o"ski, 
1994). Three closely related notions will now be introduced. 
 
 Given that religious stories are usually presented in a ritual 
or institutional context, it may be asked whether defamiliarisation, 
besides accompanying feelings, can arise independent of 
familiarity with religious discourse or membership of a particular 
religious group. The hypothesis is that people who are familiar 
with religious discourse get to know the language of religious 
narratives so well that it loses its evocative power (Ulm, 1984). 
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Table 4.2: Correlations between feelings, CDF and interpretations of the 
narrative 
 Feelings CDF 
Interpretations approving disapproving Crossdomain 
 
1 Enumeration of events in 
narrative 
 
.03 
 
.24** 
 
.20* 
2 Enumeration of events with 
regard to God's revelation 
.05 .21* .23** 
3 About God .06 .21* .18* 
4 God's love for Jesus -.01 .03 .25** 
5 Nativity of Jesus .08 .15* .01 
6 God's love for people -.07 -.04 .08 
7 About the Holy Spirit, 
becoming God's child and 
getting a task to fulfil 
.18* .03 .06 
8 God's power must be 
proclaimed 
.15* .01 .03 
9 Jesus as friend and saviour .14* -.02 .12 
10 Repenting to God .16* -.03 .11 
11 Instructive and about ancient 
history 
-.04 -.02 .13 
12 About (inter)personal ethical 
issues 
.03 -.04 -.03 
13 Jesus is good in relationship 
with God 
-.09 .02 .01 
14 Special way of speaking .14* -.04 .12 
15 Reflection of feelings -.07 -.03 .03 
16 Symbol of inner life .10 -.02 .03 
17 About love .04 -.06 .01 
18 The Holy Spirit in the guise of 
something else 
-.01 -.07 .11 
19 God's speech as figurative .08 -.04 .10 
20 God speaks in a different way -.07 -.05 -.10 
21 Guiding inner voice given by 
God 
-.06 -.05 -.12 
 
Note. N = 116 * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01. 
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When everything is known and familiar, defamiliarisation will 
probably not occur. Nevertheless it is still possible for people not 
to become habituated to ritual and for the foregrounding features 
to continue to attract attention, spontaneously or intentionally, 
allowing the familiar story to appear in a different light and 
defamiliarisation to take place. People who are less familiar or 
completely unfamiliar with religious language may still be struck 
by the foregrounding features in religious narratives and respond 
to them by defamiliarisation. The relevance of membership of a 
religious group is that it may be expected that some religious 
communities will favour the defamiliarisation response and some 
not. 
 
These considerations led to an exploration of the relationship 
between defamiliarisation and familiarity with religious discourse 
which found a corrdefam-FRD = -.11, n.s. An ANOVA was 
performed to see whether Roman Catholics differed from 
Protestants with respect to defamiliarisation. The effect of 
denomination was not significant: DFmeanRC(N = 53) = 8.09; SDRC 
= 4.59; DFmeanProt(N = 57) = 7.07, SDProt = 4.01; F (1,108) = 1.57, p 
= 0.23, n.s. Because of the significant difference between Catholic 
and Protestant Ss with regard to the scores on the FRD-scale 
(meanRC(N = 50) = 0.88; sdRC = 1.10; meanProt(N = 54) = 2.22, sdProt = 
0.93; F (1,102) = 45.60, p < .000), in the subsidiary ANOVA, 
church membership was controlled for familiarity with religious 
discourse (FRD). Virtually the same results were obtained as in 
the previous analysis, however: meanRC(N = 50) = 8.32; SDRC = 
4.59; meanProt(N = 54) = 7.02, SDProt = 4.01; F (2,101) = 1.66, p = 
0.20, n.s., main effect of FRD: F (2,101) = 0.96, p = 0.33, n.s. 
These findings suggest, contrary to expectations, that 
defamiliarisation is related neither to familiarity with religious 
discourse and membership of a specific religious denomination 
nor to any interaction between these two variables. This 
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conclusion does not however mean that defamiliarisation has a 
universal character. To prove this would require a larger set of 
data collected from many different groups. 
 The neoformalist approach says that feelings are the 
immediate result of a universal reaction to foregrounding features 
(defamiliarisation), but this kind of view fails to take into account 
the cultural origin of feelings (for reviews see Kitayama & 
Markus, 1994; Shweder, 1991, 1993). This statement is not 
intended to dispute the biological processes that evoke emotions 
and their overt responses. It must however be kept in mind that 
feelings reflect tacit cultural knowledge and practice. In particular, 
emotional behaviour at public events and affective attitudes 
towards common goods follow a pattern set by 'collective habits 
of interpersonal co-ordination and use' (Kitayama & Masudo, 
1995, p. 218, 222). The same probably applies to emotional 
responses to religious narratives. Since each culture has its own 
set of rules about how to feel, talk, display and interpret events 
(Mesquita, Frijda & Scherer, 1997; Shweder, 1991, 1993), it can 
be expected that different religious groups will differ in the way in 
which they promote and emphasise feelings and allow them to be 
expressed. 
 To find whether affective responses to the narrative are 
related to defamiliarisation, correlations were computed between 
the DF scale and feelings for the entire population (corrdefam-
approving feelings = .03, n.s.; corrdefam-disapproving feelings = .06, n.s.) as well 
as for a group of selected respondents (corrdefam-approving feelings = 
.04, n.s.; corrdefam-disapproving feelings = .06, n.s.). The lack of 
significant correlations indicates that when a religious narrative 
evokes feelings, the emergence of these feelings is not necessarily 
related to an experience of defamiliarisation. To examine the 
claim, referred to above, that feelings are culturally determined, 
an investigation was carried out into the difference between the 
affective response to the biblical narrative of Protestant and 
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Roman Catholic pupils. An ANOVA of the factor scores showed 
that approving feelings are characteristic of Protestants rather than 
Roman Catholics: meanRC(N = 51) = -0.27; SDRC = 1.05; meanProt(N = 
56) = 0.12, SDProt = 0.78; F (1,105) = 39.82, p < 0.00. For 
disapproving feelings no differences were observed. Evidence for 
the impact of cultural context became even stronger when church 
membership was controlled for familiarity with religious 
discourse (FRD). The multivariate main effect of denomination 
was found to be highly significant: meanRC(N = 47) = -0.37; SDRC = 
1.06; meanProt(N = 52) = 0.44, SDProt = 0.77; F (2,97) = 39.82, p < 
0.000. Again no differences were observed for disapproving 
feelings. 
 
This last observation shows the effect of power and social 
influence. Religious groups and institutions are authoritative 
(Bourdieu, 1992; Geertz, 1966, 1973a, 1973b) and prescribe the 
way in which a follower of the religion in question should 
interpret religious narratives, i.e. in accordance with the group's 
standards. Understanding, therefore, originates in the cultural 
context provided by a religious community. This context not only 
prescribes whether a narrative is to be identified as 'religious', but 
also reduces the ambiguity of a narrative by prescribing which 
interpretations are allowed or accepted, and which are considered 
as appropriate or not (Soskice, 1985). It is assumed that distinctly 
different interpretations of a narrative will be found amongst 
respondents who belong to different religious denominations, and 
amongst respondents who are familiar with religious tradition to a 
greater or lesser degree. 
An ANOVA was used to explore differences in 
interpretation of the biblical narrative between Protestants and 
Catholics. The impact of church membership on interpretation 
proved significant, and remained so when it was controlled for the 
effect of familiarity with religious discourse (see table 4.3). 
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The results obtained reveal considerable differences in 
comprehension of the same narrative by members of two different 
religious communities. Roman Catholic subjects interpreted the 
narrative as teaching the goodness of Christ (cluster 13), the 
relationship between God and Jesus (cluster 4) and how people 
should behave towards one another (cluster 12). Protestant 
respondents were more inclined to retell the whole story (cluster 
1) or parts of it (clusters 2 and 3), but were aware of the special 
nature of the language used in the narrative (cluster 14) and 
stressed its instructive character (cluster 11). Protestant subjects 
associated this narrative with being involved in a personal 
relationship with God (clusters 7,9 and 10) and with being 
assigned a mission to bear witness to God (clusters 7 and 8). The 
answer that the story was about the nativity of Jesus (cluster 5), 
may have been an artefact, since the majority of interviews with 
Protestant children took place during the Christmas period. 
 
The last relationship explored was between familiarity with 
religious discourse and interpretation of the narrative. The 
correlation analysis (see table 4.4 further in this chapter) revealed 
three different relationships: 
 
1. Positive correlations between the 'superficial' clusters (1 to 5). 
These clusters, except for nr. 4, were preferred by Protestant 
respondents (see table 4.3). 
 
2. Positive correlations between most of the 'productive' clusters 
(7 to 11 and 14). Noteworthy points are the preference for 
these clusters among Protestants (see table 4.3), the positive 
correlation between clusters 7 - 10 with approving feelings 
(see table 4.2), as well as the similarity in content across these 
clusters. 
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Table 4.3: Means and standard deviations for narrative interpretations by 
subject's church membership 
 
 Roman 
Catholics 
 
Protestants 
 
Differen
-ce 
Controlled 
for church 
memb. 
Narrative interpretations Mean Std Mean Std F(1,102) CF2,101 
1 Enumeration of events in 
narrative 
 
.16 
 
.37 
 
.32 
 
.49 
 
7.10** 
 
32.42** 
2 Enumeration of events with 
regard to God's revelation 
.08 .27 .40 .77 6.92** 4.54* 
3 About God 1.77 1.32 2.41 1.41 6.37** 3.79* 
4  God's love for Jesus .54 .64 .22 .41 8.99** .07 
5 Nativity of Jesus .08 .33 .22 .33 5.78* 4.09* 
6 God's love for mankind .32 .47 .44 .50 .37 .01 
7 About the Holy Spirit, 
becoming God's child and 
getting a task to fulfil 
.14 .43 .22 .53 14.45** 10.59** 
8 God's power must be 
proclaimed 
.02 .27 .11 .19 9.25** 11.02** 
9 Jesus as friend and saviour .04 .23 .48 .73 16.44** 4.48** 
10 Repenting to God .02 .23 .07 .13 4.12* .89 
11 Instructive and about 
ancient history 
.46 .70 1.07 1.41 7.56** 3.29 
12 About (inter)personal 
ethical issues 
.42 .50 .19 .50 5.55* .06 
13 Jesus is good in 
relationship with God 
.26 .59 .06 .23 5.41* .04 
14 A special way of speaking .00 .00 .26 .54 10.87** 2.09 
15 Reflection of feelings 1.46 1.04 1.09 .91 3.85 2.61 
16 Symbol of inner life .04 .19 .19 .47 3.97 .00 
17 About love .04 .27 .02 .13 .25 1.83 
18 The Holy Spirit in the 
guise of something else 
.08 .33 .02 .00 2.98 .37 
19 God's speech as figurative .26 .48 .33 .47 .60 .86 
20 God speaks in a different 
way 
.08 .38 .00 .00 2.21 .03 
21 A God-given guiding 
inner voice  
.12 .42 .19 .38 .66 .01 
 
Note. N = 116 * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01. 
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Table 4.4: Correlation between interpretation and familiarity with religious 
discourse (FRD) 
 
 
Interpretation 
 
FRD 
 
1. Enumeration of events in the narrative 
 
.56** 
2. Enumeration of events concerning God's revelation .29** 
3. About God .29** 
4. God's love for Jesus .21* 
5. Nativity of Jesus .20* 
6. God's love for mankind .09 
7. About the Holy Spirit, becoming God's child, getting a task to 
fulfil 
.21* 
8. God's power must be proclaimed .26** 
9. Jesus as friend and saviour .29** 
10. Repenting to God .15* 
11. Instructive and about ancient history .28** 
12. About (inter)personal ethical issues -.06 
13. Jesus is good and in relationship with God -.05 
14. A special way of speaking .28** 
15. Reflection of feelings -.16* 
16. Symbol of inner life -.10 
17. About love -.15* 
18. The Holy Spirit in the guise of something else -.09 
19. God's speech as figurative -.11 
20. God speaks in a different way -.09 
21. About a God-given guiding inner voice -.27** 
 
Note. N = 116 * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01. 
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3. A tendency for negative correlation between clusters 15 – 21 
(though only a few were significant). The common 
characteristic of these clusters was that the answers went 
beyond any standardised interpretations of the narrative. There 
was a remarkable lack of correlation between these patterns of 
understanding and church membership (see table 4.3) and with 
approving or disapproving feelings (see table 4.2). 
 
The findings shown in table 4.4 show that the subjective meaning 
of a biblical narrative generally depends on the subject's 
familiarity with religious discourse. In the sample used for this 
research, respondents who were familiar with religious discourse 
either gave superficial interpretations of the biblical narrative read 
to them or followed patterns of interpretation prevalent within 
their religious communities. When familiarity was combined with 
disapproving feelings, the interpretation was superficial, whereas 
standardised interpretations were accompanied by approving 
feelings as illustrated by clusters 7 -10. These clusters mirror the 
Protestant theological and ethical tradition whose central features 
are a moral code, forgiveness of sins, sanctification, a personal 
relationship with God, a history of salvation, and a mission to 
preach the Gospel round the world (Berkhof, 1974, 1975). These 
response clusters reflected the great respect and feeling of awe felt 
for the bible and the strong emphasis put on knowing and 
memorising passages in the bible characteristic of a Protestant 
milieu. 
 
One final observation concerns clusters 15 - 21. Respondents who 
are less familiar with religious discourse and less influenced by 
the authority of a religious institution do not find that biblical 
narratives have become worn-out phrases stereotypically 
understood in accordance with commonly accepted patterns of 
interpretation. These results are similar to the findings of other 
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investigations (Jab!o"ski, Grzyma!a-Moszczy"ska & van der 
Lans, 1994; Jab!o"ski, Hermans & van der Lans, 1998a, 1998b), 
which demonstrated the decisive role played by cultural 
background in the understanding of religious concepts. The same 
investigations also found that respondents who were highly 
familiar with the religious domain preferred standardised 
interpretations of religious language, unlike those who were only 
marginally involved in a religious community. 
 
SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION 
 
The previous chapter explored a number of the implications of the 
argument advanced by the emotive theory of metaphor, that the 
emotional appreciation of a metaphor is one of the 'inputs' that 
enables metaphor to be understood. The theory claims that the aim 
of metaphor is to evoke an affective experience. The 
understanding of metaphor results from a link created between the 
'emotive meaning' of the metaphor, the subject's affective 
experience and the emotionally coloured "personal ties" allowed 
by a metaphor. The purpose of a metaphor is to make one think, to 
evoke a tension and to express or address affective experience. 
These metaphor features make religious narratives similar to 
literary works that aim the same purpose. 
 
Given this resemblance, theories about the comprehension of 
literary works, such as the neoformalist approach, might be 
expected to be helpful in any research into the understanding of 
biblical narratives. Neoformalists explain understanding by 
reference to three psychological processes: defamiliarisation, 
evocation of feelings and refamiliarisation. Defamiliarisation is 
the process where automatic perception and habitual interpretative 
schemata of comprehension are made unsuitable (defamiliarised). 
Defamiliarisation leads to the evocation of feelings and to 
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retrieval of affective experiences to guide comprehension and 
provide alternative resources for understanding. Approving 
feelings and affective experiences lead to a productive response 
and refamiliarise what was previously defamiliarised. Since 
affects guide comprehension, an individual's understanding of a 
narrative will be coloured by feelings. In other words, differences 
in understanding can be traced back to differences in affective 
response to the narrative. 
 
The neoformalist approach has various consequences for theory 
and research practice. Two questions of particular interest are 
whether defamiliarisation takes place in the course of 
understanding a biblical narrative and whether some feelings 
contribute to a better understanding of a narrative and some not. 
 
The research described in the chapter above confirms the 
neoformalist prediction that feelings are an important determinant 
in the process of understanding. Focusing on individual affective 
response to a narrative leads to a deeper insights concerning the 
construction of meaning, in particular that disapproving feelings 
inhibit comprehension by limiting the subject to superficial 
interpretation. Approving feelings, on the other hand, lead to 
productive interpretations. The most important evidence provided 
by this research, however, was that neither defamiliarisation nor 
feelings was the only predictor of understanding. Membership of a 
religious community and familiarity with religious discourse were 
also important factors. 
 
These findings are of interest for religious education. Religious 
educators are concerned with how to stimulate pupils to 
rediscover or reassess the meaning of biblical narratives while at 
the same time not going beyond the limits of the interpretation of 
religious narratives set by the relevant religious community. The 
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distinction between 'teaching of' and 'teaching about' introduced 
by Frye (1970) and to some extent applied by Melchert (1994) to 
religious education, may offer a fruitful solution to this problem. 
 'Teaching of' a narrative, like 'instruction' in the 
Vygotskian approach (see chapter 3, page 62) involves the teacher 
giving a powerful interpretation of the narrative before pupils 
have developed a strategy for 'getting the point' on their own. It 
also involves the transfer of knowledge by teaching pupils how to 
gather information and develop a religious vocabulary. Instead of 
the purely intellectual approach of 'teaching of', the goal of 
'teaching about', like "learning" in the Vygotskian approach (see 
chapter 3, page 62), is to transmit living knowledge, aesthetically 
and through participation, in such a way that it becomes part of 
the pupil's identity. A teacher who is 'teaching about' a narrative 
reveals its foregrounding features to pupils, facilitates the 
inwardness of defamiliarisation and shapes a 'personal response' 
to the narrative, a response originating in the pupil's real 
experiential world. A 'teaching about' biblical narratives does not 
involve analysing them but allowing their power to be 
experienced and absorbed. 
 
Current research suggests that the most effective way to teach 
religion is to start by 'teaching about' and then go onto 'teaching 
of'. This means that the teacher should leave the pupil free to 
respond to foregrounding features. The pupil's personal response 
to the narrative should be respected and used as the basis for 
further teaching. Research suggests that special emphasis should 
be put on the affective response to the narrative that makes one 
think about its possible meanings. Feelings hold a child's attention 
while at the same time preventing individual from resorting to 
standardised or purely intellectual interpretations. The child 
should also be made aware that emotional response to the text is 
important for its interpretation. 
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 A religious educator will be pleased when children 
respond to a biblical narrative with astonishment or surprise, as 
such a response indicates that they feel touched by it. This may be 
important but is insufficient for the purposes of religious 
education. It is not enough for children to be aware that a 
narrative means 'something more'; they must also be able to work 
out what this 'more' might be. This is the point at which 'teaching 
of' should begin. Pupils must learn to notice that the various 
stylistic (foregrounding) elements in the text have a specific 
function. They should be taught not only how to appreciate such 
elements, but also how to interpret them. Pupils should learn how 
to use the cross-domain function of feelings, i.e. how to construct 
a network of associations and relationships with other narratives, 
events and experiences within the religious tradition. The teacher 
should also make pupils aware of the possibility that even within 
the same community a passage may have different, not necessarily 
conflicting, meanings (Miall, 1996). By transferring knowledge 
about details of the story (i.e. about links between the religious 
narrative in question and other stories, events and other relevant 
issues), the teacher provides the child with a framework within 
which to place the narrative and shows how to resolve the tension 
evoked by the first encounter. 
 The teacher should allow a child who has experienced the 
surprising effect of defamiliarisation to develop a set of ideas 
about what a narrative 'means', letting each narrative touch what is 
most personal and individual within the child. At the same time 
the teacher should provide the pupil with material derived from 
the doctrinal teaching of the appropriate religious community. 
Idiosyncratic understanding of a text should not be a casual side 
effect of learning, but should become a central feature in the 
understanding of biblical narratives. 
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CHAPTER 5 
SUMMARY AND GENERAL DISCUSSION 
 
Religious narratives would not exist without people who tell them 
and without people who – by listening to or reading them – 
attempt to understand their meaning. The extent to which listeners 
and readers grasp the argument of a religious story quickly 
becomes a question of the adequacy of their understanding and 
about the dialogue or discussion about the meaning of the story 
taking place in the community of those listening and reading. Is 
the meaning construct of the listener or reader a sufficiently good 
match with the meaning construct that the narrative appears to 
offer? Or, more interestingly, when the story presents difficulties 
and an individual is uncertain about its meaning, what processes 
take place in individual's construct system as one gradually begins 
to understand? 
 
Numerous studies of the understanding of religious narratives and 
religious language have been set up to answer those questions. 
Notwithstanding the many competing and often radically opposed 
theories that have been put forward about the processes involved 
in comprehension, mainstream empirical research continues to use 
the Piagetian paradigm that has so long been prevalent in 
psychology. Scholars who use this paradigm focus on the 
importance to understanding of mental age and other cognitive 
skills. 
 Despite much criticism, Goldman's study has had a major 
influence on both research and theoretical work on the psychology 
of religion for more than twenty years. Put briefly, the criticism 
has been that a lack of prior reflection on the nature of religious 
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language has led to many shortcomings, including an 
overestimation of the suitability of the Piagetian framework and 
an emphasis on the developmental and cognitive aspects of 
understanding at the expense of other determinants of 
understanding such as social context and feelings. Scholars have 
also opposed the too narrow operationalisation of cognitive skills 
solely in terms of mental age, and the introduction of intelligence, 
abstract and figurative thinking and indicators of verbal ability 
without any explicit foundation. These objections have not 
however led to any alternative approach. 
 
The main objective of the present research was to put right this 
omission. Giambattista Vico's (1744/1948) argument that every 
investigation into a doctrine must begin from the point in history 
at which the doctrine began, has encouraged us to look more 
closely at the nature of religious language. The search for more 
information about the nature of religious discourse led to the 
consultation of various writings by experts in religious language, 
philosophers and theologians. It was found that the majority of 
these experts argue that religious language is metaphorical, not 
descriptive. Theoretically this metaphorical character implies that 
religious discourse allows a wide range of different 
interpretations. But it also implies that the meaning of metaphor, 
since it is used by a certain community, becomes standardised. 
This dual implication of the metaphorical character of religious 
language in turn implies that its understanding can be highly 
individualised, tied to individual psychological conditions and 
determinants while at the same time being limited by and subject 
to patterns of interpretation and cultural conventions. 
 The insistence by philosophers on the metaphorical 
character of religious discourse suggests that research into ways 
of assessing the understanding of religious narratives could 
benefit from a discussion of what it means to understand a 
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metaphor. Traditionally this question has been addressed by three 
main metaphor theories. According to the metaphorical theory, 
understanding metaphor involves one's awareness that metaphor is 
a peculiar way of naming used to surprise or provide amusement. 
It also involves the recognition that metaphor is a special kind of 
'social talk' used within a particular group. The emotive theory 
says that a metaphor is understood when an individual is able to 
link the emotive meaning of the metaphor, affective experience 
and the emotionally coloured personal ties allowed by the 
metaphor. The semantic theory holds that understanding a 
metaphor involves the reorganisation of an individual's way of 
thinking and the creation of a new and a unique meaning for the 
subject to which the metaphor relates. Such creation is impossible 
if the individual lacks the relevant cultural knowledge, which is 
why this theory emphasises the individual's familiarity with the 
metaphor's cultural setting. 
 A review of these three groups of metaphor theories has 
led to the realisation that no single theory is sufficient to cover all 
aspects of religious language. Further, the choice of a single 
metaphor theory might lead to too narrow a focus on a single 
aspect of understanding. Given the comprehensive character of 
religious discourse, the decision was made to use a more eclectic 
model of metaphor understanding, such as that provided by 
Mac Cormac's cognitive theory of metaphor, that metaphor 
understanding is a process consisting of 'inputs' and 'outputs'. 
'Inputs' refer to an individual's cultural competence and to various 
psychological processes such as recognition and affective 
appreciation, conscious reflection, interpretation and 
comprehension. The 'output' of metaphor comprehension is the 
reorganisation of the relationship between tenor and vehicle. 
Metaphor can suggest new insights and knowledge about the 
world, besides reorganising or evoking a new affective structure 
for its tenor. 
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The theoretical accounts presented above would be no more than 
plausible ideas if they were not grounded on empirical evidence. 
Since the main body of past research has focused on the 
development or maturation of an individual's cognitive skills and 
the role played by those skills in the understanding of religious 
narratives, current research aimed to cast light on a number of 
concerns that have been underexposed in previous investigations. 
Two particular factors that emerged from the theoretical section of 
the study turned out to be suitable for empirical investigation: the 
role of familiarity with the cultural setting of the metaphor, 
postulated by the semantic theory, and the role of affective 
experience and feelings, proposed by the emotive theory. 
 
The examination of the role played by familiarity with the 
particular setting in which religious language is used, made 
reference to the idea of the cultural character of 'higher mental 
functions' and 'psychological tools' (mediators). Both concepts 
were introduced to psychology by Vygotsky at the beginning of 
the 20th century and found their way into mainstream psychology 
in the 1970s. Higher mental functions, such as understanding, 
originate in social activities and are performed in relation to and 
with other people. Their most fundamental quality is that they are 
not outcomes of an individual nature but are shaped and organised 
by psychological tools that are culturally, historically and 
institutionally determined. 
 Two studies, both based on the Vygotskian approach to 
culturally determined mental activity, were carried out to explore 
two issues that seemed important for the psychology of religion. 
 The goal of the first study was to show that to understand 
religious discourse the subject must be involved in situations in 
which religious language is used. Analysis of the results showed 
quite clearly that the understanding of religious language does 
indeed vary between respondents with a different level of 
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involvement in activities in which religious language is used. 
Respondents who only occasionally encounter religious language 
have difficulties in explaining the meaning of a story, which 
respondents who are familiar with such language do not. 
 The aim of the second study was to show that the religious 
language used by respondents reflects the voice of a particular 
religious group. The study provided evidence confirming that the 
structure of thinking reflects the way in which religious language 
has been mediated and passed on to children during their religious 
socialisation. Analysis of the answers obtained from respondents 
from different religious groups gave rise to two distinct clusters, 
one characteristic of Roman Catholics and one of Protestants. 
Comparison with the official discourse used within Catholic and 
Protestant communities showed that respondents' answers were a 
very good match with the languages of their respective 
communities. For example, the most representative explanation 
pattern used by Roman Catholic respondents for the metaphor 
'God's Spirit descended like a dove' was to speak about the Spirit 
of God as 'not existing', 'somebody with a good apparition', 'a 
symbol of God's power and peace'. Other characteristic, though 
less central, explanation patterns were 'a nice wise being who 
makes me feel safe' and 'somebody related to God and Jesus'. The 
most typical meaning attributed to 'Spirit of God' by orthodox 
Protestant children was 'guiding and forgiving' coupled with the 
idea that the Spirit of God 'empowers mankind', is 'present in the 
history of Salvation' and 'living in one's heart'. 
 
A further theoretical concern that was explored was the role 
played by feelings – as one of the 'inputs' – in understanding. The 
analysis began with the observation that the purpose and functions 
of religious narratives are similar to those of literary works: both 
of them make the reader think, evoke tension and express or 
address affective experience. 
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 Given this resemblance, theories about the comprehension 
of literary works could be expected to provide a helpful 
framework for research into the understanding of biblical 
narratives. The neoformalist approach, that deals with 
understanding of literary texts, explains understanding by 
reference to three psychological processes: defamiliarisation, 
evocation of feelings and refamiliarisation. Defamiliarisation is 
the process by which automatic perception and habitual 
interpretative schemata of comprehension are made unsuitable 
(defamiliarised). Defamiliarisation leads to the evocation of 
feelings and the retrieval of affective experience. They are 
alternative resources for understanding and guide comprehension. 
Approving feelings and affective experiences generate a 
productive response and refamiliarise what was previously 
defamiliarised. Since comprehension is guided by affects, an 
individual's understanding of a narrative will be coloured by 
feelings. In other words, differences in understanding can be 
traced back to differences in affective response to the narrative. 
 Data, gathered in current research, confirm that feelings 
are an important factor in facilitating or inhibiting understanding. 
It has been demonstrated that disapproving feelings inhibit 
comprehension by limiting it to superficial interpretation. 
Approving feelings, on the other hand, encourage productive 
interpretation of the narrative. But affective response to a 
narrative is not the only factor influencing the understanding. 
Both membership of a religious community and familiarity with 
religious discourse are also essential to understanding. 
 
The findings of these two empirical studies could help religious 
educators to refine their teaching methods and might also open 
new avenues for advanced research into the comprehension of 
religious language. As argued in Chapter 4, religious educators 
are constantly confronted with the question of how to encourage 
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their pupils to rediscover the meaning of biblical narratives while 
at the same time, keeping within the limits of interpretation 
'permitted' by the particular religious community. The distinction 
between 'teaching of' and 'teaching about' and between 'learning' 
and 'instruction' may offer a fruitful solution to this problem. The 
present research suggests that religious educators should first 
explain religious narratives by 'teaching about' (or by 'learning' the 
story) and only then followed by 'teaching of' (instructing about) 
the story. When a child is asked about the meaning of a particular 
religious narrative it will often react to the story's foregrounding 
features and give its answer in various voices, corresponding to 
different religious or non-religious ideas and world-views. To 
achieve his aim, the teacher should leave the pupil free to respond 
to the foregrounding features, putting special emphasis on the 
affective response to the narrative that 'makes one think' about its 
possible meanings. The teacher should help to reveal the 
narrative's foregrounding features, encourage the defamiliarisation 
process, shape a 'personal response' to the narrative and assist in 
the construction of meaning out from a whole range of multi-
voiced answers. 
 Such activities will provide a basis for further teaching. A 
child should only be 'taught of' a story when he has already been 
touched by it and has been shown a whole range of possible 
meanings. A child should learn how to use the cross-domain 
function of feelings, i.e. how to build a network of associations 
and relationships with other narratives, events or experiences 
within the religious tradition. The teacher should also make his 
pupil aware of the possibility that a single passage may have 
different meanings, not necessary conflicting, even within the 
same community (Miall, 1996). By conveying knowledge about 
the details of the story (i.e. about links between the religious 
narrative in question and other stories, events, and other relevant 
issues), the teacher can provide the child with a framework within 
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which to place the narrative and show him how to resolve the 
tension evoked by the first encounter. 
 
Three issues, which emerged from the present study, are 
especially worthy of further investigation. The first is the 
possibilities offered by the sociocultural approach. For example, 
future research could investigate the understanding of religious 
language that takes place in the Zone of Proximal Development. 
Two kinds of interaction occur in the ZPD, instruction and 
learning. Given that understanding cannot be accomplished by 
formal instruction alone but requires the active participation of all 
involved agents (Wertsch & Sohmer, 1995), it would be 
worthwhile to examine the role of learning and instruction in the 
comprehension of religious language. Following Josephs and 
Wolgast (1996), it would also be interesting to examine in more 
detail the role played by interaction between a child and his carers 
in the cooperative construction of the meaning of religious 
language. 
 Further, following Hermans and Kempen's idea of the 
dialogical and multi-voiced self (Hermans & Kempen, 1993, 
1995) it would be worthwhile to study the multi-voiced meaning 
structures used by the same individual in connection with a 
particular religious story. When a researcher asks about the 
meaning of a particular religious expression, one will very often 
be given not a single answer, but several different answers, in 
several different voices, corresponding to several different 
religious or non-religious world views. A respondent might, for 
example, say that the Spirit of God does not exist, that He looks 
like God and gives you a comfortable feeling. It would be 
valuable to investigate how an individual deals with so many 
different religious voices. Is the respondent, for example, aware of 
contradictions or conflicts between them? Does somebody 
perceive them all in the same way and store them as different 
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voices? Or is it possible to discriminate between them by 
reference to some specific criteria? It would be worthwhile to 
examine whether an individual identifies himself with one such 
voice, and if so, which factors foster or inhibit such identification. 
 
Second, following in the footsteps of many scholars (e.g.: Beit-
Hallahmi, 1989, Hill, 1995, Pruyser, 1968, 1983), it would be 
interesting to conduct a more extensive study of the role played by 
feelings in the understanding of the meaning of religious 
language. In particular, more attention should be paid to the role 
played by aesthetic creativity and imagination in accounting for 
understanding (Hausman, 1989). Van der Lans (1998, 2001) 
points out that religious experiences occur in all cultural settings 
and religious systems. In explaining their occurrence and 
understanding, therefore, it could be valuable to rely not only on 
highly variable constituents like feelings and emotions but also on 
some 'common denominator', present in all human beings, such as 
physiological or cognitive processes. Feelings, emotive core 
experiences, imagination and creativity lead to both aesthetic and 
religious experiences and understanding and according to Van der 
Lans are a conditio sine qua non for their achievement. Our 
cultural heritage contains an enormous number of religious 
'objects' such as religious language, images and reports of 
mystical events. Increasing secularisation has led to the realm of 
religion becoming less and less familiar, probably because we are 
no longer taught how to deal with religious symbols. By now 
several generations are unfamiliar with religious language and 
religious issues as such, so that feelings and emotional core 
experiences are less and less often associated with the realm of 
religion. It is, however, inconceivable that such associations will 
cease to exist (Van der Lans, 1998, p. 35). 
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A third avenue for future research might be to use of the 
framework provided by the new cognitive science quite recently 
introduced into the psychology of religion (Pyysiäinen, 2001a, 
2001b). This discipline applies concepts of cognitive science to a 
whole range of different phenomena, including religion. It 'draws 
on developmental psychology and the anthropology of religion 
and sees religious representation and ritual enactment as a subset 
of cultural representations and actions. Many of the contributors 
to this approach seek to identify [...] the cognitive dimensions of 
particular religious experiences and enactments. [...] It is largely 
believed that this approach offers exciting possibilities, including 
the potential for new interdisciplinary linkages between scholars 
in fields that have become increasingly specialised over the years'. 
(Andresen, 2001, p. 2). The cognitive science of religion points 
out that the greater part of the content and organisation of 
religious ideas, while obviously cultural in content, depends not 
on institutionalised teaching or the cultural characteristics of our 
society but on non-cultural characteristics of the human mind, 
brain and body. 'Religious elements' or 'religious ideas' come into 
being because of some intuitive, body based, intuitions about the 
world around us. Barret's study (2001) of the understanding of the 
concept of God is a good example of this approach and also offers 
some suggestions for future study of the comprehension of 
religious language. 
 In his study, Barret (2001) found that people's 
understanding of the concept of God does not always reflect the 
classical shift in style of thinking from concrete (in the early 
stages of cognitive development) to abstract (in the later stages) 
proposed by Goldman and his followers. Like other authors who 
have dealt with children's understanding of figurative speech (for 
an old but outstanding review of this issue, see Winner (1988)), he 
found that children know very well that when they speak about 
God they are using metaphors. Contrary to mainstream opinion, 
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children are also able to comprehend the meaning of abstract 
concepts. At the same time he discovered that adult subjects think 
about the concept of God in the same way as children in the early 
stages of their cognitive development. He also found that subjects' 
answers did not reflect the way in which they had been taught 
religious concepts in the course of their religious education or in 
church. For example, for processing efficiency Barret's subjects, 
when confronted by a stressful or problematic situation, simplified 
narratives they found too abstract or cognitively cumbersome and 
elaborate, explaining the them by reference to human naïveté and 
prototypical ideas about the characters or the surrounding world. 
Theological concepts - like 'God' - were simplified to make their 
properties mundane and intuitive, and so more basic and 
manageable (cf. Goldman, 1992). 
 Contrary to Goldman's finding that cognitive maturation 
and development lead an individual to make a definite and 
'obligatory' shift from 'primitive' and anthropomorphic ideas about 
God to ideas that are more 'mature' and abstract, Barret found that 
people always use anthropomorphic metaphors while referring to 
living beings. In the course of their development people learn to 
replace these concepts by others derived from the theological 
traditions of their churches. In some cultural settings they might 
even learn how to speak metaphorically about God and other 
religious ideas. However, the extent to which an individual will 
find a concept abstract or cognitively cumbersome is influenced 
and determined by the demands of the particular situation, not the 
level of his cognitive development. Taking all these findings into 
account, it might be asked whether research into the 
understanding of religious language should still be concerned with 
a question: "What is the understanding of a biblical narrative like 
in children?". It might be better to give an answer to another 
question, namely: "What is the understanding of a biblical 
narrative like in different contexts?". Similarly, research could be 
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done into whether the understanding of a bible story involves 
using the same knowledge that is used to explain non-religious 
narratives. 
 
In its earliest days the psychology of religion explained religious 
phenomena by reference to chemical and neural processes inside 
the body (Wulff, 1997). Many laboratory studies were conducted 
to support the idea that religious behaviour might be explained by 
certain neural transmitters or behavioural patterns of reaction to 
stimulus. This approach to religious behaviour was gradually 
replaced by a move towards explaining religious behaviour by 
reference to social or cultural influences. Today the emphasis has 
returned to the role of emotive and physical determinants of 
human religiousness. Does this represent a gradual return to the 
early days of psychology, when human behaviour was thought to 
be driven mainly by physical processes? The answer seems to be 
'yes and no'. It might be thought that contemporary psychology is 
making a major U-turn, but it would be better to describe the 
situation in terms of 'a spiral movement' or a 'paradigm shift' (cf. 
Kühn, 1962). New movements in psychology, such as the new 
cognitive science, have been successful in integrating the findings 
of psychology's most eminent godfathers, so that this about-turn is 
not just a straightforward return to the original point of departure 
but rather a spiral movement, reviewing the same questions and 
doubts examined in the past but at a higher level of understanding. 
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Bijbelverhalen zouden al lang vergeten zijn zonder mensen die 
deze verhalen - door ze voor te lezen, of door ze te vertellen - in 
stand houden. Dit doorgeven en vertellen aan anderen impliceert 
dat er in dit proces altijd een persoon is die het verhaal vertelt of 
opschrijft en een persoon die het verhaal leest of naar het verhaal 
luistert. Zowel de verteller alsook de luisteraar spannen zich in om 
de betekenis van het verhaal zodanig over te brengen dat de 
betekenis ervan niet verloren gaat maar begrepen kan worden. Het 
overbrengen van het verhaal en zijn boodschap kan aldus opgevat 
worden als een soort 'match' tussen de bedoelingen van de 
verteller en het begrijpen ervan bij de luisteraar. Vanuit deze 
optiek bekeken, komen er bijna onmiddellijk vragen op zoals: 
Werd het verhaal begrepen zoals de verteller het bedoeld had? 
Welke processen spelen zich af tussen de verteller en de luisteraar 
tijdens het vertellen van het verhaal? Wat is de rol van de 
interactie tussen de verteller en de luisteraar voor het begrijpen 
van het verhaal? Wat bemoeilijkt of vergemakkelijkt het begrijpen 
van het verhaal? Of, wat zelfs interessanter is, wat gebeurt er als 
het verstaan van het verhaal voor zowel de verteller alsook de 
luisteraar moeilijk wordt? Welke processen en factoren zijn 
betrokken bij de totstandkoming van de betekenis van het 
verhaal? 
 
In tegenstelling tot filosofen en godgeleerden, die dit probleem 
uitvoerig bestudeerd hebben, schonken godsdienstpsychologen 
weinig aandacht aan dit soort vragen. Pas in de jaren 60 is men 
met het meer systematisch psychologisch onderzoek naar het 
begrijpen van de religieuze taal begonnen. Sindsdien zijn er 
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talrijke onderzoekingen uitgevoerd. Ondanks veel uiteenlopende 
visies en benaderingen ten aanzien van wat 'het verstaan' en wat 
de 'religieuze taal' is, werden de meeste studies naar het begrijpen 
van de religieuze taal in het kader van het Piagetiaans paradigma 
uitgevoerd. Dit kader was een van de meest dominerende 
benaderingen tot het menselijk handelen in psychologie. 
Wetenschappers, die met behulp van het Piagetiaans paradigma 
het onderzoek naar het begrijpen van de religieuze taal hebben 
uitgevoerd, hebben veel aandacht gevestigd op de rijping van 
cognitieve vaardigheden (zoals het abstract denken) en de 
zogenaamde mentale leeftijd van het kind. Deze factoren waren, 
volgens wetenschappers, van doorslaggevend belang bij 
betekenisconstructie van religieuze taal. 
 
De meest bekende studie, die het onderzoek naar het verstaan van 
de religieuze taal en religieuze ontwikkeling in zijn geheel voor 
meer dan 20 jaar beïnvloed heeft, werd in de jaren zestig door 
Roland Goldman uitgevoerd. Als een van de eersten deed 
Goldman een systematisch onderzoek naar de religieuze 
beeldvorming bij kinderen en naar de cognitieve 
ontwikkelingsvoorwaarden voor het verstaan van religieuze taal. 
Hij baseerde zich hierbij op het Piagetiaans structureel model van 
cognitieve ontwikkeling. Goldman vond dat kinderen pas rond 
hun 14de jaar afstand nemen van de letterlijke betekenis van 
religieuze woorden en in staat zijn om het metaforisch karakter 
van religieuze taal te vatten. Op religieus domein vertoont zich het 
toepassen van formele denkoperaties zelfs later dan op andere 
domeinen. Aldus stelde Goldman vast dat de kinderen – voordat 
zij een bepaald niveau van denken bereiken (zogenaamd het 
niveau van abstract denken) – niet in staat waren om de betekenis 
van bijbelverhalen te begrijpen. Volgens Goldman, brengt het 
confronteren van een kind met metaforen een concretiseringeffect 
teweeg waardoor metaforen juist een concrete denkwijze 
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bekrachtigen en daardoor het echt begrijpen van abstracte 
informatie bemoeilijken. Voor het godsdienstonderwijs trok 
Goldman op grond van dergelijke overwegingen en 
onderzoeksbevindingen de conclusie uit dat het beter is om geen 
gebruik te maken van de concrete verhalen en uitdrukkingen van 
de bijbel voordat kinderen het stadium van formele denkoperaties 
bereikt hebben en zij daardoor in staat zijn om de concrete taal te 
vertalen in abstracte symboolbetekenissen. 
 
Jan van der Lans en zijn onderzoeksteam (Jab!o"ski, 1995, 1998a, 
1998b) hebben echter een ander onderzoek naar het begrijpen van 
de religieuze taal uitgevoerd. Twintig jaar na Goldmans 
onderzoek verscheen de eerste publicatie waarin werd ingegaan 
op de samenhang tussen interpretatie van de religieuze taal en 
fantasie (Van der Lans & Vergouwen, 1986) en een jaar later over 
het gebruik van religieuze beelden en taal in de 
psychotherapeutische context (Van der Lans, 1987). Na deze 
publicatie volgde interesse voor het werk van Hunt (1972a) 
waarin een onderscheid werd gemaakt tussen drie wijzen waarop 
religieuze taal wordt geïnterpreteerd, zijnde een letterlijke, een 
symbolische en een antiletterlijke. Van der Lans heeft er terecht 
op gewezen dat de term 'symbolisch' - zoals door Hunt 
weergegeven – beter door 'metaforisch' vervangen kan worden. 
Religieuze taal is metaforisch (c.f. Barbour, 1974; Mac Cormac, 
1976; McFague, 1989) en het interpreteren ervan heeft 
waarschijnlijk niet met abstract denken te maken maar met het al 
dan niet in staat zijn om in termen van metaforen te denken (Van 
der Lans, 1990, 1991). Het onderzoek dat dit artikel opvolgde 
wees echter uit dat het interpreteren van de religieuze taal weinig 
gerelateerd was aan een bepaalde cognitieve denkstijl. De 
interpretatie van religieuze taal hield wel verband met het 
deelnemen aan een bepaalde religieuze cultuur en met het al dan 
niet vertrouwd te zijn met deze setting. Deze samenhang werd met 
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behulp van een sociaal-psychologische benadering verder 
uitgewerkt (Jab!o"ski, 1995, 1998a, 1998b; Van der Lans & 
Jab!o"ski, 1994; Jab!o"ski, Grzyma!a-Moszczy"ska & Van der 
Lans, 1994). 
 
De uitkomsten van dit onderzoek stemden overeen met datgene 
wat critici reeds eerder hadden ondervonden. Ze stelden vast dat 
indien men religieus denken wil onderzoeken, men moet afzien 
van het Piagetiaanse paradigma en van het onderzoeken van de 
samenhang tussen cognitieve vaardigheden en religieus denken 
(Slee, 1986, 1987). Volgens dezelfde auteurs, hebben diegenen, 
die daar gebruik van hebben gemaakt, dezelfde 'fout' begaan. Zij 
hebben mentale processen benaderd alsof ze een geïsoleerde 
individuele aangelegenheid zouden zijn. Men heeft te makkelijk 
over het hoofd gezien dat mentale operaties weliswaar afhankelijk 
zijn van fysiologische rijpingsprocessen maar dat ze ook 
ontwikkelingstaken zijn en als zodanig door groepsprocessen zijn 
gevormd (Slee, 1986; Hay, Nye & Murphy, 1996). 
 
Deze kritiek, hoewel theoretisch plausibel, heeft niet geleid tot 
een empirische studie. Dit heeft ons teweeggebracht om een studie 
op te zetten waarin de kritiek van diverse wetenschappers hun 
weerklank zou vinden. In de zoektocht naar een theoretisch kader 
gingen wij terug naar een discussie die destijds in de kringen van 
wetenschapsfilosofen plaatsvond. Giambattista Vico's stelling dat 
elk onderzoek bij het nader definiëren van de te onderzoeken 
objecten moet beginnen, zette ons ertoe om eerst te weten te 
komen wat het begrip 'religieuze taal' inhoudt en welke implicatie 
dit voor het onderzoek kan hebben. 
 
Religieuze taal wordt door de meeste godgeleerden en filosofen 
als metaforisch omschreven. Etymologisch gezien betekent een 
metafoor een "transfer van betekenis" (Beardsley, 1967). 
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Weliswaar vindt er bij taal altijd een "transfer van betekenis" 
plaats, maar als men taal als metaforische taal kwalificeert, 
bedoelt men ? dat een uitdrukking niet alleen volgens de gewone 
betekenis van de gebruikte woorden (denotatief) verstaan moeten 
worden maar dat de combinatie van woorden een specifieke 
betekenis constitueert. In de uitdrukking "de rivier van de tijd", bij 
voorbeeld, worden termen afkomstig uit verschillende 
objectcategorieën, die niets met elkaar te maken hebben, aan 
elkaar gekoppeld . Elke metafoor bestaat uit, en kan geanalyseerd 
worden in termen van een subject (tenor) en een 'modifier' 
(vehicle) (Beardsley, 1967, Black, 1963). Een metaforische 
uitdrukking verschilt van een letterlijke doordat er een zekere 
spanning tussen subject en 'modifier' is. Deze spanning vloeit 
voort uit het feit, dat beide componenten, in een letterlijke 
betekenis genomen, incompatibel zijn. Het speciale, het vreemde 
en onverwachte van de combinatie van beide termen attendeert er 
op dat er een betekenismodificatie plaatsvindt. Als die spanning 
niet meer opgemerkt wordt, gaat het metaforische karakter van de 
uitdrukking verloren. De belangrijkste functie van de metafoor is 
het ontsluiten van dimensies van de werkelijkheid die niet altijd 
door middel van letterlijke taal te beschrijven zijn (Van der 
Merwe, 1991). Om met elkaar te communiceren over 
overtuigingen en ervaringen, die niet in concrete door de zintuigen 
te verifiëren termen zijn te beschrijven, gebruiken we metaforen. 
 
Deze meningsverschillen over cognitieve voorwaarden met 
betrekking tot metaforische taal komen voort uit uiteenlopende 
opvattingen over wat metaforische taal eigenlijk is en waarin zij 
verschilt van letterlijke taal. Er bestaan in de literatuur diverse 
metafoortheorieën. Traditioneel is de vergelijkingstheorie, reeds 
sinds Aristoteles, het meest gebruikt. De metafoor wordt er 
opgevat als een vergelijking tussen of een verbinding van 
objecten, die naar de letterlijke betekenis onvergelijkbaar zijn. 
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Met ieder woord in de taal is een verzameling van betekenissen 
verbonden. Het kenmerkende van de metafoor is dat de 
verzamelingen van betekenissen van de met elkaar vergeleken 
componenten elkaar gedeeltelijk overlappen en gedeeltelijk niet. 
Door de overeenkomstige inhoudelijke elementen op te sporen 
kan de betekenis van de metafoor op een logische manier worden 
blootgelegd en vertaald in meer precieze letterlijke vergelijkingen. 
 Sommige denkers tekenen als bezwaar tegen deze theorie 
aan dat er te weinig recht aan de expressieve en 
betekenisvernieuwende functie van metaforen wordt gedaan (b.v. 
Black, 1963; Ortony, 1979). Terwijl eeuwenlang de metafoor 
gezien is als een stijlfiguur, zijn taalfilosofen in de loop van de 
20e eeuw tot de conclusie gekomen, dat de metafoor een 
specifieke taaldaad is met een eigen onvervangbare en 
onherleidbare functie (Van der Merwe, 1991). De grondslag 
daarvoor is gelegd door Richards (1936) met zijn 
interactietheorie. Deze theorie vertegenwoordigt een radicale 
wijziging in de opvatting over metaforen en is de vrucht van de 
fundamentele verschuiving die zich in de loop van de 20e eeuw in 
de taalfilosofie en linguïstiek voltrokken heeft doordat niet langer 
het woord maar de zin als basiseenheid van taal wordt gezien. 
Richards heeft er op gewezen dat metaforen meer inhouden dan 
alleen maar een vergelijking. In goede en psychologisch 
interessante metaforen gebeurt meer. Volgens deze theorie wordt 
er door het samenspel van de termen in de metaforische 
uitdrukking een nieuwe betekenis geconstitueerd. De 
consequentie uit de vergelijkingstheorie is, dat metaforen te 
vervangen zijn door letterlijke vertalingen zonder dat de 
cognitieve inhoud verloren gaat. De interactiebenadering doet 
recht aan het feit dat mensen bij voorkeur van metaforen gebruik 
maken als zij iets willen meedelen dat in letterlijke taal 
onbenoembaar is. Doordat de connotaties van een bepaald 
betekenisveld (van het 'vehicle' of de 'modifier') verbonden 
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worden met datgene wat het hoofdonderwerp van de uitspraak is, 
wordt iets zichtbaar dat anders verborgen of onbenoembaar zou 
zijn. Mensen maken van metaforen gebruik als zij iets duidelijk 
willen maken waar ze (nog) geen nauwkeurige formulering voor 
hebben. Door middel van een metafoor doen ze beroep op de 
intuïtieve verbeelding van de luisteraar in de hoop dat die zal 
aanvoelen wat bedoeld wordt. Men maakt gebruik van bekende 
woorden en van de daarmee verbonden ervaringskennis om een 
relatief onbekende ervaring te communiceren. 
 
Een derde groep van metafoortheorieën wordt aangeduid als 
'emotief'. Deze benadering concentreert zich op emoties en 
gevoelens die door een metafoor opgeroepen kunnen worden. Een 
metafoor is bedoeld "to intimate similarities, introduce novelty, 
surprise, similarities about things and to induce unfamiliar 
insights" (Davidson, 1978). Volgens deze theorie begrijpt het 
individu de metafoor pas nadien als hij een link weet te leggen 
tussen de zogenoemde "emotive meaning" van een metafoor en 
zijn eigen affectieve ervaring en affectief geladen herinnerringen 
die door de metafoor naar boven worden gehaald. 
 
Door de discussie over wat de metafoor eigenlijk is alsook over de 
voorwaarden die voor het begrijpen van de metafoor noodzakelijk 
zijn, is het ons duidelijk geworden dat één metafoortheorie het 
begrijpen van de metaforische betekenis van de religieuze taal 
onvolledig zou kunnen omschrijven. Dit leidde ons tot een 
zoektocht naar meer eclectische metafoortheorieën en uiteindelijk 
bracht ons tot Mac Cormacks visie op het begrijpen van 
metaforen. Mac Cormack vergelijkt het begrijpen van de metafoor 
met een proces dat uit inputs en outputs bestaat. Bij "inputs" 
verwijst hij naar individuele psychologische vaardigheden zoals: 
affectief waarderen, herkenning, reflectie en interpretatie alsook 
gemeenschappelijk gedeelde vaardigheden zoals het gehele 
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culturele kader waarin het individu opgroeit. De "output" in dit 
proces betekent dat de relatie tussen de metaforische tenor en de 
vehicle veranderd zijn. Het begrijpen van een metafoor leidt tot 
het ontstaan van een nieuwe affectieve structuur en/of de 
verwerving van nieuwe kennis, ervaring en inzicht over datgene 
waar de metafoor over gaat (metaforische tenor). 
 
Deze metafoortheorie zal ons als basis dienen voor het verder 
opzetten van een empirisch onderzoek. Omdat in de voorheen 
gedane studies veel aandacht aan de cognitieve vaardigheden en 
cognitieve ontwikkeling werd geschonken, willen wij ons in dit 
onderzoek meer concentreren op deze aspecten van het 
totstandkomen van de betekenis van religieuze taal die in andere 
studies minder goed aan de dag zijn gekomen. In het bijzonder 
willen wij dieper ingaan op het belang van het vertrouwd zijn met 
de culturele setting waarin de bijbelverhalen worden 
gepresenteerd en de gevoelens die deze bij de lezer/luisteraar 
oproepen. 
 
Wat de onderzoekspopulatie betreft, hebben wij – met name door 
het feit dat dit onderzoek een voortzetting van de door Goldman 
geïnitieerde onderzoekslijn beoogt – voor de leerlingen van de 
bovenbouw van het basisonderwijs gekozen. Om het aantal 
variabelen te beperken waarvan naast de onderzoeksvariabelen 
eveneens kon verwacht worden dat ze tot verschillen in 
betekenistoekenning aan bijbelverhalen leiden, was het wenselijk 
om keuzen te maken. Het onderzoek werd daarom beperkt tot 
kinderen die deelnemen aan de protestantse of katholieke 
leefwereld. Binnen deze groep werden alleen 10-11 jarigen in de 
onderzoekspopulatie opgenomen. Dankzij de inzet van vele 
mensen was het mogelijk om de respondenten te rekruteren. Met 
de hulp van Catechetische Centra in Heerlen en Nijmegen alsook 
de GPC in Zwolle konden we contact leggen met scholen in 
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diverse regio's van Nederland (Heerlen, Maastricht, Voerendaal, 
Wijchen, Veenendaal, Best, Arnhem, Zutphen). In totaal hebben 
wij 261 kinderen ondervraagd: 129 jongens en 132 meisjes, 123 
kinderen van 10 jaar oud en 138 van 11 jaar oud. Er waren 131 
kinderen die naar protestantse (van de Gereformeeerde Kerken in 
Nederland, vrijgemaakt [GKN]) en 130 die naar katholieke 
scholen [RK] gingen. Het was niet altijd mogelijk om het 
onderzoek met elk van deze kinderen te vervolledigen. Omwille 
van zgn. missing values – in de eerste studie over de rol van het 
cultureel kader bij het begrijpen van de religieuze taal – konden 
wij de gegevens van slechts 220 kinderen gebruiken: 
(Njongens=105, Nmeisjes=115; N10jaar=101, N11jaar=119; 
NRK=105; NGKN=115). Bij de tweede studie – naar de rol van 
gevoelens bij het begrijpen van de religieuze taal – waren er 239 
van 261 kinderen betrokken: (Njongens=114, Nmeisjes=125; 
N10jaar=108, N11jaar=131; NRK=108; NGKN=131). 
 
Wat de werkwijze betreft, hebben wij op elke locatie eerst 
schriftelijke vragenlijsten over de vertrouwdheid met de religieuze 
setting alsook andere testen klassikaal afgenomen. De rest van het 
onderzoek gebeurde individueel. Om ook dit deel van het 
onderzoek voor alle respondenten gelijk uit te voeren, werd er aan 
elk kind een kort filmpje getoond met een juffrouw die een 
bijbelverhaal over de doop van Jezus (uit het Evangelie van Mark) 
aan het lezen is. Direct na afloop voerde de hoofdonderzoeker het 
gesprek over hoe het kind het verhaal begrepen heeft en welke 
gevoelens dit verhaal bij het kind oproept. De vragen werden 
gesteld aan de hand van gestandaardiseerde interviewschema's. 
Om onze respondenten zoveel mogelijk zelf aan het woord te 
laten komen en elementen van hun religieuze traditie en 
bewoordingen in hun antwoorden te laten doorschijnen, zijn we in 
onze manier van vragen stellen niet uitgegaan van a priori 
concepten en definities (c.f. Hutsebaut & Verhoeven, 1995; 
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Janssen, De Hart & Den Draak, 1990). Alleen indien nodig 
hebben we de respondenten doorgevraagd om de antwoorden te 
verduidelijken. De antwoorden werden opgenomen op een 
bandopnemer en in een later stadium van het onderzoek 
uitgeschreven en onderworpen aan verdere analyse. 
 
Bij het bestuderen van de rol die het vertrouwd zijn met een 
cultureel kader bij het begrijpen van de religieuze taal speelt, 
gingen wij terug naar een discussie die in de beginperiode van de 
godsdienstpsychologie plaatsvond. Dit debat kan samengevat 
worden in de vraag naar een individuele of een sociale oorsprong 
van de religie. Het antwoord dat op deze vraag kwam, luidde: 
"This question is by no means simple since it is unquestionable 
that the content of religion is a social matter, a social product. 
[...] The individual can fear but he must learn from society what 
to fear; he can love, but he must learn what to love; he can think, 
but he must learn what to think" (Pratt, 1920, p. 74-75). 
 
Het bruikbare kader om deze stelling aan een empirisch 
onderzoek te onderwerpen verschafte ons de cultuurhistorische 
school van Vygotsky. Deze traditie - gesticht in het begin van 
deze eeuw - werd recentelijk herontdekt in het Westen (Cole, 
1985, 1996; Ratner, 1991, 1997; Wertsch, 1991; Wertsch, et al., 
1995). Het meest bruikbare erin is de manier waarop men over 
taal en betekenis spreekt. In de cultuurhistorische benadering 
wordt benadrukt dat taal en betekenis niet gescheiden kunnen 
worden van de schrijvende, sprekende en luisterende persoon. Zij 
bestaan in de vorm van "concrete utterances belonging to a 
particular speaking subject". Dit houdt in dat de betekenis van de 
religieuze taal ontstaat als resultaat van groepsprocessen waarin 
leden van een geloofsgemeenschap consensus krijgen over 
toegestane en niet toegestane manieren van spreken of schrijven 
voor de individuele religieuze ervaring. Religieuze taal is dus, 
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zoals andere 'taalsoorten', een sociale taal - een "negotiated 
discourse" (Wertsch, 1991, p. 50). 
 
De mogelijkheden die de cultuurhistorische school aan de 
godsdienstpsychologie kan aanbieden, werden in een tweetal 
studies gebruikt. Het doel van het eerste onderzoek was te tonen 
dat het begrijpen van de betekenis van de religieuze taal slechts 
mogelijk is indien het individu bij het kader waarin de religieuze 
taal gebruikt wordt, betrokken is. Na de data-analyse is gebleken 
dat het begrijpen van de religieuze taal inderdaad afhangt van de 
mate waarin kinderen bij de religieuze setting betrokken zijn. In 
tegenstelling tot deze respondenten die vaak met religieuze taal in 
aanraking komen, hebben de respondenten die slechts af en toe 
met de religieuze taal in contact komen, het moeilijk om de 
betekenis van het bijbelverhaal onder woorden te brengen. 
De opzet van de tweede studie was om te tonen dat de 
religieuze taal die door de respondenten gebruikt wordt de door 
hun religieuze gemeenschap gebruikte taal weerspiegelt. Conform 
de assumptie van de socioculturele benadering hebben wij na de 
data-analyse een tweetal clusters van antwoorden gekregen. Eén 
cluster was karakteristiek voor de katholieke terwijl de andere 
cluster voor de protestantse kinderen typerend was. Toen deze 
clusters met het officiële discours van de desbetreffende 
kerkgemeenschappen vergeleken werd, bleek dat deze de 
antwoorden van de respondenten bijna perfect dekten. 
 
Een andere factor waarvan wij de rol bij het begrijpen van 
bijbelverhalen willen onderzoeken, zijn gevoelens. Ons 
theoretisch en empirisch onderzoek begon bij de bewering, 
ontleend aan Frye (1981), dat religieuze verhalen – wat hun doel 
en functies betreft – sterk op literaire werken lijken. Beide zijn 
bedoeld om iemand aan het denken te zetten, om een zekere 
spanning op te roepen en om een affectieve ervaring aan te 
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spreken of uit te drukken. 
Gezien deze gelijkenis, lijkt het ook aannemelijk dat 
theorieën die het begrijpen van literaire werken beschrijven in een 
onderzoek naar het begrijpen van bijbelverhalen gebruikt zouden 
kunnen worden. De theorie die de rol van gevoelens en emoties in 
het begrijpen van literaire teksten bij uitstek verklaart, is de 
neoformalistische benadering. De aanhangers van deze theorie 
beweren dat er, bij het verstaan van literaire weken, drie op elkaar 
volgende psychologische processen te onderscheiden zijn: 
defamiliarisatie, evocatie van gevoelens en refamiliarisatie. 
Defamiliarisatie betekent dat het – ten gevolge van speciale 
stilistische kenmerken die in de tekst aanwezig zijn – de 
'automatische' perceptie ervan en de gewoonlijke 
interpretatieschemata niet mogelijk zijn. Defamiliarisatie leidt tot 
het oproepen van gevoelens (zoals verbazing, nieuwsgierigheid 
ed.) die het comprehensieproces voortzetten. Negatieve gevoelens 
zorgen ervoor dat er geen pogingen tot zijn interpretatie 
ondernomen worden. Positieve gevoelens leiden het individu tot 
diepere inzichten in de betekenis ervan. Deze gevoelens zorgen er 
ook voor dat de interpretatie met het geheel van cognitieve 
structuren van het individu zal samenhangen (refamiliarisatie). 
Omdat de gevoelens het comprehensieproces leiden, zal het 
begrijpen van een tekst van de door het verhaal opgeroepen 
gevoelens afhangen. Met andere woorden zullen de verschillen in 
het begrijpen van het verhaal getraceerd kunnen worden aan de 
hand van verschillen in de gevoelens die het oproept. 
De gegevens die in dit onderzoek verzameld zijn, 
bevestigen dat deze veronderstellingen correct zijn. Wij hebben 
aangetoond dat de door het verhaal opgeroepen negatieve 
gevoelens samenhangen met een gebrek aan pogingen tot een 
beter begrip van het bijbelverhaal of dat deze gevoelens 
samenhangen met een zeer oppervlakkig begrip van het verhaal. 
Aan de andere kant zorgen de positieve gevoelens voor een 
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productieve respons ten opzichte van het verhaal. Deze gevoelens 
zijn echter niet alleen verantwoordelijk voor een beter begrip van 
het verhaal. Het behoren tot een religieuze gemeenschap en de 
bekendheid met het religieuze kader waarin de verhalen gebruikt 
worden, is evengoed van belang. 
 
De bevindingen van dit onderzoek zouden voornamelijk voor 
godsdienstleerkrachten van belang kunnen zijn. Tevens zouden zij 
nieuwe mogelijkheden kunnen creëren in het onderzoek naar het 
begrijpen van de religieuze taal als zodanig. Zoals wij reeds in 
hoofdstuk 4 hebben gesteld, worden de leerkrachten 
godsdienstonderwijs steeds geconfronteerd met een vraag op 
welke manier leerlingen de hedendaagse betekenis van religieuze 
verhalen kunnen (her)ontdekken zonder dat zij zich tegelijk buiten 
het kader van de gangbare interpretaties van hun 
kerkgemeenschap begeven. Het onderscheid tussen "teaching of" 
en "teaching about" (of "instruction" en "learning"), dat in 
hoofdstuk 3 en 4 aangekaart werd, kan voor deze kwestie een 
mogelijke oplossing zijn. Op grond van onze bevindingen 
suggereren wij om het verklaren van betekenis van een 
bijbelverhaal bij 'teaching about' (of bij het 'learning') te 
beginnen. Het kind, in zijn zoektocht naar de betekenis van een 
bijbelverhaal, zal waarschijnlijk eerst en voornamelijk de 
karakteristieke eigenschappen van het verhaal ('foregrounding 
features') merken. Daardoor zal het kind zijn standaard 
interpretatiepatronen waarschijnlijk opzij moeten zetten. Omdat 
deze patronen onbruikbaar zijn geworden, zal het kind – 
handelend vanuit gevoelens van nieuwsgierigheid en verbazing – 
een eigen antwoord proberen te geven. In dit antwoord zullen 
verschillende elementen van zijn begrippenkader vervat zijn, 
komende uit diverse kennis- en ervaringsdomeinen van het kind. 
In het 'teaching about' moet de onderwijzer de leerling volledige 
vrijheid geven zodat deze laatste zijn eigen antwoord op de 
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foregrounding features van het verhaal kan formuleren. De taak 
van de leerkracht is in het bijzonder om het kind te helpen bij het 
tot stand komen van de affectieve reactie op het verhaal want het 
is deze reactie die het individu aanzet om over een mogelijke 
waaier van antwoorden na te denken. De taak van de leerkracht 
bestaat juist erin om het gevoel van defamiliarisatie te versterken, 
om een persoonlijk respons te creëren en om een eigen betekenis 
van het verhaal te helpen construeren. 
Deze activiteiten zouden de basis kunnen vormen voor de 
verdere totstandkoming van de betekenis. Nadat er een mogelijke 
waaier aan betekenissen in interactie met het kind samengesteld 
werd, kan het 'teaching of' oftewel 'instructing' over het verhaal 
beginnen. Het doel ervan is om de door het kind ontdekte 
mogelijke betekenissen van het verhaal in verband te brengen met 
het netwerk van associaties en verbanden met andere 
(bijbel)verhalen, gebeurtenissen of ervaringen binnen de 
geloofsgemeenschap. In de neo-formalistische theorie wordt dit 
ook als de cross-domain functie aangeduid. De leerkracht zou de 
leerlingen er attent op moeten maken dat een verhaal of een 
paragraaf verschillende betekenissen kunnen hebben en dat deze 
betekenissen elkaar niet noodzakelijk moeten uitsluiten (Miall, 
1996). Door zijn kennis over verhaalelementen aan de leerling 
over te dragen, verschaft de leerkracht een kader waarin het kind 
het verhaal kan plaatsen. Daardoor ontstaat er een interpretatie 
van het verhaal die enerzijds door het kind zelf is bedacht en 
tegelijk op een begripskader van de geloofsgemeenschap van het 
kind stoelt. 
 
Gezien de uit dit onderzoek voortvloeiende bevindingen, zijn drie 
kwesties zeker een verder onderzoek waard. Ten eerste biedt de 
socioculturele benadering tot menselijk handelen een tweetal 
onderzoeksmogelijkheden aan. Wij denken bijvoorbeeld dat er 
een nader onderzoek nodig is om meer licht te werpen op het 
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belang van de 'Zone of Proximal Development' in het 
totstandkomen van de betekenis van de religieuze taal. Gegeven 
het feit dat er in deze zone twee soorten interactie plaatsvinden, te 
weten: instrueren en leren, alsook wetende dat het proces van 
totstandkoming van betekenis niet alleen een formele instructie 
maar ook een actieve deelname van alle in dit proces aanwezige 
agenten vereist (Wertsch & Sohmer, 1995), lijkt het ons 
interessant om de rol van deze twee interacties nader te 
onderzoek. Een dergelijk onderzoek werd ook door Josephs and 
Wolgast (1996) gepostuleerd. 
Daarnaast zou men de structuur van de betekenis van de 
religieuze taal zelf kunnen bestuderen (multi-voiced meaning 
structure). Het komt vaak in een onderzoekssituatie voor dat de 
respondent meerdere antwoorden geeft met betrekking tot 
hetzelfde religieuze verhaal. Het kan ook zijn dat men in één 
antwoord verschillende lagen van betekenissen, uiteenlopende 
links naar diverse kennis- en ervaringsdomeinen alsook diverse 
wereldopvattigen kan opsporen. Met andere woorden, het 
antwoord van één respondent kan meerdere stemmen bevatten. 
Zoals in dit onderzoek gebleken is, kan de respondent 
bijvoorbeeld zeggen dat de Geest van God niet bestaat, dat hij op 
God lijkt of dat hij iemand is die je in moeilijkheden troost. Het 
zou interessant zijn om in een verder onderzoek na te gaan of de 
respondent er zich van bewust is dat deze antwoorden 
contradictoir zijn. Ziet men deze antwoorden als geheel of worden 
zij als verschillende mogelijkheden benaderd? Of wordt er een 
bepaald criterium bij gehaald door middel waarvan dit soort 
antwoorden uit elkaar kunnen worden gehouden? Wat ook 
interessant lijkt, is om na te gaan of de respondent zich met een of 
ander antwoord identificeert en indien ja, welke factoren erbij van 
belang zijn? 
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Ten tweede, gehoor gevend aan andere godsdienstpsychologen 
(zoals bijvoorbeeld: Beit-Hallahmi, 1989, Hill, 1995, Pruyser, 
1968, 1983), zou het interessant zijn om in een nader onderzoek 
niet alleen naar de fysiologische of cognitieve processen te kijken 
maar ook naar de rol die gevoelens, creativiteit en 
verbeeldingskracht bij de totstandkoming van de betekenis van 
religieuze taal spelen (Hausman, 1989; van der Lans, 1998, 2001). 
Met name van der Lans (2001) benadrukte dat gevoelens, 
emotieve ervaring, verbeelding en creativiteit een conditio since 
que non voor de totstandkoming van de betekenisconstructie zijn. 
Het is wel zo dat religieuze symbolen en het rijk van religie in de 
hedendaagse samenleving minder gebruikt worden en ons 
derhalve minder aanspreken. Ten gevolge van de secularisatie zijn 
de gevoelens en emoties die met deze symbolen verbonden waren 
niet meer zo vanzelfsprekend. Het is echter vrijwel zeker dat zij 
niet helemaal verloren zijn gegaan (Van der Lans, 1998, p. 35). 
 
De derde mogelijkheid voor een toekomstig onderzoek naar het 
begrijpen van de religieuze taal kan het benutten van het kader 
zijn dat door de nieuwe cognitiewetenschap wordt aangeboden. 
Deze nieuwe discipline van psychologie werd onlangs ook in de 
godsdienstpsychologie toegepast (Andresen, 2001; Pyysiäinen, 
2001a, 2001b). De nieuwe cognitieve godsdienstwetenschap 
"draws on developmental psychology and the anthropology of 
religion and sees religious representation and ritual enactment as 
a subset of cultural representations and actions. Many of the 
[contributors to this approach] seek to identify [...] the cognitive 
dimensions of particular religious experiences and enactments. 
[...] It is largely believed that this approach offers exciting 
possibilities, including the potential for new interdisciplinary 
linkages between scholars in fields that have become increasingly 
specialised over the years." (Andresen, 2001, p. 2). De cognitieve 
godsdienstwetenschap wijst uit dat – ondanks het feit dat de 
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inhoud van de in godsdienstpsychologie gebruikte en onderzochte 
begrippen weliswaar cultureel van aard is – deze begrippen niet zo 
zeer van de geïnstitutionaliseerde setting of ons omringende 
cultuur afhangen maar eerder op het functioneren van het 
menselijke brein of body gefundeerd zijn. Het 'religieus element' 
of 'religieuze ideeën' kunnen in deze benadering afgeleid worden 
uit de op het functioneren van het lichaam gebaseerde intuïties 
met betrekking tot de ons omringende wereld. De door Barrett 
uitgevoerde studie naar het Godsbeeld bij kinderen is een 
uitstekend voorbeeld van een onderzoek gedaan in het kader van 
de nieuwe cognitiewetenschap (Barrett, 2001). Dit onderzoek 
biedt ook nieuwe mogelijkheden voor een verdere studies van 
begrijpen van de religieuze taal. 
Barrett (2001) heeft gevonden dat het Godsbeeld dat de 
respondenten er op na houden niet altijd overeenkomt met datgene 
wat tijdens het godsdienstonderwijs overgedragen of in de kerken 
verkondigd wordt. De manier waarop men over God denkt, hangt 
eerder af van de situatie waarin iemand zich bevindt. In 
stressvolle of problematische situaties wordt het Godsbeeld 
minder complex en abstract waarschijnlijk omwille van de 
cognitieve efficiëntie in de verwerking ervan. In dit soort situaties 
worden te complexe concepten vervangen door naïeve 
voorstellingen zoals prototypische beelden van zaken of 
voorstellingen over menselijke activiteit. Met andere woorden, 
worden de complexe theologische concepten vervangen door 
meer beheersbare ideeën, dat wil zeggen door meer basale 
concepten die door intuïtieve en naïeve eigenschappen 
gekenmerkt worden (zie ook: Goldman, 1992). 
Gegeven deze bevindingen, kan men zich afvragen of de 
onderzoeksvraag die bij het bestuderen van totstandkoming van de 
betekenis van de religieuze taal, niet gewijzigd moet worden. Tot 
nu toe werd dit probleem geformuleerd door een vraag te stellen 
naar de manier waarop kinderen religieuze taal begrijpen. In het 
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licht van Barrett z'n resultaten lijkt het ons beter om deze vraag 
anders te stellen, namelijk: "Op welke manier wordt religieuze 
taal in verschillende contexten door kinderen begrepen?" Men zou 
ook kunnen nagaan of in het begrijpen van de religieuze taal 
dezelfde kennis gebruikt wordt als bij het begrijpen van de niet 
religieuze taal. 
 
In het begin van haar bestaan verklaarde de godsdienst-
psychologie het religieus gedrag door naar de scheikundige en 
neurale processen in het menselijk lichaam te verwijzen (Wulff, 
1997). Men voerde ook veel labo-experimenten uit om aan te 
tonen dat de religiositeit in termen van neurale transmissie of 
gedragsmatige reactiepatronen op een stimulus verklaard kon 
worden. Deze benadering van godsdienstig gedrag werd mettertijd 
door een andere benadering vervangen. Als reactie op vroegere 
pogingen, probeerden vele godsdienstpsychologen aan te tonen 
dat de religiositeit slechts door de sociale of culturele factoren te 
verklaren is. Tegenwoordig wordt steeds meer nadruk gelegd op 
het verklaren van religiositeit door naar emoties en andere 
lichaamsgerelateerde factoren te verwijzen. Betekent dit niet een 
terugkeer naar het begin van psychologie en naar de 
oorspronkelijke denkwijze dat het menselijk gedrag voornamelijk 
door lichamelijke processen gestuurd wordt? Het antwoord op 
deze vraag is tegelijk 'ja' en 'neen'. Het kan wel zijn dat de 
psychologie als zodanig een grote ommezwaai aan het maken is. 
Het lijkt er echter op dat de nieuwe stromingen in de psychologie, 
zoals bijvoorbeeld de nieuwe cognitiewetenschap, erin slagen om 
het oude gedachtegoed van de belangrijkste boegbeelden uit de 
psychologie te integreren. Zodoende is deze ommezwaai in de 
psychologie geen gewone terugkeer naar hetzelfde vertrekpunt 
meer maar eerder een veerbeweging in de richting van dezelfde 
twijfels en onderzoeksvragen. Deze worden echter door een 
grotere graad van kennis en inzichten dan voorheen gekenmerkt. 
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